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Researchf.Survex of BilingualiSmand Bilingual Education in the
i,7

t SOVietUnion
0' The SocioaConoxt of SoviCLBilirvvalimm..

.

(a) Sources of heterogeneity in the Soviet Union

In considering the education of bilingual children we are concern
by definition with aspects Of social heterogeneity. The Soviet Union
is an ideal' area to study'mdltilingualism dnd.mult'iCulturalism becauSe

. . ,

of the.variety.Of thespurOes, and; the degree of diffarencebetweem,
'nits in:any,pne Catagor4o0leterogeneity The most immediately

r levant aspeCt of this, Penomenon, whichja bilingual educationspeks
t accommodate is linguistic and in this respect. the Soviet UniOn/,offers
a highilevaL 04hundred:and Sik,natiOnaiities and
nations ware listed in the:Census pf 1970:4although:ImalI:but

guistically separate tribe's bring the number' up to. nearly 180.

(Tahle1). .Sechanguage-groums are"not only numetOuSbut vary
enormouslrin.size Ina total population of-241.4749,000 one natio.

(Russian)/has,a Pobulation-of 114.,miliion; there is one with a-
population of (Ukraine)},44th with totals betWeen 5 and 10
million 8- betqaen one and 5 million, 5 between half a million and a

3 between`,100,000,and 250,000, LY betW6en 50,000 and 100,000,
19 betweed/10,006and 50,000, 14 between,5,000 andw 10,000 and the rest /
,below 5,00q. Some like therYukagirs are as small as 600.

The'languages Spoken by these dOpulations belong to five major
/

families,
?

each of which has iiiportent and diStinct subgroups. They
include Indat.-7Euromeen languages such ,as Slavic (including Russian,
Ukrain+ and Belorussian); Iranian (including Tadjik, Ossetian,

Kurdish, the'Pamiz subgroup which includes Shugni and Rushanii);

alt c languages (including Lithuanian and. Lettish); Romance, like
ldavian; Armenian, the sole representative of. this subgroup;

Germanic (including German and Yiddish). The second major family of
languages is the Altaic with three subgroups: Turkic (including
Uzbek, Kazakh Kirgiz, Tatt and smeller groups like Kumyk and Nogai);
Mongolian (including Buryat.and Kalmyk); and the Tungus-Manchurian
family (including Evenki, Orok etc.). The third main family
is the Uralic with the following subgioups Pinno-Uarian -Balt4c
groups (including Estonian and Karelian); the Volga subgroups Q.

(;including-Mordovien and Mari);Perm subgroup (including Udmurt and
Komi; the Ob-Uaric subgroup (including Khanty and- Manei); Saamic
subgroup (including Saami) and the Semodic subgroup (which includes
Nenets, Nganasad etc.) The fourth major famili is the Iberian-

Caucasian with the subgroups Kartvelian (including Georgian, an
, t



and Sven); the Abkhaz-Adyahe group (including Abkhaz, Abaza, Adygei
etc.), the Dagestan subgroups consiSting.of nearly 30 languages.

including Aver, Lezgin, Dargin, Lak etclr the Nakh sUbaroup represented
by Chechen,' Ingush-etc. The fifth main _family is the Paleoasiatic

which includes the small groups of speakers of ChUkchi, Koryak
Itelmen, Eskimo and Aleut: There/efi-some isolated or uncategorised

languages like Nivkh,.Kerukagir, Aisor and Dungan lIsayev: / fZ7

The languages we have.referred to'differ in levels-of linguistic

development, norMalizatiOn:orCodifiCetion.* MOSt, ifnot:all Of
them h'ave been alphabeticised,:liany only after the RevolUtisn, :Within
the linguistic pattern there;erei.instances of dialects which' becaUse
of.Contact with other languages or dialects liavebeCoMe separated from
their original family and assured a separate existence. Dolgan;for
instance is notlonger regarded as a dialect of Yakut or Evenki but
none locality is'the result of the integration of both. 'there are
also diarcts at various-pointWol emergence es fulp standardized

,

languages. Khakasswith its,congeryJof'dialects (Sagay, KaChin,
Keybul, Seltir and Kuzyl) is. .a case in point. On the other hand
EskimO-.has three dialects none of which has advanced far towards

.4.
':stabilised Structure: .Mordvin.hes two-diaIects,.Erzya.and Muksha

both of which separately, have achieved written. tatus. !Among the
beet eXample ofaroupsof'dialecte in whichthe:members are at

considerabldifferentlevelsofdevelapment are the Pamiri 4poup
,consisting of fo r categories ofdialectsand,the Tatar group
consisting af::two brandies, blOrth West and SouthWeat whileyolga
Tatar serves as the literary language. -Contacts:between speakers of

4different dialects of the same language or of different languaaes,.- _ ,

dive rise to'aform:of bilingUalismor'bidialectalisM which is
partiOularly preValentinthe Soviet Unloh,, where so many langUaaes

are not completely standardised. =This lack of completestandardization
,

and the existence of strongdialecti spOken;by large numbers gives h
rise tObilingualisM,iinvolving the interaction of various subsystemS

of the same language,more specially the standard and the dialects,-
To some extent this gives, rise to'diglossia: It occurs in the case
of'Tadjzii(ik where the' standard literarylanguageiebased largely.

. .

The.terms' 'normalization' and 'codificationl are distinguished
4n contemoorary Seviet.linguistic:studies as f011owst,

.

normalization is "an active interference in the linauiitic process"
ancin this way it becomes an aspect 8.f languageloolicy''.
Codification is an:expiicit setting out of the rulei which .govern
the use of the language.' (See:Aktualnye problemy1970; VoprosY
19.73;;Notirosy KultUry. rechi Norma-(1969), as, wel as
Kosontarov, leonlav:ancIShvareckoff .19741



on the Classical langucgc while there .eXist clirarly identifiable
groups of regionel dialects arnOfig whiChi.are 'high', and 'low'"
variants. ThougA there exists a;standard.spoken language, said
to be the same las the written, form; is certain that mostof

/ 2,the even: tnose who!, arelproficient in both written
and spoken standards revert to One', of the Other dialects in

intimate conversation,. Another interesting caseof diglossia
occurs in- Arm. enian where; in addition' to the two dialdct varieties
there.is altoiChurch ArMenian, an 'archaic standard ,/urimitad

Linguistic differences are only one source of heterogeneity,
affecting the provision, of bilingual education. Grotip contact

3introduces at Least eight other sources{ The -groups May differ 'in
levels gf economic development as is the case with the _Yakut and
Russians-, or Daghestanis- 'and Geouians. The prOvision of general
education may be at different levels a-sis---the_case with language
groups which are predominantly rural and those which are highly
urbanised. Group cUltural traditions.,

-r

which may' not always be
identical , with language affiliation to the, same degree in every
.gaseopay differ. Religious differerices (clearly allied to
language in the case of Muslims) may distinguish groups in contact;
and the degree; of political Vartidipation varies considerably,
first of all be een Russians and non-Russians, and (where non-
Russians are c ncerned) between the major nationality inhabiting'
a particula Union or Autonomous Republi6und minorities', either
indigeno or immigrant wi z.in .the same Republid.

Among the 'most important sources of heterogeneity is the
variation, in'the territorial disposition of the interacting grOups.,
The ethrli011'inguiStic territory may be continuous as is the case
of the Belorussians and Turkmen, or divided as among Mordmin
and Buryate.:,Ethnic territories may coincide closely as is the
case of Udrmarts and Chukchi or coincide only in part as is the

.ease of the Evenki and Tatar. Another factor is the percentage
of the nationality. Who, are dispersed outside their native
ter-ritory. , (Table 2. ) ,This factor has a significant
influence on the language pattern of the groups concerned, more
especially according to whether fthey establish contact in rurac or
urban areas outside their own Reptiblics (Table )



The type of community.sectlement is another factor conducing to
.

.heterogeneity: whether for example the 'groups aresedentary, un
mixed, asSociated with agriculture; ,or mobile'associated with
nomadicjastoralism; or again commuting from rural to neighbouring
urban areas.. Thus the Eveny, hunters and reindeer herders, almost
equal in liumbers to the compact pastoral Rutultsy live.in dispersed
groups in extremely large areas of-the Far Easttundra and forests.
Taking all these differences into account it is possible tq
establish a typology, of. ethnic groups/in the USSR as a basis for

,;

studying the relevance ofthe type of bilihgual education they
experience or.require:

-.a) The Rustians cOnstitutinglneary half.the total Soviet
population, inhabit comPactly ia:vConsiderebletertitory.

, +6 .\! o .
.and are represented in ail ..they erritories of the major

ethnic groups. At tha saMe:tiMet,heYambraCe anClayic., -

ethnic groups within. their own' native ,trritOry, for instance
,

Mari and Yakut, as well as the North Caucasian groups.

b) Major peoples with compact territorieslike Uzbek and
Armenians who repAsent the overwhelming majority iii their '

. /hative'territories' but at thg same time are represented byi

C.

,immigrant
.

groups in several other neighbouring or distant.'
territories.

.C:) Major people4 like TadjZiks,copcentrate chiefly. within
.,,w,

-their Rn Republics but living there in complex interaction
with other Peoples.

5..

01, ..,
d) Major paopls.like'the Chuvash, a proportion of whom inhabit

their national 'territories in compact grOups,but who are
represented. by. large proportions of their pbOulations outside
their native RepUblics.

.Peoples like Kazakhs.,:.Ketakalpakt:ana Bashkirs who are
minorities in'their own territories intermix.freely with
othar peoples within but are represented-by only small
grOuPs Out#ide'their territory.

f) Peoples.Iike Tataisiand Moravia only.a smallotOportion
of whom'inhabit.thair own. territories but. who ekist in
cOmplex,i eirnter4ctiOnOutaide th tekritorieswith
seVeralbther groups.

.

.
) Minor butcoMPaCtlY settled peoples with their own ethnic

organisatiOna, like the Circassians, or without such a
\

characterittic organisation like the Abazin.

4.

I



Minor, geogtaphically disperSed peoples like the Chukchi

an&.Koryak aay slightly intermixed with.:other peoples,_

Minor teri'ito rially scattered peoples likedYukagirs,

Ket6 anckZtelmen in'termixing,OonsiderablY-with other

peoples...

,
j) Enclaves of what are in effect 'foreign! elements like

Germans, Poles, ,Bulgarians, Jews, Gypsies and AssyrianA,

who have no titular territory, similar ,te the major'

' groups we have referred to or many of the smaller ones

like Itelmen. n

All these are extremely important factors .in determining the

pattern of bilingual education within. the Soviet'Union. This

it. is claimed that "a
I Mutual andideal process is developing in

the linguistic lifeltf the peoples of the:.USSR:, a further

development and 'improvement of the national 7.,dguages.-and intensiwe
spreading of cross -natiOn*l...corcimunication''.) .501./..5-b.c;

Thi,claWia that this is,e new socialist type -of bilingualism.

But the proposition that there. is a necessary difference .between

all types of bilingualism in the Soviet Union on the one hat7-and

..all types in' nom-socialist CountrieS on the other, is manifestly

absurd, partlybeceuse the typology within the USSIR. and outside

it is So. Complex. What is happening in the Soviet Union. ia .no

different, in general terms, from what is happening and has

happened in other multinational countries or empires Where, a linglia

franca exiats. and is current in most if not all the:territories,

ca...existing with the local languages: as is the case in Nigeria,

and other African stetes, 'in India as well as in the:United.6tates.

Further more like the Other multinational countries contact

powerful. lingua franCawhether indigenous, like Russian or S ahili

or foreign as is the case of English in Africa leads .to 1 n cage

shift and a diminution, howeyer gradual in the . numbers of native

language claimants.. This, process affects all lapguage group! but

especially the smeller groups of the Swiet Union:.' For instance

the level of native; language maintenance among t e Madai declined

from 88.9% in 1926o 59.8% in '1959 and to 5°A, 1970 .

Similatly the Nivkh (4.4' thousands) had a language shift, of 21%

betWeen 1926 and 719`59 and 47%,by.1970. Other 'small nations-like

the Tati. (17,000) ,.'Evenki (25,000) had a percentage language

shift. of is 12%, respectively, in thirty /ears. The very

small nations, not greatly exceeding a thous and, like the Ltd_ / t! 7.

and ..5'ci.c1..,14/ have a percentage shift of .3 9; /e 4)

8
5..



(b) Modernization as a motivating lector in Soviet Bilingual Education
.

.

Though bilingualism and bilingual. education in the soviet Union .-

Aaasto be considered from several angles - linguistic, cultural,

psychological, pedpgogicand political Hperhaps. the most ImPortant-:,,

aspect. is the contribution which bilingual eduCatioa is mdant'to maeHto

planning Soviet society, throdgh the7cOnsciously guidedinteraction Of

Its,mehrlanguages and language groups (peIeLeVi,..1.978) The planning

proCe'ssee in:turn reflect the impaCt-O:thp extraordinarily.rapid

impact of modernizatiOn on Soviet:soclety.Conseguently bilingualism

and especially its institutionalisation in the systemroIeducationand
, .

other Social subsystems liice law, end:adMinistration must be viewed

within thmh7Context of modernizatiOn,without an underAanding of which .:.:

it is difficult to. realize theeignificance.of-the:chengesin the

language pattern of the Soviet Union,. or ,the policies. which have been

adopted to bring them about.: Modernizatrichin'theSoviet Union differs

from thatOf.the United State% and:Westerncountries and:Unleseme

understand:these differepdes we may be apt tOdiew completely erroneous

.conclusions aboUt the Soviet Union as'Well 4,theUnited:States: It

Is true that Modernization wherever'it occurs involves mass :political ,

mobilization leading to mass participation and that these processee if

they are:to bear fruit depend on and create he need, for mass literecy.
,

MOderniiation involves industrialization based on SCiegte, technology,

and a.secularizationof sensibility among the leeders,and .ultimately

among the mass of the.population. These:aspects of modernization, 'in

turn determine the .use to which literacy is;put, why, people becoMe
literate. Modernization also involves increased urbanization which

is ,the typical ambience .of the:literate cfSmsfunity as well as of the

ethnically and linguisti)cally.heterogenous soCiety(Po1Cskisliee,;:k.0
/97/,

All these characteristics:are reflected in the countries of the

Western World including the. United States no less than in the Soviet

Union,-but for historical reasons they are reflected differently in
-

the Soviet Union. Altgbugh the pace of modernization has been uneven

in the West those nations have experienced the process since the

16thscentu4. Because of its gradualness the modernization of the

a-aaguaEseee different_groups and, languages within any multi-

national society, for example the Celts and the English in Britain,

the Flemings and Walloons of Belgile and the several languages of

Switzerland had time to adapt to and reflect social changei without.

any Considerable perturbation. This was apparent to observers of

the modernization of'South Wales, where it was noted that when the



pace of industrialization -was relatively slow.'the inhabitants in

many.respects showed a marked capacity forstamping their own impress,

on all newcomers and communicatina.toHthem a large measure of-their

own characteristics: including their Welsh language.. With.the
acceleration:of the process of social change,'the process Of ;.

assimilation warms s unable to.keep pace withthe constant influx of

migrants' .(Commission of,Enquiry into Industrial Unrest, 79).

lookshishevskiy.(1971: 123) corroborates the characteristics of the

second phase of.this.phanomenon in respect of migration in the.

USSR and generalizes it as, a regular 'feature of ethnographic

.processes: "when industrial growth is very rapid the influx of'',

Russian popUlationtends:to exceed th flUx,of indigenous (rural)

pdpulation to the cities of. ethnic to itaries% with consequent
qualitat a henget An.the character of.those urban centres.
DUring th eriod of gradualness there maijiitle need fox deliberate

planning eithdr af society or language. The maderni;ation of the

USSR,, especially in those areas whiai contribute most to its

linguistic%heterogeneity, occurred much later than in the West.

The pace of industrial development and economic advance, if the Soviet

Union: was to compete on any kind of equal terms with the West had to
be,accelerated. Furthermore modernization'af the USSR did not
coincide with the gradual development science and technologyiput

occurred at.the peak of those develoPmentt.sa.that social scientists

in the.USSR IpveAen influenced farmorethan.sociaL scientists in

early.m6ernizing societies bythe example .of the planning of'

scientific research:
(,

.

Implicit in what has been said is the concept of the existence

of a close if naa necessary relationthipin the USSR between

language planning (of which. bilingual education is one aSor.t)and:
social change. Another' assumption is that the.rate of social change

influences the: degree, insistence' on planning. Variations in.: the

rate oil Chenge.-differentiate the forms which bi4ngual educationhave
taken in the two sets of societies - early and late modernizers.

Another factor distinguishes their attitudes. The societies which

have modernized gradually overfaur centuries have enabled their.
lafiguagesto adapt to changes with little deliberate.or conscious

intervention on the part "of, kinguists orathers. :A Society like the'.

Soyiet Union cannot afford the time-for such unenforced linguistic

Change to appear. If social change is to be reflected in the

necessary instrument of'SocialOommunication,' .a4a of the'cssemination

of the knowledge necessary forSUch social change deliberate

intervention had to b'e encouraged', *Thus the Madernilation'of:someaf

the relatively simple and tupl,i4ona]:ist siDCleiies.!ot the 8oviet



,involves their progressiv.e:Structural differentiation with consequent
,

differentationAof soc o-linguist c Moreover as a nation

moves along the Path-from'traditionalismi to mOdernity the problem of

integration within,a particular society as well as,between several

':such societies becomes -a major fOcus of struggle in,the political

arena. Integiation.involves-the interactionof the languages which.

belong to the soCiatiq undergoing this procesS.: This is what the

e.arlyleaders-of the revolution realized:. if Baihkir, Mari, Yakut,

Uzbek and. Tadzhik were to be adequate languages for gOMmuniCating in a

society undergoing reVorUtionary.change theYfhad to be;planned and'

their interaction monitored.

(dr) Explicit eco nition of the political dimensions o
biltn ual ducation

..The moderniz tion of the Soviet Union has created- tensions

which are expresses in attitudesto-the relationehiplbetweenthe
.

'icentre' 'Ithe Sovie government apparatus in lUdigg the Party) and.

the 'periphery'.repr sentedthe non=Russ an ethnicgroups.

Several models of the relation ofthe centr and: periphery have been

presented in the USSR. -One group of schola s eMphasise that the

. whole of Soviet society7.1s 'directed' from he centre withOilt much

regerd.for individuals or.:diverseethnic otipk: A second school

emphasise the dominadt role of:partl:officialt, the concept of a

hierarchy and the continued importance of a Uniforin ideoloqy,

withoUt however unnecessarily-limiting the development of diverse

groups. The thirdmodel maybe called Institutional PlUralisM which

envisagesnovernentawayom the constricting first and only .

slightly More liberal, second model-Thia.thirdThaseihas been taken:.

farther.bY Brezhney, who'thOugh ha,does-not depart rom the.condept::

of a-uniform SovietsoCietyand indeed continues to emphasise the

drawing together Of.clasSeSVand nationalities-:with their different.

languagesirefers frequentlY\tO developed stage of socialism"

goes beyond the historical past. In November 1971 (Kommunist

"The Socio-political StrUctUre.of developeci-socialism"No. 17J-g.2).

he first put forward his-ideOlOgical. VieWS ateelaborated'theMin

1972. He claimed as a: major fact .of Soviet life the existenCa.of'

a new historiOal community o people- (Novaya iStoricheskayar

opschno4.Lyudei),,.1 the SOvie people (Soyetskii. naroa. The General .

Secretary declarecythat, 'nationalities question (andbydefinition

the prolJleMof:blingualisM) had been Ootpletely, definitely

and irrevocably" (KomMunist, 4,.57). ..These views were '

taken up, by A. Lepeshkin in 1975 (Soy. gos.
0



On the one hand the processes of linguistic;. culturplas'well

ah'economic Convetgence areCoeing,promoted froth tne !centre', while

'ethnic antagoniSm' from th'e periphery has been singled out as one

of the Soviet Union's major conflicts (SusloV 14'72.4-t4 By

bringing into focus theuniquenesg-Of the national groups and by
-4. Creating or revital=izing the means of'expressingnational Sentiments-,

modernization has intensified the desire tos'eSOCert cultural autonomy
.

:on.the.peripherY. Support foi the netionalitieS in this respect

'comes from writers 4ike M.D. Mattskanyan (NatSiYa.i-natsittal'naya

:gosudars Evenhost, 277;-.6) wtiOclaims thetthe4procesS of

-developing andstrengthening the nationalities and even,smallerrenic

groupSTis mpst impOrtant, and "by belittling the role of nationalities
.

pin- general ...one does not, aid the cdnsolidation of the t1)..9-

bus tensions between this 'periphery'andthecentreisiapparent

in criticisms of such tendencies:towards autonomy,Which:are regarded

by the centre as 1nationalistin.deViations'akt4lev,

The revitalized nationalism reflected in some -of the nationalities..

lips resulted in. the formationof indigenous mOdern. illiteS whOse

sources of legitimacy are their traditional national heritaaes

(inclUding their national languages). These elites, are foremost in

voicing demands for recognition of the national languagesitin education.

The_fact that puCh elites pogtess large;.Strong and closely, knit.
.

territorial bases enable them. to exert considerable pressure, while.

the complexity of the federal system ensures ample pppbrunities

to evade demands, trom the 'centre'.., SUch,consideratIOnS point to the

-fact that bilingual:education is an aspect ofthe struggle to maintain

--the existing. distribution of poWer or to redistribute it as between:

the 'Centres -and the .'periphery'. In this r,espect.theet Union
is.' no different fromythe United States, epart:frdmithefact that' the

former Consists ofsa.large numberof clearly defined and extensive

"et4.1nio territorial units possessing fairly autonomouethoughsubordinate,

administrativa machinery. In: the United StateS, apart from the
I '

ApSiindians (principally the Navajo) : anckthe Spanish Americans og.

the South West the ethnic groups are dispersed throughoUtthe North

American continent; ,and do not pOSsest stable historical, territorial

bases frotvhich'to' exercise poWer.. (Toewis,47c - CQPIPAAATive cluQy

..4V 4De//A7 veil""e 1-..,pr-4,0;

The discussion of the political context:of'i;ilingUal education'

in the Soviet Union may besummariSed at.fpllowS:
r

:.

- ,-
(i) Language planning in the USSR, which educetion.

is one:asPect,is revolutionary since `.it seeks to*tablish

'an immediate relationshig.between Social 'end linguistic

.change ,-. t.seeks.to accelerate changeS)in the language

/et
0 . -



'patarn of the Soviet Union.,

Consequently such planning is rationalistic rather th'en
empirical in its aporoach - it sets out previously
deterMined goals of change and adoptspreconceived
mechanism for bringing them about.

(iii) Unlike the United States and other '':estern countries,
which4,are seeking ways to devolve power from the centre
(undergoing a process of decolonization) the Soviet

Union- is exp-ansionist: so far as leguages are concerned
-its aim is to ensure that all languages subserve the
interests of one political systim.

(iv) It is centralist since it%seeks to ensure that all
-languages develop so far as possible in a uniform fashion
and according tA the model of the 4ussian language.

(v) It is authoritarian since the goals whiCh are set and
I -methods which are adopted are imposed throughout

.Soviet Union with little opportunity for effectiVe itt

consultation or modification by 'the nationalities.
P

vi) Above all it is totAlitarian: language planning and
therefore the planning of bilingual- educaiion is 'an
integral part of total Soviet planning, embracing de..ense
economics, demographic as well as 'ethnographic processes. ,
In other countries such as the-United States and Britain
only some areas of society are planned, for example the
Health Service in Britain, and Defense in the Baited
Statcs while most of the the aspects oi social life k,
are open to the enterprise of free agents,and are unplanned.
In the Soviet Union there are no unplanned areas.
Furthermore, the planning of -the separate areas J.S..
ordinated. Econdmic planning determines the planning of
population mobility and tO, some .extent :the- natural growth
rates of the - nationaliti4 These processes in turn
determine changes in; the status of the languages as well
as changes in the linguistic corpus, Aince the corpus -of

. .the language is modified to meet the requirements of its
improved or subordinated Status.

The Meaning of Bilincrual Education in the USSR

Such considerations as we haire outlined determine what is
meant by bilingualism and bilingtial' education in the Soviet. Union.



...

Theve is no lack of intereSt'in the teaching of foreign languages.

in that country pnd:the.stiard.af achievementain thoze languages
. 4

where,:they are taught. (and used at certain points in the curriculum)

is as: high if dot higher than in most Wester.p countries. In 1954

several large cities.inthe Ukraine and Russia began introducing

a foreign language. Cusually EntAish)irtachildren of 7 years of age.

They were expected to.teech aboUt200 wards in the first year

FolloWing theestablishMent of.:these .classes and in order to

facilitate the work tar the 7 year .olds e'nuAber of kinderga2Ens .."

...- introduced a foreign language at the age of 6 (some at the ageof

five orleven four). There was some appositiOn from researchersjike

66/
Ginsberg ( / t CI', /94°, b in spite of the expressed reservations,

within,8 years Moscow alo e ad 500 Such.kindergartens in which

, 20,000 children offive years or udder were introduced'to English.

A smaller number of schools introduced GerMan and Fretich. -In 1961 -

the Union Republic: Council of Ministers were. instructed to introduce

aforeign language as .a medium oftinstruction in 700 General Education

schdols:, a subject like Geography was taught in
I

a foreign" language
. :,-,

at the 6th grade (13 years), Ap..entemporarythistory at Grade 7.or

8 and-in the 11th (pre-university) grade science and technology

- were taught for3, hours ,a week_ partly in a foreign language.. The-

4aChers of foreign languaaes are well trained in many Foreign

A Language Institutes across the Soviet. Union, the most prestigous

being the Hertzen Institute of the,University of,,Leningrad, end the

lst:Moscow Pedagogical Institute for Foreign Languages.' The ,.

Tbilisi Institute for Foreign Langu ges was founded in 1948 and is

typical of such institutes in o Union Republics like that at

Alma-Ata and Erevan. Among the s udents at the Tbilisi*Institute

are representatives of over fifty nationalities of the Soviet Union. ,

English, German and French were the languages'taught originally;

later Sipanish, Italian and several Eastern European languageslike 4

Bulgarian were,introducelas secondary languages. The students

.devote 805 to 90% of their curriculum time to-the academic pursuit

of their foreign language, the remaining 10% or 20% being devoted t.

to aspects of methodology, the psychology of language acquisition,.

sociological studies and ideological indoctrination. In-1961-2 the

USSR Councilof Ministers determined that courses should be

organised at Universities andiPedagogial Institutes where intending

teachers of non-linguistic subjects, like Physics or Mathematics
should be trained to teach their specialist subject in a foreign

language ( Pravart. G.4/).. NeVertheless the situation of foreign

11.
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languages in the USSR as a whole and especially in Rural Schools

is r from satisfactory. In1973 many students were J.ported

to bedisillusioned:becauseof their failtre to gain university

entrance, on account of ihrfact thst.'my school aid notteach a-

foreign P,
foreign language.' .7" v,s/ zven when Foreign languaget

are taught, in very -many Schoolt:st the USSR Ministry of Education

g. aCknowledgesfOreignflangueget are still-being "tlaghtbl people

who have no special knowledge' ( l-t-d In rural sohools

only about one third. Of the teachers of foreign languages have a'

specialized higher edU6ation Ualification ( .

.

.Although a large number of ttudents attain a bilingual

proficiency In their: particular foieign4lariguadeat the age:of.19,.

-the teaching o f4eign languagy is not mat is meant by a

bilingual educationipthe Soviet; Union.: 'The definition of

bilingualism as given in.the'preatiEncyclopaedia

is -verY:shoit:43,. , . .

"One persons or grohp's fluent co' end ability to use

2 different languages or/two dialects'of'one'langue..ge(e.g. a
. ,

.local language dialedt did the literary language).Mets

occurs in histiry 2..S the result o consUests,peaceful big.

ion. of peoples and contacts bet,:men neighbouring gl'Opp speaking.
.,,

'different Aarguaget.

Inhilintin the degree of flUente in each languaze, the raps in

latiCh the'*aiious spl-eres of corrilnication are distrihated between

the lan;uages and the attitudes of the speakers.tO them.depend

On nary factors social,ecoUomic,poliiical and cultural

life df'the group." (Vol 3).

BilingUal education is.accuiring the ability.testeak two or More..

'Soviet languages and this'is:ggeeed by all Soviet-Commentators

on the subject. The leading'SoVietlinguitts V.V. inooradOv, Iu,

D. Desheriev, U.U. Rephetov.end Y.A.,.Seribrennikov in ;a joint

repOrtof the Alma-Ata ConferenCe On "Problems of the'DevelopmentQvci./Zassy /464)
of Literary Languages of the USSR"Adefined bilingualism as

"pottessing a knowledge of both onest..own;language end another;

most often Russian".. . Desheriev and his assOciates-writing in

1966 are even More emohatic on the necessity to include Rutsian.

They speak of bilingualism as'the cultivation of the Russian

language among non - Russian. populations the Soviet Unions

(Koinmunist,don- ). In a multi-national countiy.the.second

language, serving most Often as the language of cross national

comMunicatiem .as Russian and a knowledge of that language. plus

the language of one's own ethnic gidup'constitutesbilinpualism.

The supremacy of Russian over other possible second languades



is emph sisea in the° PrdgraMme of the C.P.S.IL which states :

"The px cess occurring in life of the voluntary study not only

of one's native language but Of Russian has a positive significance

as it pe mits mutual exchange pf experience and familiarization of

each nazi n and nationality with the cultural achievements of all

other peo_ le cf the USSR and world culture" (Programme Kommunisti-
,

cheskOi pa tii Sovets]sogo.Soiuza:- 115). ..

, . -;

In 197;P.A- Azivoy and others ( 1 I 7 7-. . ) published a

report on 'a conference held. at Athkabad .on "Trendi in the Development

of .the NatiOnal Languages in Relation to the Development of

Sbcialist fationalities". They concluded that tithe intensive '.

proCess over the last fifty years or:So of learning:Russian

alongside the vernacular in all Soviet Republics heS led to the

situation where' bilingualism acquires not only linguistic but also

increased social.;,signiticance , Knowledge of Russian as the
.

common (major) language makes it posS'ible for all Soviet Nations

to communicate trdely with one another" (p.t.20) . The -emphaSis,

on Russian as the niCeSsary second language; component of .b ingualisni

haS ledmany Soviet linguists likeBaskakov:to claim that "in the

new Socialist regime .... RuSsian is now recognised by all as a

second Nativelanguaae" (.960:32); Baskakovreturned to this ..

theme in 1973 en he made the distinction between 'bilingualism'

3A.

and what he. r :rs to as 'mole complicated interlingualrela4ons . .

of minorities w c) addition to the Russian, language also knowthe

language of the basic indigenous Republic they' reside in' (1973

Equally explicit in identifying bilingual education, with the learning
.4*of Russian as a second language is the statement in yestnil#k, Nauk

SSA' 1972 where the desired :41tegrattel -ol. the peoples of the. USSR

.*ItTerced to as "the deVel4ment of. bilingualism, i.e. the non .

Russian mastering Russian". ,'Naturally 'within any one Union

Republic the extent.; to whichR4sian has been learned as a second
- CT et (re /e 4'..

langUage.variesk 'In surveys Of'e number of districts in. Belo-
t. . ,

.Russia 76.7% used Russian in addition to their native language

(Ukrainian or Belorussian). PreCtidally all the .Gagauz people-

of the Karrat Raion of the 1161deVien.Republic had acquired

Russian and many would also haVe'lea'rned, the offiCial language.

of the. Republic, MoldaVian" (1.<;°1'4"../.!;°r/72.) Kholmogorov. (1970..2)

.found that the average 'of Russian related bilingualism in Latvia

was 84% and among the minorities inhabiting that Republic 98%

of the_. Belorussians;. 85% of the.-.Polesi96% of the UricxeinianS,.:

98% of the 47ews but.only 527 Of theLithuanians:and 62% of the

Estonians' had acquired Russian,' .The percentage among theLetts

was -78% (Kholmogoroy, / 16.912 ) . At the sane .time ehigh.

percentage of the not-indiganous.,populatiOn of Latvia had learned

Lettish: among the Belorussians 67%, r Estoniacis .53%, Poles 50%

and 'Jews 43%; Only the Russians (3.1%)410ave a low level of Lettish

:..)



- bilingtalism (Khoimpgorov 'Itis noteworthy that in

Lithuania and Latvia the .perCentage of .the. non7inAiganous'bilingua s

living in rural areas. isMuch lOWar than it...isyin .Urban arets, in

Latvia and Lithuania the respective figures are apprOximately 18%

and '35%.in bOth cases.

The extent of bilingualism varies considerably from one natonality,

to another acCordingtoitheleVef of econdMic,and.educational developmeat

,For:txample it is'low arrong Uyguralansi, ItelMen;.. yukagirs and

Tuvin:' The nature and the length of the nationality's contact with
;

Russia is'important. Thus the.nuMbirSclaiming Russian is highamong,

the Nogai, Cherkess,, AdAlei.of the'CaucusUs as among the

.Kcal-Permyak.and"Mati.within.the Russian Republic,, and the Ossettes

and Chuvash who have mixed freely with the,Russiana.: A third factor.

proupting Russian as a-second language:ia Russian penetration by

anakgration, the case of .Kazakhstan:-. Finally the iposseasiono

a native language which has been standardised and is-the medtumpf

developed literary. culture -tends todiscourage the acquisition of

Rusaian, :esbeciallyif-the nation in auestiOn is relatively large.

Such is .the case of the Ukrainians, Uzbeks, Armenians, Aierbaydzhants, --

.Georgians, TadZhiks, Kirgiz and Baltic nations where the percentage.
_

.claiming'Russian in each case is under 4q%r

The extent of RuSsian related bilingualism also varies according

to age the age factor vtries frcm Republic to Republic..

-(Table ). Fewer than a'triird-Of.those born. before the Revolution

are ffuent in Rtissian'as a secondlanauage. Taking the whole of the

Soviet Union the 20-29 age group is the most extel)sively bilingual.

Those underAten have the lowest percentage. Thtaraph rises to age

thirty and falls aradually to 23.2%* at 60 years andever. The

average percentage for alliages is 32%.

The identification of bilingualism with the acqUisition of

Russian should not blind us to the considerable degree of non-Russian

related bilingualismin the Soviet Union (Table 7). In considering

whether in *any-particular Remublic the degree of non-Russian

bilingualism is high or low we should take into account the fact that

the maximum percentage is 45% (Tsukhuis) followed closely by Kurds

(36.2%) . The lowest level is among the Tuvin (0.4%) and IngU;h00.9%).

Be-04een these two extremes non-Russian bilingualism varies 2onsiderably.

Of the 106 'nationalities listed in the,,Census, in 35 ethnic groups a

non-RUssian language was claimed as a second language by up to 5%

of the population; in another 22 nationalities' such a second language

wds claimed by between 5% .and 10 %,. in another 15 'the percentage was



,\ADetWeenA0%-and.20% and! in tbree more the percedtage rose te. between

,.,:Z0% and 30%. In 5 nationalities over 30% claimed.a-dOd-RUssian lanctuace

as; an element ta-their.bilingualism: It shOUld.benoted.that many in)

these hationalitps:ave leareed_Russianalso This is particularly

so in,Kazakhstan: where Mostuol the dispersed.Turki live., 'The majority.

Of these are trilingual (Turkish,' Kazakh and Russian)OrquadrikinguaL,

possessing Uzbek in addition to tt .;r languages we haysMentioned,' At

the same time 1/4their speech shows the influence of prolonged TurkiSh7

Georgian 'bilingualism loweroercentage of non,-

Russian.than.Russian bilingualism Is:dUe not simply tothe-fact that

speakers of theMajor natiotal,lanauaces, especially Georgians,

Lithuanians,:.Uzbeks andAzerbaydzhanit.do,no&learn a. second language

ot.14 than Russian. Membert:Of some nationalities have high levels

of *Sian acquisition. often because they are diApersed populations.
e ,

'.This is the case of the Poles, and Jews. High levels 4f non-Russian

bilingualism
N.,

charaCterise small nationalitiet especidtivif they are

minorities withinjarger national entities. This' is the case of the

GagauzA.n_Moldavia, tIkTati of Azerbaydzhan encithe non .indigenous

ethnic groupsewhiCh COUStitUteenclaves.within larger lihguistiO groups,
t

like the.-KurdS:andAisors, From whatever angle'We look.at languages

in .the Soviet Union the pattern of their. interrelationship_ is highly

complex. The main pull continues to be exerted by the native language

whose. claims upon the lOyalty of its speakers hat.been diminished

OnlySlightly over several decades 4-' At the same ti
.

as we have seen the Ruesian.language.ia increasing its hold as A

second langu4geand then by-the normal precqs otlanguage'shift.it.

is clnted as the native langUaiS:of thOSe WhOse second.languge it'had

been previously.' Menyimmigrants have learned.the'official"fanguage of
,- . . .

the Republid into which they haVe moved and indigehous minorities have

done the same. V'.

The tensions between affiliationsto the various languages are

increasing but such tensions do.not lead.to Open confliCt nor do they
.

need to do so provided the System of education is geared to 'meeting the
.

pr9gOrs that undoubtedly arise....crnaltIOV( 4 9-7.0:'/ ) refers to,

fov kinds of "non-anta6onistic:cOntredictioot".: first thote between

innovation and'conservatitm which have particular relevance to'the

relationship of the traditional.patiVe and the intrusivesRusSiam

language. Ano erexpression,which is ometimes used in` this connection:

is that the Sovi t UniOn.is pursuing 'two paths (dva potoka) - the

path leading tioc nvergenceof languages and ethnicgroupsXpossibly

to their merging. lyZhennja and sliyanie)land that:leading to the
4 .

-

maintatence.ofnati nal languages and their cultures. 2 Filin, the

15.
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,' -
chief editor of. ,yppr

,

oay dezYkOzonanija an Ofthe Institute
(V.0P:74zzl- Y., aof; Linguistics of the, Academy of Sciences wrote9A1973,':' "We face

the. isk of enormoupportance: each Soviet citizen of non-RuS4an

extraction whilehatPitagmMand of his mother tongue and cOntribUting,

to its bloSsoming:andsprde muStelao freely master the languag? of

internationaLcOmmuniCation s.,..the RUSsian language'. Harmonious,
..,

::bilingualism and multi-lingualiSm free from.eVen;a shade of antegoniam,-`.
-...,

thisiis'ourprogramme". It is noteworthy that nothing. is said of..

those of.Ruasian extraction who} might also become bilingual or mUlti-

lingual: 'NOnantegOnistiC contradiction' is of particular interest:-

ln,theSoviet UnOn)bedause te balances..bAweenthe contradictory .,.
. .n. . .

.eleMents is man'pulateddeliberate) y consCiaraly andeccording td:e
'',.-.,

,

'preopnceived political philo,sOphy which envisages the dominance. of

Russian,

(e) Bases of Research

The, guiding principles of scientific research in the social.

sciences are.radically.different from those of non - socialist countries

_end especially of the United.States... NO education or.pcademicsystem

exists in a philos

-domiinant group or s and tries "to meet what are considered to be

necessary and urg& national demands. Some Of'the'characteristics

of tbqg modernizing Soviet state have beed referred to already and we

have also stated the basic philosophy which is supposed' to r. guide the-

imultinational.state in its attempt to "produce a stable linguistIc

iiattern. proretically,it least,, and in the medium terMthe state is

evoted to a pluralistic{ alinguistic and' ethnicTseciety: atai'thae-e0'

pluralism, is always to be gbarded against the theat-of segmentation

ebouregois-nationalism9. The ethnic!linguistic groups`while.,:
maintaining their traditional languages and cultures 'are also- meant

to contribute to the creation Of an overarching' 'Soviet Culture',

and an overarching Soviet ideological and political systemA-, At times

the contributing ethnic groups have more freedom to develoindependentl

than at other times but at no time is there any disguisingthe

intention"of creating the 'Soviet man', 'Soviet culture' and possibly

a Soviet languagethough this list may.be'onlia dream in the eye

of the most extreme collectivist. It is possible to, pursue pluralism

in other countries too, the United States for instance, knowing

icalyacuum; . it reflects the interests of the

.

'..that it does not necessarily require a doctrinaire unity to enable the

' separate group to survive, and contrioute at the same time to.the

survival and enrichment of the nation as a whole. At the level of

academic rescarchSidney Hook Claimed that only one kind of unity.

was compatible with the freedom of scientific research amd.the

development qf sound scholarship: ' "it"it is not a unity, of doctrine-
, of/scfPi/ne

but a unity ofhich'expreoses itself .in an uncoerced convergence

o interests from various disciplines working on a common problem!'

(Hook, 314)..

1 7)



\This.isfarfiom being\the'cate in the SOViet Union. 'PerhapS1'

themost frequently recurritsg-theme in even the most scholarly and

impOrt4nt researchreports is e affirmation:of conformity -to.
. .

Marxist- Leninist principles.. f IskitUalistic concession:7'7ra an

omnipresent authority, embracincall disciplines., Deshetiev writes.

(1973: 3, 5 -40). "Methodological a d'ideological'concepts play7a-

consiterablepart in determining the pathb, aims and tasks in the

divelOpment'of the socialfun6tions of languages and also their,

interaction'.:(p:9). P.O: Sor (i926)rid Lafarpie (Rustian:translation

of "La:Lang e 1930). based socio-lin4Uistics firmly on

Marxist met odolOgical concepts of:the. social nature of language..

The foundations. were laid by Marx and Enc00 in their 'German

Scerbyc'ky, the Secretary of th4NCentral ComMittee of the
IA a. 2.

Communist Party of the Ukraitian opeech published in Radjaneeka Ukrajinsic.

grote: "Incur work we entirelyproceed from -tle..karxistLeninist ';

thesis, that further unification .(zblyzennja) of nations and nationalitie

of our countries constitutes an Objectiveprocess Theparty Consider:

Inadmissible attempts to:restrain'the prooees of the Unification'of.
.

nations and put obstacles in its path, artificially to consolidate the

national isolation ". This authority does not rest with .those

Institutionswhich we normaly-accept as its repositories Ithe fzMiiyi.

aLth-school,and the system of ffurthet educationbut is detekMined to.
'a considerableextentby_the.ComMunist Party and. its leaders "in our

_ .

country it is not only the:faMliy and thaechaol'that are in,chaige;of:

Upbringing but alsotheentireparty'educational tystem".AKhosioV,

This is emphasised even more explicitlyby the Academi Yegoroy,'

Secretary of the:U R Academy of.Sciencee-(Division o PhilosOphY and

..Law), in a papers'lla se the Level ofACciologicel Res arch' when he ,

Ilrote: "Cur: associa ion shabilld help all ittMembert.to:Master

Marxist-plvninism in rder thbt.z117Sociological.prOblemZMaybe treatpd,.

4PIDM themtrxist-Led nist,pointOf Yiew.YAll:MethOds of soCiological

reeeatch::*irVeys, deling, 'thelatest mathematical °methods .should

be used in acCordanc with ethodolOtly"
. .

(Sotsiologicheskiye stledovania, 1977:- 4 -8) -A30C6use of its

Marxist-Leninist'orie tetionkthe scientific criteria. they-adopt

in research:are' heavil weighted towards historical, Materialist-.

sociological interpret tioni of the nature Of-education-end language..

. Though they find a place for 'consciousness' in!theit view of

educational psycholopy, their fundamenta,. tenet is summed up, in

.-Marx's notiOn:thbt the i dividual's psychology is the sum ,tOtal of

.his social relations. " e orientation of people's activity" wrote

Mektee(1965:246) "is.d termined by. their social existence .and by
. .

ther4bjectiYe.needs and'p setion.of the-Ciass'ofwhich they are



members as wellas:by the conditions of life of every concrete ,'

individual". This strictmaterialist:point of view nrevpils so that
although to some. extent eaudation becomes a branch of biOlogy.the

determinetive conclusion Of:the;edtcational research worker is that
One "can hardly contradict l.P. Pavlov's'contention.that the laws,
of upbringing and,developmentmust be based on physiology" (Khostokr, 1965:

NeVertheleSs since-social processes are-conceived as determining all other
aspects ot a child's development the aspect of materialist philosophy
which receives most emphasiSristhesOciological. For instance
Georgian 'research :workers* criticisms axe directed against "those

..
. idealist_ onceptions which preSent:hutan consciousness as a collection.'

. _

of lirmentery sensations and imptlses".111Heytlaimi-to,sh40. that it -is not"
, r

the study of the nervous syttedand the brain that can explain thought..'
lo.rocesses. The answer.. to the problem must be sought in' those social

conditiOns:thatCause thebrain to conceive reality in a certadd,way
in some circumstances .and in another Qey:in different social.cOilditions
The4revalent social donditionsmduldand determine the reactions of
the nervous system and brain" 1tetC9c&ov./.?1 , Since social
conditions change accordir tb the laws of historical materialism it;,.

important- that "an adequate analysis Ofany. scientific:or,.
practical problem must be bald on:knowledge of its histdry" (KhOsloy).

'The bigIC tenets of those engaged on educational research, including

research on.bilingual.education Cad besubmed up ai scientific within
the framework: of Marxist-Leninist ideology: f(Thts. implies astrictly2

. materialist attitude, the,mostimportant aspect of Such materialism
being the objective condistionStscCiety. These determine the

.

individual's and the group's development, thehistory of which must be
studied in order to come to a full understanding of the process.

',,'.

7
"For the proceSs of int nationalization of,Soviet nations and
nationalities, .s object ve. It can be neither slowed nor accelerated

because it is a; function of historical development. put this does not
mean that it is spontaneousdand uncontrollable" (Kholmogorov, 189).
Knowledge of the history of a process enables one to plan for-its

most appropriate developrhient.Y(Thus a'consideration of.the context of
. A

research on bilingualism and bilingual education suggests the existence
of four paradigms which havereceivedvarying degrees of attention in
all countries according tothe level of their social development.
In countries like Wales,:- olgiumand other western countries which
possess m ture systems ot bilingual education.the paradigms have

. succeeded each other uniformly. The emphasis on literacy was

necessarily the first:paradigm since without literacy there :was
no-poSsioility otmohilizing the totallopulation. to participate in
theprocesseS Of.modernizationt consequently the linguistic aspects



of bilingual education were the first. to receive attention in Western

Europe and North America.., Once a= ufficient degree of literaCy and

linguistiCaesimilation higibeen'achieVed by means of the dissemination

of the lingua'franci.ettention shifted to cultural assimilediom of the
divers,ethnic populations.- For these reasons theeecond paradigM is

determined by ethnological/cultural considerations. Cultural '

assimilation, since it involves an awareness of ethnic'encloultural

differences encourages the development of. an awareness of ethnic

identityeo-thet there was a new, a second paradigm shift to'

psychological considerations (vitness the Wark of.Lambert) .Thi6
6

third research paradigm is'heaVily.weighted towards the study of
individual.children and to discoverinqindividual,types'Ofbilingualism'

like 'co-ordinate. and.compoundbilingualisM!_. In the'Soviet.Union,
as we shall have o9Cakfion to note, although important work. has. been

done.onthepsycholOgy of individual bilinguals the.main emphasis is
6(1 sOcialPel;tholOgy, 'We have recently, -witnessed thethird paradigm

,shift where.because previous:developments in literacycultural
-

.

assimilation, and the psychology of social croups is conceived as leadina
directly.to a consideration of the pedagogical=political consequences

--' of diversity" end assimilation the emphasis has been moved to social
\. 1

or political pluralism.

Whereas in the early-modernizin4- bilingual countries the Pazadigm .
shift, could be clearly dietinguished and identified andswere separated
by periods which approximated to between twenty-and thirty years
(a generation), inithe rapidly modernizing countries like the Soviet

Union these paradi6ms,operated almost simultaneously - literacy,

assimilation, the promotion pf convergence and poiitical-pedaaoaical

considerations all operated together within the framework of,a
.

.

political ideology. It is'noteworthy that the Ashkabad Conference

on Bilingualism and Multiiingualism in 1969.considered the,subject

according to linguistic, sociological, psychological and pedagogical
aspects in that order, confirming the'succession of paradigms to which
we have referred. The United States in this respect stands mid way
between the early-and late developers of bilingual. education'. There
the time scale of paradigm shift is not so clear as it is in Wales

or Belgium; with-the consequence that the attention paid to second

language.learning (the linguistic paradigm) is stillconsiderable

although the emphasis has moved first to a consideration of cultural
assimilation, later under the influence of Lambert and Tucker to

psychological considerations.. Vlore recently still, while die other

paradigms are still effectiye, the move to .a-.pedagogical political
paradigm in terms' f 'segMented pluralism', has gained ground.
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'(2) The Linguistic Paradiam Socio..tinauistic Beckaround.'

We have excluded the teaching of foreign ianguages' ai an integral
element Of bilingual education. in the :USSR thOUah it is'no.t always
clear how a 'second languaaeldistingtishesitaelf atone end of the
scale froM themothef tongue or native language and, at. the other,
extreMe from.argign'language, Not all iangua'ges,acquired. in

addLtion'tothe.mother tongue constitute euniforM'set. Learning. a.

Second languate in'a 'mass' bilingual situationilike-Armenian as a
second anguage-in Tbilidi or-Moscow is'different from the acquisition.
of the seMe\languagewhere there is little demogra-phicsuppoit.for it
like Armenian in Washington or London. And learning RasSian in Eervan
is different from its acquisition in 'Paris or,Bonn. Marckwardt
favoured the distinction between a second and a foreign language
( ;.-s" ) but American linguists were s).ow to Ettrpi his

suggestion which Was'al eady'acceoted by Soviet and British. linauists'
* and teachers. Some lin stsconcealecithe problem by speaking of
the two mother tongueSof the bilipgUal,child (Weinreich . > 9 S'"S

a proposal which SOM'elaviet'linguists found acceptable((Baskakovl.(1960)).

OzdinarilytWolearestdistinction,between the second and ,a foreign
language' is based on the,:,Coptezt ofacquisition of either language.

inSance inWeles.English is learned as a secondlanguage because
. .

itsprevalenCe.throbghout the country, whereas no matter what level-.
of proficiendiihRusSian-e Welsh child acquireSin Wales it ii,Still
a'foreign language, The second language is acquired under. pressure

Or with strong support from the social environment in Whi.Ch the
language is freely used. (Lewis. /974: ) .

It is recognised in the SovietUnion that in 6pite of the
considerable advances made in Other aspects of linauisticsiuntil

recently the development of sociolinguistics has been backward,
Hampered by the fact that insufficient support has been forthcoming,
from the discipline of, sociology. Consequently anyContribution.
sociologists could make to the understanding.of.the sociology of
language was limited. This-degree of retardation among sociologists,
especially those interestedin language is: due; it is Claimed, partly
tothe fact that'the "conceptual framework of Marxist'SOciolo.gY
still needs' clarification Secondly,'''applied sociological research
is conducted-by small groups and istsometimes haphazard, narrowly

empirical,' trivial in its aims'and not worth the-money or effort".

Furthermore, "the inadequate training of goviat sociolOgistaisthe.

main reason we have been slow to overcome our shortcomings .., The
Soviet Union has only.the rudiments of a-sociological education"
( gttrkeVicrtari7r) However, the author is far too critical of

Solriet.deVelopmentynainlir::becailse his concept of sociological studies

2o.
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..is,narrower than very many: sociologists would wish it to be. It

would have been. impossible to.be so orttibi if students;oZ'the

nature andstructureiof,society like ethnologists.c4/A41)for

example), and demographers like Pokshishevskii or Perevedentsev,

equally.concerned with the working of society, although within limited
fields of intetett,..had:been accepted.representettve of Soviet"-'

,studies of the working and structure Of society:.

The soti6-linnuIstiC approach:to bilingualism has becom6 more

pronounced during the last decade, in the works of U.A.Agta.abY.

N.A.'HaskakoV, I.K. BelOded, Y. D. DesherieV, S.K..Kenespayev,

N.G. Kortelyanu,. U.G. Kortomarokr, M.Sh. ShiraiiieV as viell.as

tho-se en the interface between linguittict'and philosophy. like.

A.G. Agayev, M.S. Dzhunusov, S-.,T.Kaltekhohyan, K:Kh. Khanazatov,..
A.I. Kholmogorovand I'sameryank. In fat the range of Socio-
linguistic studies is comprehensive, including theoretical problems,

the study of socially determined changes in Soviet;, languages, the

study of the delirelnPeent adinteraction.Of the l'anguages Of USSR,.

thetriteractioft'of standard Soviet languageS and diaIeCtSof those
lOguages, as well as mosta aspects oflangUage Planning,

including language policy (gikOlsky 1974). SoViet students

maintain the clearest.distincbionbetweenlinguistic sociology,

concerned with linguistic aspects of social phenomena,

characteristids,of small groups '(Panov 1968,-b, ,r(31.1) and soCio,-,

linguistics concerned With research into the.lenguege,changes which,

are determined by social factors as well essocially marked linguistic

di#erencet in the speech of different individuals 1Krysin )

8uch researches have been conducted in many centres including'ihe.

'Institute of LinguistiCs of the ACadeMy.of Sciences of the USSR:

the Russian Language Institute of the:AcedeMy.of Sciences:of the USSR;'

the Institute of Eastern Studies of theAcademythe Pushkin Institute
cY.f the Russlan,Language; the Saratov University; the'NovOsibirek

Institute of the Siberian Division of the Academy of Sciences of the

USSR 'etc.- Since 1972'the number of:Sub-divit'iont of the 8Oviet

Sociological Assockation has beedincreased from 5to.15. As a ,result

of the cooperation of scholars belongingto:thesevarious institutes

the proceedings of many. conferences which have to do with bilingUaliim

and'bilIngual education have been published including Vzetmodejistie

(1969), VoprOsy (1964), Voprosy (1969), Norma (1969),: Osnovnye

problemy (1966), Problemy (1970), Problemy J1972),RazVitie

literaturnyx jazykov (1965), Sociolingvicheskie. problemy

Jazyk i obschestvo (1968) and several otheit. In Azimov's:collection

(1972) many of the papers dealt with theoretical.questiOns of



bilingualism andmuitilinoualisM:' especlally the 'pheron enon of

interference or mutuaLinfluenCeof languages'i0 Contact, AThis

aspect of2thesUbject,is dealt withon the le el 'of phOPetiCa;

.morphologyeyPtex; stylistics, lexis an SeVeral

articles deal with the contact of Russian with Azerbaydzhapii.

orgTurkmen, LithUenian, Geian and Ossetian. is noted that the ..

Russian language in spite of its dominance and OuReflor: status is

not immune from. such interference:':"It is being constantly enriched

':wIth. new words and expressions borrowed from the languages in;'

contact with it t moredirettly in the colloquial speech of the

-Russian people living_among non- Russian populations than in the

national.wri en literary Russian Language- (Sanzheev 944 "F ).

In view of the prevalence cl,this:phenomenon the report concludes

that the best method of teaching theseccind language, whichever

it may be,`TS"ContimuOuscontrastiVe ComparlSonoflengueges46..

contact. But whatever.method is used to deal with aspects of.contaot..

it4s acknowledged that "language contact often needs conscious:

control,by society" That is, there,is a constant and continuing

need for langUage planning (DeSheriev 197 3

(Et) Development Of Literacy (Table 8 )

It cannot be repeated too often; that the ultimate purpose of.

bilingual education es an aspect of.socio-linguistic studies in the

Soviet Union is increased and improved literacy mainly in Russ.ian

but:not necessarily limited to.that language., Wherever.differentH

languages ere in contact -.some degree:Of bilingualism is inevitable,

especially along the language frontiers. prior to. the fairly; .

advapced level og modernization, requiring more'then an 'elitist,'

minimal literacy; such bilingualism yesorel and fOrtuitous it was

generally restricted to the uneducated speakers,of the areas of
. ,

contact. It was also fortuitous, in the sense that it was unplanned'

deriVed mainly- froth thenormel contact of friends, acquaintances

and others across the borders. Such oral and fortuitous bilingualisb

characterises most of the bilingualism revealed in Table ;7

concerned with non - Russian related bilingualism. ,-This does not imply

thatButsiam, in areas where extensive. Russian populations embraced

a variety of minority groups was not also an element in oral and.

fortuitous bilingualism. But by the present time nearly 99%of the

populations of the Soviet Union.areliteratein at least one

..language and to a great extent in two or more. The lowest level of

literacy in Tadzhikasten is96.5%tend Turkistan 94,5%. In less-

than 80 years.some ofthenatiOnaiitieshaveimiSroved to 'their_

present level from.a base of2..3% literacy (Tadzhikastan),.3,1%
7 -



1Kirgizstan),- 3-..6% (Uzbekistan). and' others;: like the Kazakh,
.

ierbaydzhant, .ivrmenian and Turkmen from below 10%.

This leyel of literate bilingUalism (in. Russian and non-Russian
languages) is di.stinct ern the limited literate bilingualisM among ,

groupl of, the Tsarist regime althoucih effcrts had been
made by.pioneers like Ilminsky to develop such
mass litleracY before the Revolution. The, present .position howeVer
could not have been aOhieved without''considerable del.iberate,
conscious and scholarly intervention with .ttO corius of th6.
languages, for the poisibility of, universal aSNopposed to
literacy deRends on the development of 'national.' as -distinct
from what is termed' folk languages' ( Zoe ri p iv" 19 GOY The..
fundamental characteristic of a cieveloped national langUege compared
with the folk, language is that it is' 'a Single standardised literary
language (a common literary' norm, which is shared by the entire
nation and which fUnctions in all asdeCts df communication and
which is formt7d from a folk base' ( / b- :0C. ) . Such a
development, it is claimed by Soviet linguigts cannot be matter 04
chance but is the result of careful lincuiStic Olanning 01 the
structure of the language (in all itsespects), its lexis and
if necestary its alphabetisation.

Ili Code Selection

Paul Garvin postulates two reguirernents for e standard language,
namely flexible stability of the Code and intellectualization:_
"The' codification needs tobe flexible enouih to allow.for
modification in line with- cultUre change and it should allow
the possibility of developing increasing variety along an'ascending
scale of functional dialects from conversatiOri to scientific"
( C, kRUini,..` ), In Shevelov's ,words ( 1.4 77' ) r.

Standard languages need to be "omni,Iunctionel" in.order to fulfil
all the demands made upon a contemporary language in a modernized
society. It is .questionable whether' any but the most developed

^ Languages like 'Georgian or Armenian (apart from Russian and. Ukrainian:
. .h ve been able to maintain their original, flexible stability qn

.. ascending scale of 'dial ect and:style variation. Neverthelessi
a large number of 'hithetto sunstandardised languages' ,have. been .

enabled to become fully fledged literary languages, %thus perhaps.
compensating somewhat fo\ r the..funotional lititations. which the

,planners hive imposed upon previously standard languages.
-....



Vert many of the So Viet languages like Uzbek and Tadzhik have
a compleit sytem of dialects, anciall we can dam n this study of
Oode stabilization' is to exemplify the- procestes which one or two

languages experienced. ,.Tha first criterion employed::in the
'normalization of Soviet languages is adherence to'.a continuous
historical tradition-of speaking the dialect which has been selected..
as the single or the principal base and focal point of standardization.
For ditample the chOice of the Tashken-*Ferghana dialect as"the base
fOr standardised Uzbek was deterinined partly by the' act "that it can
be traced back to the lingUistic Compan-ity of Karkhanid period and
which genetically ,,speaking is .rNlated to the Uygur language; Together
their a single Airkbroken line of development". ( geSerac. 1.9 rd .)
But the hiSt.orically ,

authentic dialect may not be the most pure. v In
the, case of Uzbek this is the South Kazakhstan dialect which because
of its possession'of vowel harmony was the, ultimately agreed
chOice as a base for the Uzbek languagO. Next to purity and historic
authonticity the third criterion in codifying, a standard language. is
that the choSen dialect should be the ,most widely representative mit
only geographically but also in its affinity with other dialects:N
the Kuvakan dielect of Bashkir Was rejected as abase becaute it was

q foiind unrepresentative 'of other dialects. Insteac3 characteriStics
of th the Kuvakan and the. Juriatin dialects were combined to provide
a -table hase for Bashkir and these together had affinities with most
ther dialects of Bashkir: Literary Kalmyk is a' similar Synthesis,'

as is Ashkarbar the historical literary base of contemporary
Rimenian ( a Are/s3-AA./049 But the most important criterion of all
those used in- code 'selection; -according to Soviet linguists, is the
degree to which a selected dialect rearesents the spoken language.

fillerminolocr?

current process of relexification of the national languages
were initiated early.during the present Soviet period and can be
understood only in the context of those:Orly developments. terminology

414 $;'bulked largely in the considerations of language planners and was -given
great prominence by the pioneer Soviet linguist N.Y. -Mari "as the
linguistic aspect of the future''. Changes in terminology were

'introduced partly to enrich the languages with the lexical' items
cequired by.,the economic 'and cultural revollition, partly by the
politically motivated desire to eliminate from the Soviet languages
vestigial lexical items which linked.them to prerevolutionary and
genetically eelated languaies, iike'Arabic and Persian. A third
cause for`the insistence o erkouraging suCh chances was the wish to
ensure that the national,languages Were able to cope with translations



of Marx-Leninist and Stalinist literature. Vinogradov (1945: 165-66) ,

pOinted out that "similarities and correspondences between the different

languages of the USSR that areattributable to the influence.of Russian

are manifested in the following processes:

J.) an extension of the sphere-ofinfluence of Russian exoressions

and especially the new Soviet expressions and their loan

:traaslationsv

a rapid dissemination of. Sovietisms and, their movement ffcm
One language to another;

114 the acquisition through Russian of a bSsic international.

liocabulary".*

Itieseissues were-raised very much earlier at the Congress

.Education in. 1924.,.Following'the conaress.of Turkology at Daku in

1926 a special commission was.set up.toinitiate work on dictionaries

-and lexicons for new political and scientific developmentS. By 1933

-this Commission had produced several minimum lists for spienceiend

of Workers'

technology.

art from Soviet-wide commissions on terminology many Union

Republics'created their own commissions. In Armelia, the Special

Terminology CoMmission had, by 1950, approved A00418,000 medical

terms,and 13,000 legal terms., In Latvia-40,0GO terms were approved

between 1947-49. A oermaaent-Terminoloay Commission of the. Soviet

Ministry of the Bashkir ASSR was created in e 1940's and its efforts

were subsequently continued by the Bashkir Br nch of the Academr62

Sciences of, the USSR oe;4'"464/1944j. It produced the first normative

dictionary which'included.sociological and philosophical terms as

well as.lexicons for botany, chemistry, mathematics, physics,

linguistics and medicine.- A second series, concerned with some

additional subjects, including forestry was published later. (

Similar work was.conducted in other languages, for example/The

!Terminology Commission of the Kirgiz Academy of Scienees which has

been systematizing the lexicon of nearly all branChes of sciences

and' has produced nearly 70 lexibons. (Sov. Kir.g. 10.4.73),.

Such advances in lexicOlony have been governed by clearlydefined

theoretical orincioles, thevfirst of which is that the, maximum

possible use be made of native resources ( Sleeve-La 10977) . But though

clearly formulated the'principle was abandoned in the thirties.

Instead the main sources for developing'vocabularies,were to be
, , .

' Rusiljan. This could be by direct borrowing frdt Russian with the

minimum of phonetic adaptation, or it could be by loan.translation

25.



.and calquing. Originally the maximum use of native resources meant
the introduction, into the ne.literary languages of elements of -.

dialects,or sub-dialects of thcfse language -In-Uzbek for.example-
, 'archaic wo s add eXptessions were. gradually deleted' and replaced
with words and expressions:in the spOien language'..(. geSe.0 1.1,

,_,1

The same was true ofUkrainien, but.very soon the,collectiod of,
materials froM Ukrainian_dialects and the spoken anguage was -called
'kUlaCkie dialekty'. (the language of rich peasants) althoughthe
material which was thus cOrideMnedwas used in the dialects'of-all

NikClasses of peasants and.otherS--(Sheve105, 256), '-'

Rather than use the spoken indigenous language as a source
Russian, was used 'as the means of enriching the languages, but in this
respect the practice was

r
ambivalent. All sorts of propaganda were

used to encourage the use of Russian,sgurces but. Filin objected
strongly to the importatibn of foitigh borrowings:, "AnglicisMS, more
precisely Americanimms enter our scientific and technical terminology
Ind nOmenclature not by hundreds or.by thousands but by huddreds of
tholikands, if not more" ( 1/6.13-ja.2. 197r:3).. Consequently it was

' necessary to emphasise the use. of Russian sources although that
language is foreign to Many of ihosewhose languages might .be invOlved:
"Special attention should be given to the struggle ag4st the dis-
regard of Rusian by the unjustified loans from the EngliSh language"
( This new enthusiliasm for Russian was not reflected
in the practice of the early planners for in the 1920's and 30's there
a disinclination to allow,the importation of. terms similar
to the importatiOn from other languaaes. The reasons given for the
change was that "the experience of the peoples'of the USSR has shown
that the Russian language has played and will play a historically

- 'important role in the development of national languages. Thanks to
its richness the Russian language is t1e main source of borrowing .T.
In most languages of the USSR 70-80% of the new terms have been
borrowed from Russian ( ifilZPv'MY6). Isayev (302-5) analyses the
main categories of such borrowings 'as socio-political terms like
'kommunizmi; terms that are related to industrial and agricultural
production, like 'brigade' and 'sortirovka'; the names of in-
stitutions like. 'institut' ,and ltechnikum1; terms that refer to °

transportation likelautobus' and 'taksi'; military terms like
'katyusha' (multiple rocket launcher) measures of weight and length
like otonna' and 'grammr, 'metr ' and 'iantimetr'; names of
professions like Ishofee, !letchik' (pilot), lkombainee (combine
operitax). and verbs that relate to the development of industrY.
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An '.analysis of a sample of Uzbek Periodicals shows that while the:
. _

.

:pethentage of Arabic and Persian words declined from 37% to 25% the.

Rusatan element increased from 2% to 26%. Eighteen percent of the
items. in a Vibec:/Turlac .dictionary were of Russian origin while a

Tatar dictionary contained twice as many Russian:loan words. in the,

1958 edition as there werejin the.1929 edition ( VzCieg

Because of the extent. of RuSsian penetration of all nationality

languages ".a merging of. the lexicon, content of the national languages

has occurred and through. this a merging of.the iexicona of the national
languages themselves" ( /lett q V A!:i'lfs,.;)

The Rusaian influence is more pervasive than this direct contriLutiot.

suggests, since the Russian language has become the accepted model as
the main source of 'lexical innovation. First, Russian is the intermediarl
for most words introduced from non-Soviet sources "like English or German.

Second, calquing mainly from Russian sources has increased considerably.

For instance in Bashkir we have now on the Russian model 'kultUra-

ayarti ese' (culturally instructive work), 'kultura-politik-ayarti

(cultural-political, education) etc. In Ukrainian we now have' 'blyskavka'

for 'zipper'. It is a loan translation of the \Russian 'mdhija' which

literarily means 'liahtening', "Th./.: is the- original and basic Meaning
da,o.

of the UkrziniantermA Third, derivatives are formed from Russian by

the addition of native affixes; for instance we h.* in Bashkir

'kulturahid' (uncultured) and 'noyatorliq' (innovation), the words
being combinations of Russian stems and Bashkir affixes.

,

Another form of Russian usurpation of the national processes:-of

deVelopment of native languages is to have:exclusive:,Rusaien

. national language dictionaries. For instance, .of theimpOrtant

Ukrainian dictionariespublished recently they are all either
'.Russian- Ukrainian or Ukrainian-Russian. In principle no,publications

of fUll dictonaries from Ukrainian to other languages. or viczi,Verea

are issued. Occasionally one finds some slim dictionaries designed.-

for high 'school -pUpils with the minimum baSic vocabulary, in German,

French-and-slightgeL bulky in English. .(Sheveloyi_2-543)--;---bn

the:other .hand a. new tri- lingual GagaUl-RussianMOldeVian dictionary,

serving the 160,000 Gagauz of S. Moldavia has been published by the.

Academy of. Sciences incorporating lleCCO, Gagauz terms., (Sov. Mold.

19.7.43).

_

- Changes in the corpus of the:national:languages_ have meant changes__ . _

in their stylistiO characteristics. These stylistic characteristics

pre indiSsalubly .relatedlto 'the structural characteristias of the
1. '., languages and their lexical content. (Dpseriev, 1973: 19) . Consequently

the
--:

the national languages approximate ,more. and more. to tha' RUssian language.

,

1
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in stylistic character. In fact every effort is made to ensure

ttot the educational and publishing practices of the Republics, for

exatiOle the Ukraine, mplement Russian models. Every Ukrainian

publication has a style editor whose function'it is to see.that all

the official pfescriptions are applied. The results are unfavourable

to variety in the national language. For instance Literaturna Gazeta
reported in 1958: "It is the activity of the style editor to require

the implementation of what they find in the two official models -

the Russiant-Ukrainian'Dictinary,,nd the,Ukrainian spelling system,

and this results in excessive standardization, excessive stereotyping
of the literary language and the suppression of any personal-ctz -peculiarities in the author's language"(PlGjuset cQ"1958). This

insistence on tha use of Russian stylistic models is not surprising
in view of the enthusiasm of Russian propaganda for the Russian
language. The Russian linguist Kostomarov, reviewing for Voprosy
p7azykoznanija (1976, i) a work by the eminent Linguist Protchenkb

complains that the latter "does not say anything about the out-
Standing linguistic quality of the Rusaian language, an extraordinary
phenomenon in the linguistic creativity of mankind. It would be

wrong to adduce the perfection of the language as a reason for the

international advance of Russian characteristic's but it is equally wroc
to ignore this perfection".

rurtharthore;. becauSe-olincreasing social-and cultural con -

vergence, the stylistic differentiations within each pf.themany

nationaLlangudgesbtought aboutloythe need to adapt to new :roles,:

tend to folloW a UnifOrmpattern across languages because of:the
omni- presence of the Russian:influence. "Common trends and laws of

development and mutual enrichment of languages (which) are clearly

manifested in. the formation of a special style of socio- political

and publicistic literature of the Soviet epoch, took shape under

the influence. of the Russian language" (Deseriev, et al, 1966,
pp. 10-17).. These developments are goVerded by the "principle of

minimum discrepancy" between national languages and between them
and Russian (printsiP minimal snykhraskhozhedniy) .(Deseriev and.

Proptienko).

Alpahebtic reform

- . The Soviet Union is not simply a mnitilinaual, but alSo.a multi-
. graphic or multi- alphabetic country, and was even mare.8o at the.

commencement.ofthe-present-regima. At one tithe:the two main

alphabets .were Arabic and.Cyrillic-with some examples of Latin.sCripts

especially in the Baltic countries. Georgian and Armenian had their

own unique'alphabets.- The motives for alphbbstic reform were

several:: it was claimed that Arabic was unsuited-to some Of:the

Central Asian nationalities but in these cases a stronger motive



was the Intention to sepa ate them from the related).angUageS spoken

outside the USSR. ,Second there was.the'StrOng'.idesire to dinlinis

thedegreeof-heterOgeneit which existed in the USSR. Thitd, even
ifredical changes in the a phabets had.notheencontemplated for
political reasons there was the, conviction that tlib-alphabets.of

.several languages like Armen ahneededreform in any case. Jieh the
..

inaugutation of the Soviet R ime the demand for reform became wide

Apread and it was agreed that such reforms should.follow certain

jprinciples. First alphabets st reflect thetheth
languages, especially their ph amid composition. Extra symbols and

inadequate' phonemic distinctiveness shoilld.be avoided. Second, \
1

identical or similar symbols stild not be used to- 'express differet.
sounds. Third, the language's. grammatical system shohldAse reflected.,

%in the graphical. system. Fourth the use of a combination of two

letters for a single sound shoul be discouraged .Finally, from

the lingUist'S standpoint, thosephonemes'which occur:66st frequently

should be represented by the simper. SyMbols..;'While those that occur

less:frequentlymightbe represented by more complex sYmbolS. From
theHeA0chpis.,standpoint it was stressed that the extent to which.,

the letters lent themselvesto cursive: writing was important since::.

thecursiVe Id= facilitates' thAspeed and ease of forming.both

Separate and systems of letters. (ArtemoV767):'
f.4.

.
.

. .

..

In 1919 a spOcial section of the Department of National

Minorities of the USSR. Commissariat of,Educatiohwas created to

develop.textbooks and literature and this involved serious ton-

Sideration'of alphabetic reform.. By 1922-theLatinScript was

receiving approval exeMolified by the Report of the Second Conference

of Uzbek Education Workers:mho stiongly.opposedthe use ofCyrrilic.
Betweehl922.and 1926 the latinieedscript had been accepted with

some reservations all over Central Asia'. The new Latin alphabet
, .

. was named the Unified NeW Turkic Alphabet,(Ndvoco Tyurkskogo

Alfavita-NTA),, A permanent organisation was formed to undertake

linguistic research in promoting theheW alphabet- ThAAll1Jnion

Central ComMittee on the.NeW Turkic Alphabet. However the promoters

of this alphabet were already in aifficulties because the Russian

Cyrillic script was preferred by.some nationalities and by 1937 theie

were cleat indications of aradiCal switch of policy.. In 1939

:DaghestahadOpted Cyrillic and by 1940 it had spreed to most

Republics,.more than 68 languages having been supplied with scripts

and over 25 millio's'Able:to:.use them.

I

A

In all these developments which are basic to the existing

14nguiStic situation of Soviet literacy and edUcation at least

t



five dif but relatediaspects have to be distinguished. In the
first pl e t e was fol. agony languages the creation of alphabets of

. any kind, and this, in the abstract'was the main contribution which

linguists made to theidevelopMent of literate bilinoualism and the
possibility of bilingual education. Second, there was the decision

to have .a unified base so fare as possible whether this was. Latin or
Cyrillic. This had conduced to the gradual homogenization of Soviet

society by means of bilingual education. Third, the choice of Latin
meant severing some languages. from related variants of the see
languages outside the USSR. Fourth,.the-change .from Latin to Cyrillic
was .brought about not so, much to improve and extend literacy in ,.any
national langtage but to facilitate the acquisition of the second
language, gussian. Finally, .whatever alphabet was used, Russian, or
Latint it meant thatfOr the first time many languages,given eqUal

opportunities, were able to compete in promoting literacy with the

major languages, whether Russian or the official languages of the Union
RepublicsAnwhich they Might,be minarities.

Status of'Russian vis a vis Nationality lan aaes

.: The success of. any. form of bilingual education depende in the :

Lastresort on the status of 'the-respective languages and this status'

is determined: partly by the degree of standardisatiorrof the languages

its.exical content and its:literary:productivity. Status is determined
therefore bylanguagepcilicy which deCidea whichlanguages to advance::
and the manner in WhiCh they do so. We.have dealt with the advancement'

ofthecorpueof thelangueges:and we now turn to theeoCialifunctions

which -the languagesaie encouraged or allOWed to fulfil. The idea

of,cOnsciOuslyinfluencing-this aspect of lingUistics was expressed
,

,,

ee'early as the 20's (Vinokur, 1929, JakulAnski, 19V, 193) but it .

remained for VingradoVto,include these processes within' the concept
of 'planning and language policy - namelythecOnscious efforts of
pociety 'aiming at the regulation of the inter-relationship/of

o
languages' (Vi$gradov,.1961, grigor'ev 1963;.NikOAky1968). Such a
language policy is based on the stUdy not only ofthe corpus of the

languages but alpo on ptychological,.:demogiaphici ethnographic and A

other aspects of society (NikolekY 197(5),' Wehavealready referred.

to the fact that allapguage.can attain a.satisfactory status only if it

.,. is a suitably developed medium of Communication. This includes
' functional and genre,-Stylistic differentiation of a language including

_the1ierietygpnre: features of literature that:hap-been-pubIiphed

systematicallyOVera length of time; on.theextentof the:Poci41
,fun tions exercised by .the language and by thelexicosemantic :

diffe entiation within theNocabury..(DeSeriev 1973: 1.0.' Howevel.

the Soviet Unison insists that alllanguag.es cannot hOpe toattain. :.

complete coverage. of social functions (i.e. be omnifunctidnal) they



have to:be differentiated according tO.their ability to fulfil different
functionsThe'doncepta of the ',sphere of social' life' and.thelsocial

functionst-language' are not commensurable or isomorphous magnitudes.
VariOns languages can perform socialfundtions of different extent in
one and the same environment ". (Deseriev. 1973, 22). klotherlesewell
knoWn linguist :claims that in a multi-national Soviet state though .there
is complete freedom for all languageato, develop, the equality of a

,.:',:langnage should not be confused with its social fUnctions, which cannot
be the same and. equally comprehensive for all languages (Cin , 8.9.72) ,

In every state there is an ohjective.need for a common lang ace. and in
cthe Soviet Union this Means that Russian tends to -expropri e all the'
most prestigous social functions, and this is prefectly j stified since
society ,is entitled to regulate processe$ of interaction' tween
languageS. (Nar.obrzovan -ie v SSSR, 1987, 484). Thepoltdy has been
vacillating if not Unpredittable for overthree quarters of a century.
In pre Soviet times Ukrainian for instance was severely restricted
functionally -.in printing, in schools and all'publi& otcasions, although
on the lower levels of personrto-nerson conversation there was little..
interference. Between .1917 and 1930 Ukrainian succeeded in becoming

.

the languageofpUblit education intluding in part c011egg and university
education. It became the acknowledged language of xesearth in the
humanities, the language'of publicgatheringe in the countryside and
even. in towns, as well as the language of the theatre and morelimitedly
the language of administration,' But since 1932iit ienot Ukrainian'
which ie.soencouraged but kussian.:The most favoUrable situation flip
,which Ukrainian-may. find itself in the Ukraineat the present time is

.-oha of parity with'Russian.-: If in any diEll:there is a Ukrainian newspaper
there must be e'Russian one; a Ukrainian theatre must be complemented
by alluasian theatre. However, where it is inconvenient to have such
duplication, as in theArmy, administration and scientilicresearle.
Russian is granted precedence, In schools where, Ukrainian is thee
teaching language the teacher may.use the language in the classroom but
during intervals between lessons the tendency isA ,tO use Russian even
with Ukrainian speaking students and amongUkkainian speaking:teachers.

.I0 industry-the more Aphisticated operations involvethe use Of
RUssian rather'than.e local language, the latter tperating'at,the level

. of casual distOurse unless the degree of ethnitheterogeneity in the
.locality make the use of the lingua.fradca necessary. In literature two
trends aredicernible among-the smaller natiOnalities. 'WhenBuryet..
literature first made its appearance 1.4;thisrcenturythemeingehe was
folk lore: This Soon hecaMe out of date and zuthOrs turnedJ:,fOrmodels.

to developmente in Russian arid:World literature.:VeVertheless. f011elorei
can stillgjoa found among the literature, but mainly in childrenls booksV
(Baikal,k403:137-48)- In science and technology as well. as State

-

41dministration Russian is asserting itself more and more National

3( 31.



languages are used in newspapers and periodicals published locally
and are used also on. Radio and Television. But since.tne content

of:these.'local language programmes is loCalised there is.a. tendency to

turn'more and more to Russian programmes. HoWever douits of Law must
use the language of the respective 'republic or administratiVe:district,

or else the language of(the majority of the population of the area.
The Union Republics haye iesolved:the.problem of language Ciffekentiatic
and conseqUent status. in different ways in the administration of
justice. Those witil-homogenous populations like the pkraine have
prescribed the Republic's language...0therai with autonomous- components .

prescribe the official language of.the.Union Republic outside the
autonomous areas, and the local languages within those areas. Republic:
with mixedA.ndigenous and RUssian populations provide.for the use of
both languages, as is the case in Karelia.

Before we move to consider another paradigm which helps to
determine research into bilingualism and bilingual education we should
summarise very briefly the most salient features of the contribution
of socio- linguistic studies to bilingual education. In the first
place formerly unwritten and xecently alphabeticiSed languages have
been able to, acquire new functions which were not,open to them while
they remained unwritten; they have become posiible languages of
instruction in schools and aheans.of written' communication: in, other
sphereshof social life. The fact el-, the simultaneous strengthening
of the influence of Russian should not lead us to underestimate the
value-of this development of nationality languages. Onthe other
hand it is a fact that Russian has been exerting an enormous influence
on the structural and lexica/ development of non-Russian languages
.and has tended to expropriate the most important social functions.
Perhaps one of the most important factors -to take into account is,

that these developments are, planned with considerable care. Soviet
linguists emOhasise the necessity of differentiating between the
spontaneous influence of social factors pn the development of the
corpus and status of languages, and the planned development of the same
languages. This planning has especially affected questions of the
normalization of nationalstanda'rd languages, the creation of
alphabets, the relexification of non-Russian languages and the

regulation of the functional interaction of those languages (Ab
1971; Beloded 1969; ,Desheriev, 1966,',1970, Desheriev and Protch o
1968; Isaypv 1968; Filin, 1966; Filin et al'1969; Khanazarov, 1963).



In purauingtbese:aima conteMporary socio-linguistics in the

SoVidt.Unioe haa elaboratad,teveral methOdt and prccedures for

.aCciamulatiqg and testing concrete data and fort,eating-stated hypotheses
etc.- Great.importancerisattaChed to'nethods of mass investigation

. as. well as to the varicus:aapeata of controlled experiMentalstudiea.:

As is to be expected several methods have been adopted froni sociologY
written and oral questionnaires,.interviewaend various types of-

.'tests. Among the most significant investigations have been those
of the peoples of Siberia and the North carried out to:study the

funatiOnal:interaction.of.Russian and the native: languaaes. . A dpecial

.questionneiremas,devised (Avrorin 1970 a) b);. Gubolgo 1973
.Strakach and TUgaiukov 1969L A significant contribution to the

thamethOdOlOgy of social lingliistic research was
made. by. PanOv>(1960).

(3) Elements of the Ethnological Paradigm in Research

.1/4144/4.1 /1- V

Soviet ethno-lincuists are critical of, the conceptual approach

to-ethnicity adopted by American scholars like Shibutani and
Kwan ( / f ( ). Their main criticism is of their limitation
of 'ethnics' to immigrant groups: that such aroups are regarded in

the U.S.A. only as "a'recognised.socio-cultural unit based on)Some

form of national or tribal diatinction andlivipa in a country other
than their own ( Hut 1. They are also criticised for

including in the category of ethnit group "not only Individuals

possessing the corresponding ethnic personality characteristics

in full but others retaining only the memory of their

S N 4

ethnic-
affiliation" .( AOAL/A 147/.1 T

the ethnic group identified by. American researchers 'LB unreal.' But
the main attack is directed against the subjectivity ofethniaity
as it is seen by American scholars. 'This "has the obvious fatilt that

it does not permit sufficiently dependable determinations of different
forms of ethnic units proper:, from.. other forms of socio-cultural; unity":,,
(

. /Pa ) The (Soviet ethno-socidlogist's recognise -two.

main types of such groupings": ecological-ecodomic types whiCh are

determined by similarities of ecological adaptation and are pot

necessarily contiguous; and historico-ethnographic groups wbich

derive'from 6 common origin and reflect mutual influences among the

peoples involved" (!h0R.1glAW141,,In either case the criterion of

identification is entirely objective..

In turn an-ethnic group nay develop into 6 'narod' (people),

then into a 1n5rodnost: (a nationality).and then become,a

'natsiya' (nation). "A,nation differs fkom a nationality not' onlY

in the degree of development of ttle halt marRs of stability, community

of language, of territory, of economic life and of paycholoaicarmake
etup manifest in a community of culture" ( O'eet4//V J. The ethnic



is therefore:only. one aspect or phage of posSible development:

together with adOtionai economic and social-structural features.
The. ethnic aspects apply mainly-to language and'culture, especially
th6Se WhiChare traditianal. The "direct relationship of the aeveioP,
ment.of linguistic .and at the.same time of ethnic proceSsesto the
special characteristics of .mopulatiOn settlements of the peoples .04*the
USSR" ( So..,-.,CO3=.7972:4 is extremely important to the development
of.bilingualisM and:the/provision of an appropriate type of bilingual
education. In this connection what is'of greatest significance is.'
'first of all the density and complexity,: or on. the other hand the
lack of communication facilities. This is particularly thecasein
the North Caucusus and the Altay' Mountaini,'for instance. on the-
other hand'injess mountainous and isolated. areas Communication.

facilities:result in complex interaction of. ethnid/linguistic groups.'
In Moldavia for example there are. at least 6 such different types of.

.

interacting groupS: homogenous goldaviani MOldavian mixed but
predominating; Moldavian- Gagauz; Moldvian-Russian-Ukrainian,
Ukrainian-Moldavian and Gagauz-Belorussian (27.v.,04.NAut<.. ).

tviD

In Considering ethnic/linguistic processes Soviet ethnologiits
stress that such processes 'areof two types; division and

.unification The former is not a particularlysignificent problem
at present although at.theoutset of:t4re Soviet regime divisions
between variants of what haclpreViously been regarded -asthe same.
language were encoureged The degree olMutualcomprehensibility

.0f*azakhyKirgizandKarakalpakis high, 'their.cOMmon origin'is
recognised and they share thesame traditions AdministrativeOhanges
between the three groUpsensured that the three variants eveloped as
:separate languagee. (Tarkestnskaya, -Pravda, ',24/8/I974).- NOwadays
division, as an ethnic/linguistic

process iS:interpietedmore freely
.

to include a local:insistence on the maintenance he national_...
languageand.associated Cultuie. For instance there is little welcom'
for'the interest which Tatars show Tatar pnguage beCause it
is,regardedas a:fOrm odiVisivneis. Tatars liSten to:Tatar ririntammes..
OntlielkadiO C46% claith.to do so)) Tatar music and traditional folk
111.10X is pop.ilar among .even iDrofessionalclassas who might be
considered Russian orientated

(-SoVoskill;'...././....,t):.;:.AnOther",asialget.
. ,of this .alleged divisiveness, reflected:in.:attachment to national

languages,and.cultures,'Jsthat even when members of the ethnic
roups.,t.ake tO:Aussian their attitude to features ofthe new style of

attachment, .as research among the Lettri has
shown. (Kholmogorov 749 ).. The converse of this, namely
attachment to their nativraditions and language is invariably
cond.limed espedially when it occurs among creative and pOwerful



/
nations like the'Georgians. "Not el of whose scholars and workers - in
literature and the arts clearly rea ize the harm that can be done by even
insignificant deviations from sociAlist internationalism" (2"gyA

-2..V 2 -

Of the two processes, division and integration the latter is,
therefore, obviously dominant in the Soviet Union in the shape of the
consolidation of nations and nationalities', the assiMilation of small
ethnic/linguistic groups ind the ultimate integration it is hoped, of
all Soviet peoples in forming the 'sovetskii narod' (Soviet people).
It is the process of'integration which is most clearly emohasised*.in4,
the sphere of ethno-.linguistic theory: "The tendency-is for th'egdual.
transformation of the Soviet people into a single Soviet socialist

, . .nation". The .Cultural-linguistic: aspects of such integration is also
especia/ly stressed. "within the bounds of a new historical community

common international Soviet socialist culture has taken shape:
It has emerged as an organic whole constituted of the cultures and,

languages of the Sov.iet nations and nationalities"' ( Kii-oL0104`e'no...v ).
Concomitant with this -process of intearation there has been considerable
growtti,:tn RuSsian related bilingualism.. For instance 27.5% Estonians,

.

34.8% Lithuanians, 45.3%'Letts in 'their respective. Republica clairrri'
Russian as a second language. In Lithuania there was some reciprOcity

RussiansBy, the Russians in so- Lai as 30.7%: of that nation's immigrants to
Lithuania' Claimed to be able to speak the Lithuanian language, though
only 15.6% of Russian immigrants to. Latvia and 12.5% in Estonia claimed
to be able to i3.0 SO. jir-1:44. );,.I'The integrative tendency is

'evident An the development of biling4a).1Sini that is the non-.Russians 1
ing Russian elsewhere .. The interaCtion:'.4df'.the tWO rtrends of the
ethno-linguistic'.' sprocess is still of,adialectidelly.:Contradictory
though, not antagonistic nature. Thus ,the ,Spread of :Russian is acCompani:t.::
by the strengthening of national langUages".,(Ves17;yr< Agdt- )

The process of integration has meant. ay:deCline en' the number of
lapguages and the conditions of Soviet reginiehave been faVourable
to:,r,apid ethnic/linguistic conSolidation:" "thiP' is how many Central
As :nations were formed, particularly the Ttir}unenians In Siberia,
the: Aritaieware formed from the Altai-Kiihi and other groups ...
Consequent on this process of unification' the number of ethnic groUps
figuring 'national censuses fell, frOrii 178 in 1926 to 106 in
1.970. TYius ,gotegration tends to bring !. into being bidialectal 'forms

of- contact 00:-.1.21tiMately to strengthen: a linguistically homogenous
group which is able to relate tooth eit" groups on a fairly equal basis'
in the matter of status. Nevertheleas:p00e li.pguistic groups
because of the same process %are lopt..". For example the Buduck and
khinalug languages of Azerbaydzh,an'halle b-'n lost to dominant

.language of the Union Republid.'".,BatSbg, is a similar case within
-"' Georgia... PEi§.S.1?:tdke 1'!.Che'rinraction we have referred to

riCi l*hat is conduCi've.,,:i.'z',fOrnis of bilingualism should be distinghed%,:
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from assimilation, The former does :not entail thebandonment: of
ethnic and cultural- traditiongy. "the' Batter means 'reject-inTWhat.-:

consiaered to be archaic, primitive elamentsrOf a culture(which
usually includes.thelanguage): "The prevalence of bilingUalism i.e.
imparting the Russian language to non-Russians and Soviet culiure,
does not mean, as Western sociologists mistakenly claim that cultural"
integration equals Russification. The status of Soviet culture based
on the Russian language Is not the same. as Russian culture: Soviet.' <h,-'-'
culture as a whole is much broader singe it incorporateathe cultural
achievement of all the peoples of the'country" .;(;Eito fy C-I ,1170

.

``."Such a process. of ethno-linguiatio:inteara, tiOn is not to be
egatded simply as theoperation:okeSpontaneoUs prOceSs,; kanyfactdrs

condube to facilitate it, among themOSt important of which is the
attitude :of thCinembers of a partiOUlarethniOgroup.:. ThUSAriutuniyen-:.
( A /2.1,71,v;NY:41401'0) 'points to th gSat meminerS.Of thatat,
population l're'ar.n,pr.eferences for theirCwn nationalityYanihave negative
riattitudeSto.Crose.national relations:' women'being the most conservative"
( . tc.rt..r1 ' ) Other factors which he selectS as affecting the
pioCess of- integration are religion, knowledge of Russian and levels of

) ,education, .(, ./trEct :Y. However such factors 4re lesS iMportant
than the. immense infltence of aspects Of aemoaraphic proceeses,

_

particularly population movement of4igration and int6ret nic MarriaaeS.
. t h ;

DeNdqtanhic Aspect

Demographic aspects of sociological,-linguistio;studie4e,14stiellY.:,
.reduced to thestUdy of the effect of.l.avelsTof reprOducti'n sand changes

,..in the age - sex structure of the ponulOtions.' .1-Iowever,.SOviO 'scholars
iLarnin et al ../t?/ 1 includeAithid :.demography16 ation as.-.
well$,..es changes in settlement patternsetogether with the relationships ,AZ,

between ratios ofuri;)an and rural popUPatOnSi : All these haY:IM.Portatit'
implications forthe growth of'hilinguat riO4:.the soviet unlOni
Iligtation enters inevitably into our caloetiOs.becaUse4din 4

linguistic processes are .directIt.relateii'' the charectgtfOliici
population settlements ( it-c,C. i,. us;, while /the gene,pal.
leVel of Ukrainiad:linguistio essimi
iiSpetsed Ukrainians assIbilated mo

-

for HelorusSiana were 27

(eMigrant populations). For'tat

Estonia 4.8% and 43.4%, MOldayip

26.6%. The degree of a8s4 ,atAcy.

is not entirely coincident W

Russian was 12.3%

.,46.6%.- The comparahle%

0#eriopulatiOn) and 58.1°%

ehfiOres,Were4:9% and.:4.6.8%;

end2:1% and ,Georgian and

a.directheatingon,..evenilit
del Of bilingualism {Table'
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. Differential natural:groWth,retes.somefimes help to counteract
the process of dispersal , since areas to which the .migrant

populeibeS1-are apt to move usually have.iowerl, growZhraces than the
rural areas in which the level of language maintenance is is higher. Some
4

of the4territories 4.6 which the Russ4ns!tand other Slays) emigrate, :Y
for instance the Uaion Republics of Central Asia-have higher growth
rates than the Russians ands0:they so- far as

.,languageMaihteganceie concerned, the,effeCtigf-RusSien penetration
(p.94) This ;toes not eery -pdy:Aiii4nution I.n:theext9t of Russian-:

related bilinguelisMbut,,it',dOes Mean,that'the:resourcesof the native
language are Meinteieth.and the threat of linguistid,shift to Russian
limited or-,delaYed. However in spite ofIthe:effe4tacif 4fferentialo.

natural, growth rates it is. migration 1,±ihiOkAands but as theioaiiC
factor in theaCcelration of recent language doptact

.

tarlier in: this Stiii.ge'y we suggested that :the incidenCe:Of

'444tlquelismleetho'lpnger.duemainiy to .the. tortuitoUSoOntattof°peOpies
but:,Westhe-re$U1i-Of'planning.:, One aspect'of.SUCh

in the-hagdliag:Of migration by,Stete Committees_focthe!Utiltionof
-Labour ResOurceS-setup 'union Repubtlics,i01966, with a,oandate
to' organise settlements to rectii.k workerS for the
new industrial:gehtresin_the: 'Virgin-landslierevedentseq. 1970% .

1n 1973 3 iopo.ttentonographs an4-ocilleet4On'g of studieS on of
migrationwere.:p0014010d tAiseviclifand chUdoVO bdikiuenkO IdPropovIciuv
.and RybakoVekiW*sch ancrChunova eXaciiine,in:deteiithe'dyneoicsorT:
populationShOh4etY-Mansi and yiriNeirdtp.bthnic7litigitrilistIC-

regions UpifO:.1972,-;They point'tot.hegeecf*W4ity of .the: population
,and high levels- ofmigratl.on. They also:dniphasisethe:importance Of:".

.

age-and sex factors indeterMining the'Cbarecterofthe:.44rating groUps.
People between 20 -and 40 "predominate. and oen far: :exceed WOO'4.in

.mobilepoPulatiOn.. These groupsre-.the lept-664erveti*An their..

attitudes to .language Maintenpnce-end:moSt likely to beCOM6.40:11ingUal:
OtherfadtOrs not referred to by .these authors thejeVeI::ofeducation':-
047:the existing degrepofbilingualfSm inthe-receptionareas ( 4"..71

.

A th#4..factoas thaii4gittion is -generally phased. Many' small
,

segregated syste6s of habl;t0ion exist A.ntheNorth Caugusus or..the
Altay Mo4ntatris for Instence'and when the natural resources. of"those
areas, gold or coal,SE.e eXPfoited they tend to be transferred into
second phase. settlathenfsitnvolVing linkages with or drawing upon the
human resourcesofneighbouring and-linguiWcallyrelated'areas,
the process'of industrialization develops the:linkages becoMekore
complex and more distant, and heterogenouslidguistiodomMunities,sre

drawn'Aipon. The third phase is long ),distance Miaratlon involving
..recruitment ficMlotherUnion:Aepubligs.



Such movements have a major impact on the development of

.bilingualisrot. Moldavians who nave migrated from rural arc= to citi s
in the last .5 years are more than twice as at as their former neig hours
in the countryside to indicate a desire to `see their ,children go to
Russidn schools. For those who moved to the cities mdli e than .5 years

.

ago
f the index is more than three times that:for the rural people. In

-,line with this progression the attraction to Russian language schools
is not es great among recent immigrants as it is 'among the urban
population' as a whole ;( C UO C34 41° 1472) ThUe ,he :speed of industrialilY',;,:,,
ation (the motivation for migration) determines the fate of the
indigenous languages in the schools: a) rapid industrialization may not
be possible without an 'alien' linguistic population. Such rapid
industrialisation occurred in the Nurek Combine of Tadjikstan where
only 27.8% of the work force are native to the area compared with
51.8% Russians. The same is true of the Dushanbe Industrial Combine
where native Tadzhiks represent only 15.7% of the work fqrce and the
Russians. 55.7%. Not only .so, but the composition of the two industrial
'areas is now so heterogenous that they` represent, over twenty 'different
linguistic groups. C P6ge`fe°67;76 The population of Western Yakutia
increased rapidly in connection with the discovery and deveelopment of
aiamond mining, that of Chukotka. in connectionwith the mining of gold,
and the Central Ob region was industrialized rapidly'because of the..
exploitation of oil. demosits. Thei-Kahnty-Mansi region had Increased by
219% in ten years between 1960 .and'1970, the Chukchi linguistic area

.bi215iand the Guryev proNiince by 173%. (Pegd'EP67977,4-64Y Between 1959
and 1964 which were crucial year's in respect of migration the Union
:republics experienced net gains or losses of the following order ,01'a
_eSillt of migration alone:, Russian Republic minus 1,229,000; UkrWine ''

PlUe. 142,000; Belorussia minus 263,000; Azerbaydzhan minus 4,47
Georgian plus 94;120; Armenia plus 1.5,000; Kirgizstan +109400,
Uzbekistan +135;600; Tadzhistan +66,000; Turkmenistan +9,000;
Kazalchst$n 4-940-,n0;-. Moldavia +37,000; Latvia +61,000; Lithuania +11,0c(
and Estonia 28,000 e(PeReveDesurMvitv) An analysis of these figures
reveals a high and steady increase tn.the influx of Russians into nearly.

ahl the Union Republics. Srn Kazakhstan the number of Russians rose
from 1 million to 5.million in less than years. In smaller areas
like thP Komi A'SSR the number increased. from 13,700 to 512,000 during.
the same period. In N'Orth Ossetia the numbers increased from,10,000
to 202.;000. Table ' indicates the degree of heterogeneity which
has resulted from such movements in all Union Republics ( ra.

Urbanization (Table 9 )

.!The main ct of this level of migration has been felt in the
existing towns act .cities as well as in.the development of new urban
areas. ;,;,:in the 11 years-prior to !thet,last Census, (1970-) the) number of
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urban:restdenis increased by ,36 millions (36%),while.the rural

'population decreased by 3,100,000 (2.8%). MigrationfroT rural areas

accounted for 16,0Q0,OCO of the.increased urban population, ,,while:

millions-living in hitherto. suburban areas are now incorpOrated,46io

the'cities. 'Fourteen millions new urban residents were dug 'Ecp-he

natural growth rate within-the-urban areas. Thus the growth oOthe

urban areas has depended upto,the present-time'mainly on the 'itr

corporation of rural reLidents. Thesrural to urban exodus _produces
the basis f&r.fdrther-migration because themovement of the oriainal,
rural migrants actasea pull, upon%those who remain. FUrthermore

by retaining linkS'with'their former neighbours the new city dwellers

familiarize the rUral'population with an .urban way of -life which

becomes attractive to them whether they move or not "The prociessive
.

*':,,impact of migration on personality, in the sense of fostering ne*...

cultural needs" which can be satisfied mainly in the Russlan language
y

is important from the standpoint of bilingualism (Larnicie4 al WI)

Urbanization at the level revealed in Table 7 together,ith.the
considerations we have already outlined.ensuree increased linguistic

heterogeneity in relatively limited aree*#' This in turn forces the

conclusion "that the increasing uniformitY of the cultural 46Mposition'.

of the Soviet 4tions is' greatly promoted by urbanization The

,deyelopme t of inter - national' characteristics is, more rapid whe

:population'are ethnically and linguistically mixed. For ins ance in

Kazakhstan, Deohestan, eastern Latvia andLithuania and thdnearer

areas of BeloruSsia." 1115holmogorov: 3f,31,4" Ethnic heterogeneity

leads to uniformization of life in the cities, "a cultural homogenizatio.

of society as a whole and reduction of. differences between town and

country." (retevosaayn 1971 106): InterRationalism as interpreted by

writers like Kholmogorov implies greatly...increased Russian related

bilingualism. This is confirmerk.by gi*Orge (

Nevertheless while ihpurelyliobjective terms urbanization and

. heterogeneity level otitdtbno:linguistic differences the same processes

have led to the centerlof'gravity of ethnic consciousness shifting

fr6m the countryside to the cities as those Cities, develop as centres

of indigenous cultuial interests. The traditional view is that it is

villages that tend to preserve distinctive ethnic featurds (while the

cities with their standardized material culture and mixing of ethnic

components are viewed as 'anti-ethnic'). However the study .of SOviet

ethnic consciousness has led to the conclusion that "urbanization does

notl!,Mean simply change in the statistical structure of, the population

and does not only involve a spread of the urbanized way of life to the

rural areas. In'view of the greeter mobility and increased information

Contacts in urban as theirrole in .ethnic self awarenessbmay actually

a



:. be Iattgreater-than their quantitatiVe share of the total population"'
6 t P.6141.444".1<.7/4>41) The cities become the. centres of national culture

andethnic consciousness W.th *educational institutions that train:ethnic..
persocilleliandwith other agandies that foster the ethnic culture.. For
instance cities become the. centres of ethnic:publishincvand broadcasti4g"-.

7: 1a ) Tha,centtrofgravity.of the ethnot.is trans-
ferred fram the-countryside o.the town.and:thii appliesto consciousness
Of the native. language and. its associated cultural traditions ( .40;4

.7 with a consequentencouradement of

Russian related bilingualism.

f:1/4 Tnterethnic Marriages

the 'native language.component.of

Inter - ethnic marriages are an important cOnsequence'of population

and,a significant influence in developing bilingualist and
.partidularly.n facilitating shift to RussieP as the native language of
a-hitherto non - Russian speaker. lieverthdless we should not over - estimate
its influence: .MAt.ethnic-groups,re virtually'endogamous, 90% of.
their member* limiting their choice of .marriage partner tomembers of
their own ethnic/lpguittic.group. This is :as importanta fact in
producing a stable bilingualism as is inter-:ethnic marriage since endogam;
in .combination with other forms of social isolation tends to stabilize
the composition of t1-4 groUp.as a reservoirfor future generations within
the' same cultural and lingUiStic:mould. 'At the.sime tite:in a revolutiona.4
and highly mobile society like the Soviet Union one cannot ignore the

,contributioceOf interaethnic marriages to the development of bilingualism
.

and.thachoiceOf languaae spoken'by the offspring.

The Second World War brought such areas as Turkestan much closer
to Europeans and other nationalities. Of the 5.2 million householders
in the USSR, in 1959 10.4% were members of inter-ethnic marriages; 15%
of these were in urban areas while 6% were. in large towns and,dities.

The comparable figures for Central Asia a/one were 11.6% overall, 8%
rural'and 17% urban (Isupov, 1964, 48). In the city of Ashkabad the
ar brought the rate of such marriages up to34%, The settlement of

n ads increased the possibility of stable contact between groups which
had reviously been isolated. Mixed marriages became.more frequent
amon very isolated groups such as Kurds amona whom there came to be'
incre ing numbers of marriage's with Russiand; Tatars, and Turkmen
wives o with Azerbaydzhani husbands (Aristova and Vasilyena, 1965):-
Botrzykh 1970, 89,.92) has shown that minorities within a larger
populatio , especially within' a large Union Republic-have a greater
frequency inter-ethnic marriages than'the,-members' of the dominant
group; and - mailer nationalities like the Uygurs, Iranians, and Tutki

40'



have a higher proportion than large nationalities like Ukrainians

-god Georgians.
,

In the cities the rate of .mixed marriages have increased rapidly.

In Aehkabad.of the 381 marriages registered there in 1920, 81%, ware

between members, of different nationalities: by 194G the number had

grown to 406.and the percentage...to31%. Iothe-extremely heterogenous,
city of Tashkent (Russians 43%,4')Uzbeke 33%'and other nationalities

indlAding Tatars,. Ukrainians, Jews, etmenians, KaZaiths,'Tadzhiks,'

MordVine,' Uygurs, Belorussiansit:AterbaYdzhanis; Beehkire, Chuvash
. and Folee) the rateOf inter-ethnic:marria..;ie was higher than in Other.
lerge cities - amounting to.35%. Such marriages have bedome more

frequent among the .Slays also for in 1965the:fligurea for the terlingracl

dietrict aMctinted-t6.17% of marriages (Trud,:,June-1965): -The
same is. true of the Balticcountries, Terenteve (1969) showed. that
the proportion of mixed marriages rose in Riga.. (Latvia). from 29.5% in

1948 to 35.5% in 1963 and Vilniue (LithUania):from 34.4% in 1948to
37.6% in 1963 the'Smallest increase occurred in Tallinn
(Estonia) from 21.2% in i90 i2% in 1963 ( /4!x'.40..

BoWever it is not so much the extent of.mixed Marriagesthat

is important to students of bilingualisM as-the choice of lengupge
made'by the:offspring and to some extent by the parente after
marriage. It hes been estimated that thereduptiOn of language

maintenance in:Kazakhsten can be attributed to such marriages. 'There
we ..find 14%. Mixed.merriages, 18% inurbamehd li% in rural areas_ . .

"the' offspring of which pass through a stage of bilingualism to a shift

of..language, most often Rudsien% Evstigeneev (Vestnik MGU, ser.ist. .

6/11972;12-B2) concluded from etudieS in Kazakhstan that even though

children adopted the fAhar'e'netionality(which might be Kazekh,_

Belorussian, Tatar or Korean, .if the mother was Russian that Aan4uage,
was chosen by the children.,' In Kazakh-Tatar marriages 18-47% of the

.children chose Tatar, and 36-47% Kazakh-Ruisian offspring chose
Rtiesian.: In Tadzhikaten when the father is Tadzhik and the, mother

Ruseian.Tedzhtk is adOpted by 82% of the children as their native

language while 74%.of the children of marraiges where the father

was Tadzhik and the mother Uzbek, chose Tadzhik.

_

The children of the mixed marriagee tend to enrol at.Russian:.

schools rather thanhan in one ordtherOf.the 'nationality schools';

normally thefather has acquired a command of Ruesian in the:course

of7.his education and work; and RuSeian is spoken increasingly in

the home, especially in the urban' districts. From. the time they

go to school, or even to kindergarten, the children are known by
. .Ruspian names. Some. f the parentsmay be.teachers or:engaged in
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other occupations which bring thepHinto'close contact with the local
popul- ation. In some such families there is usually aform of

`.functional.orcomplementary bilingualism, one language being employed
for some purposts.and'another for the remainder.; However the families
14-theurban artgas pass rapidly through a bilingualstagaand'become
completely Russian.-An analysis bsS.been made. of the consequences, for

the language of the children pf such mixed marriages; In the town of

Karasuk, thecentra'of,a6 ancienttpUlture in NovOsibirskaya; marriages
among-Ukrainians and:RUssians were foUnd to be commoniand the over.,
Whalming majority of'the childrpf such. marriages wara.regarded as
Russians. Table 10' shows the correlatiOn betWeen the nationality'
And mother tongue of the parents,on the:one hand and the nationality

andmothertongue of thaOhildran on _the other;

TABLE /0

;Distribution of children by nationality and:natiVe language in mixed
RussianUkkainian families: e`

Parents fiv -Ch4dren

Father Mother

,Nationality Language _Nationality Language

Language .: UKR ,Languag,
..:-and nation- : and

national- 4.11ty nation
iiv and iity

Russian 'RuSs.caR. .;. UKR
1st-10S*,

Russian Russian 11k0iFOY Ukrainian 100

Ukrainian Russian Russian: Russian 97

Rusiian Ukrainian Ukiainian Ukrainian 82
Ukrainian -Ukrainian Russian Russian '88

Ftussisri Russian Ukrainian Russian 40 51

a source.: Perevedentsev.1965a, 516..

speaking people. where Fussian became the commons language constituted

41.5% of the total of intermsyriegeS iia,one,district and 7.9%'in the!
other. '..here RilsSian was aiready.theianguage of one partner the

percentage-of marriages in .Which"that language became the normal means
of communication with the children was 79% and 47% in the two diatricts;

All in all during 1963 in the old and the new towns of Tashkent' over

54% and 86% respectively of the-mixed saw Russian adopted
as the native language of the children.

FreHtently Parentswho are both of Ukrainian stock and regard Ukraini9
as tnair.native language bring up theirohildren to.regard Russian as
their native language and.often toA.dentify themselves as Russian in
general' ethniC Character., The :same. process has been observed in-the

two districts Of Tashkent:'' Therp.in 1963 marriages between non- Russian



An examination of the choice of nationality by children of mixed

marriages between Russians and Ukrainians or Belorussians in Petropavlovs:...

and Tselinograd showed that 85%-100% chorse Russian; in the case of

marriages between Russians, and Tatars' 29% of the children in Petropavlovsl,.

and 42% in Tselinograd chose another language than Russian. where the

father was a Kazakh and the mother Russian or Tatar 67.90% of the children

chose Kazakh. In any case the degree of bilinguaism is considerable

though the pattein'of.langua;e doMinance within the family may vary.-

ef-e3p'LanaUaoe AcOuitition°7

'ThefdiloWing conception.of.languageHitquite common in Soviet

A.inguittict:.''Laaguage (in .the sense of a national language) is, a.

socially determined system of signs. Such language exists as a set Of

langtiages' (pod'-jazyk) i.e. is a standard (literary) language

with its various forms, dialects etc. The study of language and its

''sub-languages' as well as their acquisition ieauires a socio functional

approadh, i.e. explanations of concrete manifestations of linguistic

. performance taking,place within various social groups and pursuing

various functions.. Human psychological processes develop in society

and are the product of mainfold reflex physical activity. This is-.

the only foundation, it is argued, on, which we can underitand scientif-

ically the acquisition of language and its functioning. Human mind is

a'Special attribute of highly organized matter, and this mind is socially

and historically conditioned. Between the functions performed by the

human mind there are consistent and mutually determined relations.

These functions *are related to the surroundings in which, they are

performed. There is therefore a complete unity between psychical and

physiological fUnctions in. the behaviour of any human being.. Language

is a_socially determined second signal-system, standing in for the

immediate,Sigmls received from the environment through the child's

sensory recept4rs. To that extent language is one step removed from

reality and reflects the aspects of the physical and social environment

impinging on the organism in only a generalised form... If the child is

to grow up normally this generalized character of the language has to be

fed by, remain rooted in the immediacy of concrete activity and be

donfirmed.by it Though this second sional system is, unique in that it

possesses very great powers of Selfregulation it is still subject to

the same material forces and laws which govern the first signal system.

Investigationsshow how vary gradually and according to precisely

defined stages speech_comes to takeover from'immediate.physical stimuli

the task of regulating behaviour. Soviet psycho-linguistics is tied
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iy
to the principles of dialect143. materialism, and the. 'Leninist Theory

.otiReflection', which argues ;that learning takes place througn the action
of the human organism on society, and through the active manipulation of
the environment. The child's, earliest speech utterances are directly
related to his actions upon'the real world. As the child's activities
grow mote complex so .,doeslanguage. become increasingly involved in the
co-ordination of the various' aspects of those activities. It is his
action upon the variety of *objects by which he is surrounded that sets
in motion and shapes his linguistic' and intellectual development
(Vygotsky 1:234, ;22) It is in social activity, above all social play
going beyond' the narrow limits of the raddom or fortuitous- manipulation
of objects, that the child develops language (Rahmani, .1966, 157).
In the context of this vieWy4of languages.% its acquisition and fiiiietions
the following .areas of interest emerge as centres of theoretical and
empirical xesearch - experimental and surveY,York:

1. The study of the i elatiOn ,of? speeWand,..thinking
particularly the prOdesseS'of lioner'\speech'.;,

2. Research of nei;roPhyeiolOgicat, neuro-pSychOlOgiCal and,
pathopsychologioay.:aspects of speech

3. The study of language acquisition
. The study of peychological aspects of first and second,

language learning and teaching
tar

There are interesting parallels between% the views of Soviet pay8ha-
vlinguists and those bf the 'transformationists' concerning some aspet

Of language .learning. Soviet workers freqUently refer. to the work-to.' g
Piag.et also with respect. But thOugh they find it possible ,to' agree w
some aspects of both transformationist theory and the genetiC-v;0
epistemological theories of Piaget they differ from them oW41z relate
issues, namely the possibIe,innateness of lahguage and h A cg.e of
experience in learning. These tv.,o differences are cruOi,
justification of psychological and linguistic engineering::,,
linouistic theories, though they tend more and more to pOefiui rl 7:i 4cognitive fact:Ors in the learnina of lanauage, differ from -e.
theory becatise Soviet linguists. subordinate the innate, iripaqra.q.:,-,,py0or's,.i-
to the social and historical processes. The structures,
of which Soviet psycho-Iincuists are prepared to accept, are
the product of the psycho-genetic process. They do not deteit_::it-przAi0.;:cfp.\.,',.:\
the whole of the processes which produce langua;e. Rather they4pirOyAqa.;`-'`i-'
simply, a point of departure on Which the environmental and deVet40010:1,,I
cognitive pilbce.sses work. The possibility of internalizing lingr.Fie,i.O.
structures so as to- ensure the more developed and abstract kinds.i.VV-
thinking lies in the existence of antecedent structures,: possibly-in
genetic code itself.
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Therelation between the organism and. the environmenteo far as language

development 'beS .mar be seen ..=, a' cybernetic loop ensurino that individu4,
1: 1a quage:development both seleCts and is condytioned by the...enVi nment

u lam. 1965, 142 ff.)

As early'as 1926he criticized the hypothesis ofA.nnate'lingUistic
factor's Or a special capacity for.language-learning, which has come to.
characteriChomsky'S system.. --Hit is not upoUlcborn capabilities

..)

but on anatomical. nd phySiological. characteristics (.-..) that,
.

oapadities are built" (Menchenskays,. 1967, 12) . True there are very
deeply embedded innate factors,' but these.undergo qualitative changes
the course of development.' The innate internal conditions:are
s!themtelvesthe result of a'socio-historical process and have been
formed as e result of'externalactioe. Consequently the creative role
is'assigned not to the inherited charaCteristics exclusi'velYi as.

ChomskTiendstO sUggest,

as is implied by Sk er,yand other empiriciats,\but to the/tentral

processes ecti pted-and operstelLby.the interection.ofthess.two factors;
Vygolsky's'ide sWerelaterrecOgnisedby e number of ....oviat.:;pSycho-1
iinguisttlike Elkonin (1958), and were !laborated by hielIo'w:

workereA.N. i.,teoptev and A.R. Luria, the two'whO represent Soviet
PsyChoTinguiatics at its beSt. Others who ere represented.. in the same

school are S4lov, Zinkin,iGa1perla, Smirnov and AnenljeV.
0

ChOmskY's idea of innatelinguistio-Universals producing a pattern!of
linguistic featuret:to which the child.'.eacquisition of: language conformi,.

iecOntraryto the standpoint Of:the researchers who.insist that the'.

central structure which'*S the basefor the development of language

Oi*Y 1.8-.15,"41Si4,,Rpt postulated"; ..Internal sCheITA or structure's;.

PCM*.med':***4 * ant'.:ineOciety,: though the effect of external
.40opiagents:oanyer tstu:to create the central sc4emaa;.

4;1719,F.4'4441 iWaligli '4 itheicognitive proceaseS,.afresh
,v;,.. -t-'.

more than to the external forms excluiiv11'

..

analytieltaiiina p;:i.,,..c1Wtnsje anE pMent" (Leontev, 1957a, 230.:
Even Leontev who go' s< a far s r i ovietpsychol4aist in emphasizing

ti'llRYp111Prit an .,,:.z n 0 tpendent in some circumstances,

.-redarldt40.proceste t', development as themselves in the
(),-:.;*-.:.' ''''' --&,,- ::

long: term the results O.,;_sgo A: kh.ution. (LeOntevi-1957b, -243) . Soviet
,-. ,- .,,:g; %

.

Q thinking'st;e4#0WsP
, q nd irreducible character of the Social-

historial 'level .and'coniC&nlently it has/no plact for innate entelchies,
immanancits or innate mentalfUnctions.: The whole procesi of learning

a language changes with tiMe;and-is an_Assentially public, social and .

'active process (Vygotsky, 1934, 22) .

The Identification of Speech 'and thounht.

The adult's behaviour is so completely under voluntary control

that it is difficult to enalyse the .plocestes by which that control

.comes to be exercised. In the young child however it is possible to



trace behayioUr, from the point where it is dominated by external

stimuli, through the stages of its dependence first on adult verbal

commends, :subsequently on the child' s understanding of . his own spoken

commandato the :point mhere, pehaviour is almost entirely regulated s'

by internalized or inner -Speech. f:CoMpleX:reaberchinto inner speech

has been carried out for a number of yeare by-the Moscow ptyChOlogit.
W.N. Sokolov (1968) . The epeed.withwhich a child acquires ,the. abilitl

to understand and use Words is rightly .emphasiCed by teachers 'and

psychologists, but it is deceptiye. In the present climate created

only partly it is true by transformation, theory, with its nervous
insistence pn the speed with which languageis acquired, it is not
as clearly recognised' that it takes a relatively. long time for the

-language which the child has learned to function, or that adquisition

and 'functioning .are differerit parta.of the same process.
- _

8
The relation of mastery o3 the system and the functioning in

-regulating behaviour is central to the consideration of the relationsh:

of the first and second languages. The relationship is influenced

not only by how much of the first language has been acquired before

the second language is introduced but also by the extent and the

,directteq:bt the influence of the first language on important coonitiv::

operatita4which inevitably affect the ease with which the ..second

language is acquired and its effective functioning in social contexts.
When it is appropriate to introduce a second language and how a first
and second language, acqUired simultaneously, should be handled, in

school or in the hOme, are questions which can be answered only in

the light of investigations into how the primary language, the mother
tongue, operates in general development, especially up to the age of
puberty. This is an area to-which Luria has contributed greatly.

Luria has applied the term 'nejrolinguistika' (neurolinouistics) to
his branch of psycholinguistics. It represents a complex research

of speech activity, combining knowledge of neurolooy, psychophysiology,:
and linguistics. Neurolinouistic models are concentrated on latent

internal mechanisms of speech activity that are not subjected to
direct analysis, of course. The only sufficiently adequate way of

investigation of these Mechanisms is by the study 'of the pathology
of speech activity, to which we return instudying second language
acquisition.

In the area of concept formation Vyotsky and Luria distlinduish

those which are aCquired very early and owe: nothing to words; thoie,

the formation of which language facilitates end' Which :in any cede-

language is required to explain; and those that are fundamentally
.

and essentially . verbal - their core is a word .without, which tha.

':.concept could no longer be an element in thought. In 8o far aa the

i145eher tongue enters into concept formatiOn, therefore, it. does so.

-Op V4tious :levels Which extend over several' years' of the child's

-4;
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development; from the ages of\6 or,7 (.1',Uria 1961b,0.2).ripeningta make
Its main. contiibution someyhere around, 12 years (Vyrrotsky, l934,' 58).
These processee'therefore are continuing et. the-seme time as very many:

thoueandi.cf.Sovietchil4ienzreptobably tieing exposed :to the Second,

though.not necessarily.a foreign. language:o That second langu6ge is
not an independent:functioningf.system as- a game Of chess: for Instal-ice

might be., bUtdraws upon the same tange of experiences and, the same
social ccnteXt'as the first_language.

,.Language moves froM havIng;interpersonelfunctions mainly,; being
simply a fort:of communication, to ha4ig.int4a-personal directive
functiobs.; participating in the'interptetetion of the social and

.

physical environment,iregialating actions, then securing the transition
to compleX forms bf:meaningful play and ending by becoMing the most
important lactor.in the development efOneciousbehaviour" (Luria
and Yydovich, 1059,-47), In Soviet thi king.it-istruethat ontogenetice:
thought and speectChavetWo genetically different:Origin's,' withapre-:
speech phase of intelligen eflected iist in sensory motor activity,
and at:a later stege.in.i,agety. It is lso. their belief that speech
and intelli ence cOntinuealong.Pariliel and separate lines until about
the'age of dwhen'the-curves'of speech and cognitive deyel Ment begin
.to converge.. Thereafter comes a closdi tegration between speech and
motor intelligence (theenective phase) nd between sPeecs,..eimagety
(the Oonic phase) (Bruner, 1966). -Progeisively theYital aspects of
behaviour ere'tepresented.bYverhal thous t. ( SYgOtekY, 1934,passiM)
In othetworps so far as :the most important

1934,,

nt ateas'of every day:Ilife are
concerned thimght and intelligent behaviour becOme.identtfied with
the,Use of w tds.

Soviet ?sychology explains this gradual identification Of thought.,
and speech b the process of interna4ation. This is not'a peculiarly
Soviet contr cation nor is it a recent theoiy in Soviet studies of
intellectual and speech development. It was put forward by pavlov
nearly 40 ye is ago and it is well over a century since,SechenoV
maintained t at when a child thinks he invariably talks at the same
time. Thoug in five-yeek-olds is mediated through words. or whispers,

_silently thro gh Movements of tongue and lips, and this is
frequently.'

true though p rhaps in different degrees, of the thinking of adults.
"On the basis of psychological and electromyobraphiC investigations
of internal s eech tt.may be;concluded that the real process of thought
is individual who are able to speak is always connected with the
lanauwe thou_h .at certain momentsNor phases of thinking the speech
action may be inhibited, The internal speech which manifests
`itself in the hinkidg.,Process is not an epiphenomenon, but really
acting mechani m of'huMan thought. Inter 0i speech organizes and.



directs .this thought, maintains Its_purpoSiVe character and leads to
completion :Of the wilella prOCesa. It is a Idtm of,specch whiCh

P0i40,8ea a highly dynamic and changeable strUCturaand'is adapted to the
performance of the functions. of At the moment .when thoughts
ari se ItAnay be tedUced onlry t0::e7Oints of some of the most general
or:'key words' (Sokoloy,:;156l,Asthe child begins to move away
from using speeCh inorder-to ctirebattention .to an Object,ifrom simply

,

. orienting himself to thcenviro,n0e#,. and more and more tounderstandin5,
the environment and to making Statements abbut.iti ti*;..langUeoe heUSCS
concentrates almost exclbsivelhe predicative element.- TheSUbject.'
and allwords qualifying itare omitted, the predicate eiOne being.retaineO,
and "af'sinale word is saturated with the.meaning which many:Worde in social,
adult speech Would be 'required to-conVey" (Nrygotaky,21934121

Thus:. every intellectual Operation begins with. external action and
is then gradually transformed by-'a process in.wh3,dhexterna4 extended'--

. .speeCh participatea. is finally. linked WieWhternal'speech, arkithis
internal speech,'hased on' condsnsed verbal kinesthesia ls_the mechanism'"

":frespOntible for.the perforMance:pf.CoMpleX mental. actions. A stu4y, .of t7he
fUnction of inner :speech in the acquisition ofa second languagelecOrded
elePtricadietUrbancepfthit the-tOngue and lips while students were
learning English, and 'greater muscular movements whensUbjectS Were reading
English than when theyread.their'mother tongue, Russians"For example,
during reading, texts. in foreign language's micro-movement of the speech/961organs, may be recorded" (Sokolovh,B9)- This muscular actiyity..ibcreased.
as the text became more difficult, being most pronouncedamongStudents

:,;)

with pOor command of the'second language. 'As the students' Compctenc-
in English approached their ability in Russian differences in:theamount

..6f-subvocal activity declined., The concluSion is that motor- activity

. feedback is necessary in learping any .language and especially the second
language.

gi!,_COgnitivestructure created by,or identified with apeech,
is given-.a veriety,of names. Pavlov referstoa certain impetus towards

creationofa 'dynalliiC stereotype' (Pavlov, 1926/ Vol.
provides. the possibility fpr the creation of whatever habitS have to be
acquired 'in learning aIangUage, the habits being, only the (realization

-of a more general competence or '.skill'. All the possible'yariations of
the child's linguistic performanceSteen-frOm,this competence, gotovn5Ct.
!disposition'. This fundamental precondition or presupposition of
actual performance is Called a 'set' by the Georgian school of psydhdlocjstc
a t. rrn, which Luria,hademoloyed yerymuch-earlier to refer to the.
abbreviated internal schema which become identified,with speech and which
cieermirie the acquisj.tiOn of language through an understanding.of the
laws whichCrovOrn it. (Luria, 1932, 68 et seq.). For: the GeOrgian psycho -'

_

lboists the 'act.' is a 'facility ft2.44i'cOrrect speech' .(Natadze, 1957,:308)
and constitutes the basid form of a language,' and determineS2ita.

1.1



acquisition. Within the' i.Pmewoork of this 6omplex;of'problems the

,T;heory-ofset'qubtanovka) hzz proved very fruitful (S'eeP'ranaisuili

01p6E) 1..2ACcording to this theory all forms of human behdviour (includinc:'

lahguage) 'are realized on the.basiS of 'set', i.e. the psychological

state of readiness of the indfvidual for an immediate reguXaticin of-

behaviour" (Kecxvasvili, .1970,,t, 21).r The role of set in langUkree.,.

behaviour,bas been illiimihated by Naladze (1966). 'Set' has' beendsed

An studying ,continUelly. Conditioned readiness of the organism.for44.

operation of acartain'Stinlulus" (Zimnjaja,,1970) for instance in the

first'or second. language. The phoice of first or second~ language

sltnuli (as a function of linguistic tactics of behaviour, has been

studied by Frkinkina and Dobrovic 1970).

Intetaction of ,first and second languages

As wei-hiVe',8.6en the whole af:Soyi*Oinguistic.theori tends:totih

pOstulation7Of:ddep!.seatedcagn1:4*PpoSed.toperipherel,. ',.

.s because learning'oflanguage:

inv,olves these that th 10414niti.4.4bf a seCondA,angki4WPfid-its-interectioi.,

g4,,wi*the first:langta. have SliCh:profound'iMplicationSpot only .for

the linguistic'-buttor'the'More.generaldevelopment of the child as well

Interesting' Workon the psychology of)oiIingualisni,was initiated :

in Georgia by-Dznadze (1966) and Imededie ;(19'6L 1967).. In their view
. .. -

the' two. languages of a bilingual child,-to begin'.yith, constitute

a single verbal-repertoire, and components of both languages areused

4,piLscriminaely in the young child!s communication with adults. Aftp]...

wt,gtort period, at about 1.8 years, the two systems begin to sepai4e

until at about..2 years independent vocabularies are recognisedby.the

ch4d, and two independent grammalpl systems pre gradually formed;

Nev4theless though in appropriptoe%i4tings or speech situations the

two 1pnguages operate.independentlirthe interaction between them is

.significantly complex (Luria; 1932, 213). Such observations are not

new, and several psychologists especially in North America have refined

the concept of two related but independent systems. Nevertheless

little has been dohe by these researchers to analyse the deep psycho-
,

logi4alis distinct framAincuistic consequences of the interaction..

It is"es had been :content simply to investigate the separate

'but related levels of-performance without considering the reaction upon

the, deeper levels of competence comnion to performance in each language.

Well before le34,'when the first edition of his 'Thoughtand

LengUage':wps published in HoscOw; Vygotsky had pointed to the

dePendencp ofithe:secand.ianguage on the processes which had, led to

the;aCquisitiCs_aftheAnother tongue. He had alsornade.suggentions

ee-n4,t,u;e%af,..".Ehat dependence, using What:is.to:a/l intents

SeS4heitWin,'ideaOf'coniipetence and perfOrmenCe.Vygot



makes the point that the second language be,l,ongs.to the 'exterior, social`,
"aSpects of verbal thought', .acqUired scientific; physical

. -concepts: while the native tongue is i;clentified,Wcith the '<deVelopMent
spontaneous concepts, those mental ;;StruCt ress'%,iii.ich`: are dependent on the
unfolding or maturing of the.inharedt...POss of the organisin'a
endownient. In learning the mOther tonOUe'sth child unconsciously .deys1
his competence without expli*Cit awareness of phonetic, gramMatical. forms
because the Mothdr tongue-develops naturally dd.:necessarily -ith the
'gradual evolution of the neurologicar.syatetn.; which Makes any kind Of.'
learning possible. There is,an essential difference when it.comes to
-learning the second la9auage. "The later :sstage does not repeat the

,course of the earlier one analagoul 'aystemS develop in., reverse
iliection at the higher.:and lower level", each system coMPleenenting .the
..

.-
other and benefitting from the:strong poin,ts Of"the,:other." The gradually'

r .
acquired complex system essential to the working of the .'mother tongue
can be assumed to exist when the:second ladnuage is introduced.
Competence canbe assumed in learning the second language and thq area
of language acquisition which is peculiar ,to, the latter isthat of
perforinance !the,-exteriort social and phySical aspactss,64 verbal

:'thOp.ght,aie bc40.red in the revekse4.order to the mother- tongue, that is
by ` conscious employment of linguistic itiles and strategies" (Vygotsky,
1,9344.110). theeyee Gf SOViet psychologists the.understanding of

. ,
the relationship of theSe'tWo. leVela.of ..larignage aCqUisition has .;;;..;';,'

h i
.Coda iderable relevance to the teacng of a,. second language aS,'Wel 1 as

to the OtderVPtion.:;0 f f irSt::LaOgVag6 'aeVeloppi§rt.t: This under4Ociirig
of the imtortanCa:Cf the,mother tongue :in :learning the secondgenguage
is part of the concePt:O.C..rule 'governed langtiage- learning which leads
to an emphasis on 'consciousness' in learning:

In their insistence: : that the bases. of iangtoge learning:need to be
.

once, !subsequent languages being built. owe -coma on
foundation of competence, Soviet.pskeho-linguists,' like the generative
theorists, turn, away from trlditional associationism: .Trclditioal
associationism is rebutted by !Imedadza's .aCcount, of the bilingual child's
.acquisition of the two languages: The first stage of.the child's language
develOPMent, characertized by the undiferentiated use 'of eledi4ta 'from
btith languages indicates that what the .child -is concerned to ..do is by
using_Materials fiord both languages without restraint to create one

'..system, which only later becomes differentiated,into separate languages.
The undifferentiated `Stage-corresponds to the development of', 6ompeterice,

f ,the differentiated stage corresponds tt:;:.the level ofm,perfOrmance, in
:;either :; .

At this later .a.taceof performance thef-t3.46:. adgUages with
acillantages as'VygOtsky argue:a, sharpening,the:..conssiousnsss of
the .:calciOeit.led'il:;rocesa in ,The-inte-raCtion affaffects the
level performance by sharpenUct tfie student's consciousness of. the
rearilyati,ties of POttilarigUa0.5-;,4nd:ea:'refinings.his control of all



. .

'aapects'of the two langnabes. The interaction can also have
.1 considerable .retro-.active influence on the- deeper level of ,competence.
'Interaction on the_performanCe level can influence the deep seated
rnechanisrns which -are. the .preCondition of performance. in either
'language. Both languages reflect the existence of basic common
'competence or set, ,..the -non-conscious ,factor ih cognitiVe behavitur.

° If there is a conflict in the situations in -1.1hi-ch:th-e--two-lariguages
''are used, or Where p5.---rformance ..ii reievant, there is a very profound'.

emotional disturbance wttich produces' a Bete
/oration in the child's

telverbal responses. .i This-
'
is of considerabl rnportance in the SOviet,Union since it affects the learning ,of Russiati. as a second language,,,:by all those for whom this language'is virtually compulsory from an

.early age, and Other indigenous second and even third langtiages,
learned by many thousands of imvigrant children moving from one
national and linguistic community to a very different one, as it might

,,, 0 be' thosertriose moving from the '.:est into Central Asia. : Such children are
inevitably broUght up against very-considerable .4.fferences.no. t only

, ins
language but in the s'b0ik contexts in,which the langUages are spoR....

.,.. . , . ...
,i. _ 1-.. . MUch.of. what h6S beep learned' about the .pdYchology of bilingualiet

has been the result of. researCh into languaie pathology - not that. ,bilingualism itsel.f..-'is a pathological phenomenon. -Experiments. by
Lurie, Cuetkova; Lebskaya and. VinarSkaja (1967) RyaboVa (1967) ;
as well as Rjabova and, Stern (1968) -.establish the fact, that the
study of ,PatholoCicat", language behaviour, incltiding aphasia, may
produce 'eviidence.- in' Support of proposed explanation't of processes of

.

'normal lenguare :oehavi, o ur. , However SovietwOr.workers emphasise that therz
is. no neCessaiY bk inevitable conflict between the,use of the two,,. ,
langUages of a bilingual, bUtconfrict may arise frbrn the:in-
Compatability of, the , settings.' of the two ,Languages; and ...he way a, - , .

echildiS able to handle the transfer f icily one to another. "These
disturbances are referred not to the difficulty of, associating ideas.
in a f?reigh 'lat)guage but exclusively to :the necessity of.: trans-
ferring. from .one established, setting to another." (Luria, 1932, 216). _
Speaking p"certain len= get an individual becomes habituated to a
particular setting and "t nefer, to a new setting with the removal- ,

.of- the! former- setting is evidently Sufficient to create, neuro-
dYnamic c3.isturbances"..,,(Luria, ...).9321 '213) ..,, It -should be sufficient
to bring into collision suCh language settings' in ordeI to create.'.
a conflict:of "two veryl'oomPlick.ted Structural' systems..' Luria has
shbWn that when Such, a transfer occurs suddenly or where there is: riC
predictability about the,Way in44hich Such. transfers are organised.
",a9 series of very 'interesting add serious disturbances occur. C..:)?

SUdden*ransfer to another language is combined with a .very' great ..
destructive'e.s...tructiVe 'process." (Luiria., 215) :

-51



The. danger is characterized
by Soviet-psycho-linguist's as a

reversion
primitivectechnismq,:of-;thinkinb.sudh aeihrise

which:piaget has namedsyncretism. In.such cases an individual
, .

will adopt cilpridious.:Itdouisticreeponses in both his-first and.

second law.pagei.Thie,:is consequent On the lowering 6r destruation
of. the 'IurictiOnal.ber4erwhich

normally. anables'the child to \
. H.exercise an' inilibitorestraining

inflUence --.to'inter e a ber.r!,;e1
between Stimulus and'respOnse. .70ne-form of the diStortip high the,
loweringof the 'function'al

barrier'-producesis spasmodic speech). .

behaViOnr and he6*.ta.ncy: tUrfe has pointed out that. the. time eXpended*--ro-

,,,,.

.
in speech'reSponses in sitUet.ions'otlanguage conflict flUcttated; and

L. .'togethermith6rapidly_froWing assaciationShe,had'very'sloW ones.
The indiViduals were linable to prodUce4eactions-with a:degree of

A.stability ;The phenoMenon relates 10.6Udden transfer Of-jangUage:.
"the subjeqt; when exposed suddenly to fan uriftmiliat word or one with
.khichhe slightlyfamiliercgttemptS to 'think it out, ay4militin.
it towords:mhose meaning iS.known'to him in'the'otherlenguage.
(Luria' 19.32,_52) Thus when n-cOnfrOnted with the need to interpret the
English'wOrd letter:a speaker of Russian responds.with. the English
aesocietionSummerbepauseof the eSSotiatiocCOf the RuSsian letowhiCh

,means summer.

,4

Imolications'of'Soviet:Theory for Language.; Pedagogy
The use of the Mother Tonaue (in Learnino the second lanauaae

FrOPHhat we have seen Soviet theOry:proposes language as a Orucia
factor in inteilectUadeVelopment,

and.foiftliet reason, pedeaogy.
. ensures that .the'Mothei tOngUe is ag the basis forthe.

.acquisition of-any'subsequent languages. Any general educational
programme 'therefore has to be built,around language teaching. Not only-.

is the mother, tongue central to.generel educatiOn it is also 'the basis
on which the second-language is acquired.. .:Therefore general national4

.

development relies for a great deal its,success on the estSblishmedt
in the classroom as well as in society arAerge of a right relationship'
between the several languages individual\children

are required to learn.

Observation of the ,speech formative of pupils in non-Russian,
schools' shows that this process is now 'fdllowing'iwodistinct paths.
The first is under'the influence of t*e linguistic, environMent and thei
mass media, and, the second' under. the influence of Russian leSsens in
school. At school pupils sp6nd 4-6 hours a`week learning Russian,
and they .watch' 9-12 hours of Russian-lan$Uage television Programmes.
To all*this should be added the influence of the lincaitic environments,
radiopgrammes, films, etc.,, In schools the media influences are
almost totally' ignored. :.dy the 7th and 8th classes pupils in many

'Kazakh schcole have retained Ipe started to use many words.and
.expressions takeh fromtelepision prcgrammes, and yet the dictionaries
on whichtheir,.4qxtbooks ace based often eo not have these words. The'
,fact that no0oX4ion has been-found to the problem Of .relating the



teathingbf Rusgiap to the intfutnce of the lirlgui.stlic. environment'
''end the*maSs "exIllains the limiltea natures Of a pupil's .vocabulary
in t*Le national sthoca. :whatisoneeded is Tan effectiye bringing

# -together 6.f. these two diverse xendepcies.

The educeSional theories40e have gi-.).far diseuzabd reflect the
ieneral.*nphesis ; An .the 'USSR on the- .child!s,sonsciousness of language
firoceses 44ad cdnsecnie:kily languegeiiedagogy WhicIV justifies
intense agiu1V4 intervention 4to ptdMote those it, pesses. Languaae; tiachin?is baSed 'do concep o f dart U age. as ru governe 1 behaviour
in preferenc to the establi4 ent of habit!s;the student is to be
meat potscictiely, aware of the theorY thichi ties* tiler these rules
and of thie.,structure.i) the, lailgUage hedia' aCqUijing; Explicitness

;.. and *coetsciouSpess 'are 'guiding -ponsiderAions, and this mean that thet,lit4chers, is centrat'to the lgngueger, acguisitioti proctits. Veri much the
':reverse of the situation ;in Britain, though perhaps not, so far removed

from trends in the US4, the teactling:rather: than tte reaming of
language is, the'principal point for consideration, adult direction of
ecgdisition; rather than an emphasis rOft personalzdiscovery of. the
characteristics of the language

The information which forms the theoretical 'foundation fir second
language learning may be aiv'en in the student' sk:mother. tOngue. Trans-
lation,*.also: gives to the mother tongue, a prOminent place .in,,second
language learning.' The Merritt inability, to conceive of a necessary
relation betweeti lingUistic andki.OogOttive4leveropment 'resulted..
VinOgradov mainteined, in errors 2-ccincerni-ng the relation that sbOUld
exist between the pupil.' S' nOive Janguage and the second language..,It NIed:Marrists to underestiniate the role played tkhe mothdr' tongue ,.4..,. .

.. in- learning !he foreign language and, to belittle t. h importance of the
rtheory. practice of translation", (V i nogradov, Ott), 22) . Shcherba

had oifered a theoretic justification f the use of the native
.,

:k! .'41fWlanguage kut it was' not until the development of psyPho-linguistiPs.
.-., in the hands of LeOntev, 6alperin, and Luria foklowing th'e fines laid

:down by VYgotsky . that it was 44ztrealiz,ed fully 'how impoent was the
m6ther tongte 1..n producing linouistic dompetence, and so providing
the4 necessary 'basis- fbr -second lehguagelearning.

A .combination of stile principtes of consciods theoretical learning'
and a sympathetic attitude .trowards the possiipilit4;esgof using
translation-comparison methods, meant that Soviet Iitiguists developed
:their o.r7n ftheor§' of 'a4ntrasti*..andlYtis: Trae, theoFeticial1
infOrriAtion coinfrunicated to. .the student nedd. not 4411,cae;swhat. is it..
already known to hiM from his acquaintance with his matter
but should refer only to What is tiniqueli&chareeteriStic of the "
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Second language.. "it assumes thatthe explanations and exercises

-ahoUId take into consideration the difficultieeencotntered by pupils

because of-differences between the language they'are'studying and their

native. language,, Comparisons should be made only when they help the
pupils master' the phenomenon being studied." (Galazov, 1965, 51),

Though developed from a different angle, the use'of contrastive-

analysis is as theoretically well founded in the Soviet Union as it j
is in the U.S. However there is only a limited acceptance of the

pedagoaic value of that theory and the apprpach is adopted much more
delectively than in the U.S.A. Nor does it depend to the same extent

as in the U.S. on exhaustive comparative analyses of the relevant

Uenguages.

Another difference between the development of contrastive analysis

in the USSR and the US is that whereas in the case of the latter,

until very recently, it has been related mainly to foreign languages,

the USSR it has developed from the beginning out of the study of
the problems of interference between 'the great variety of'indigenous
languages 'all of which to some extent are taught as second languages.

Such problems of interference have received considerable attention in 11
the USSR. Serdyuchenko' (1955), Rastorgueva (1952), Grunberg (1960)

and Ubeyatova (1956) in particular have drawn attention to this

linguisticproblem. Streis.4s laid on the 'advisability of studying

Russian in texts prepared ldcally "because they take into account the
a

specific featUres of.the national language and are a great help in

mastering those aspects which are difficult for the Ossetian .children"

(Galazov, 1965, 52). .LingUistic investigations relating 'to Uzbek

were used to 'identify phonetic difficulties encountered by students;

and these "showed fcr instance that Russian listeners heard the length

and volume of the stressed vowels as the basic component of 'Stress

while the Uzbeks hear the volume and pitch of the fundamental tone"

-(Artemov, 1960, 44). Mirtov (1952) hat worked 'on the linguistic

problemb arising frcmi differences between Uzbek and. Russian, as well
. aa'AZerbaijehi and Russian (1956);. .Purtseiadze on RuSsian:and

,cdeorgien:(19601966)4 'Kudriatseved Russien and-Buriat.(1965);
. ,

and Cherednichenko 612 Russian and tkrainian,(1957).` SiMilar work

has been done for Armenian. The work on indigenous languages has.
.

.

been extended to cover some of the more important fcireigm.languages.

. Lithuanian lingUists have,madeia stuQ of the contrasts between

Lithuanian and,Ehglith (SchmaiStiegi 1963) and there. are several'.

apaches to th.e,zomParison of Russian with French, German and English,.

However Sovietteachers are reluctant to Ait]y on theoretical

contrastive anelYsid'exa1usimely and .they are en72Ouregedio.suppiement

lincuistic analys4sWith observation of actual difficulties and error

analysis. Furthermore the Use of comparison, translation and the

s



mother tongue during the Language lesson is not allowed to dominate
clastroam practice nor to create a toointellectuaIlst epProachto

teaching'CoOsciou6nessi, on which eli these approaches'ate based,
is not only intellectual awareness, it is also an :attitude. Knowledge,
asLeontev is fond of stressing is meaning, and an understanding of
meaning or the significance of the linguistic features'being presented
depends as much on attitude:end the student's Motivation as upon the
ob ctive nature of the knOwledoe to be acquired.

Uf Psychology of Language Acquisition and Bilinoualism

A clue to the attitudeofSoviet research workers to the significance
of psycholinguiSticStudiet is the criticism whichViS advanced acrainst
the work of UWel Weinreich. Isayev poidteto Weinreich's interest:

; in social and cultural factors,bUt concludes that he exaggerates psyCho-7
logical factort 329). Another Soviet student of bilingualism baurdVe:
maiqains that "psycholOgicel:factors do. not explainthe'appearance of
bilingualism and they may only be called factors,thatOontribute to its
speech to:d greater or lesser degree The general line Soviet
studeaVtof.bilingUalitm. take it-thet "bilingualism should be ..IndergtOd

:..-as a person'sbelOnging to twOlinguistic societies to such an .extent
that it is. difficulito establish *which language is cloSer to him,
which one should be )liewekas his mother.toncue, which one he prefers
and in which language. he thinks" (IsayevA329).. There is relatively
less interest inthe ptycholdoical process of bilingualism whether.

_of acquisition or expression, thanin the context of ecquiSitiOn of the
tWo languages; iNeVertheiess. the psi;OhOlOqv of bilingualisth

has benefitted.,,fromtherenewed:interett.insocial psychology and
reco itionthat:everym*Aof individual development cannot. be exPleined
in,ter s:of..cralective ownership if the meent.of production': and the
Cons,quent4Mphatis on the material, condition of the bilingual. society.-

It-ls:::reCOgniseci that 517OrricmIMaterialismihough still the
:fUOdamentald,deology. cannot serveate subttitUtOr conciete.studies
in boCialptyChOlogY and perhaps:equelly significant,- there is the
concessionthatsocial psytholdgy is not necessarily a tool of

At least:.twoPracticalapplications of investigationt in social
psychologyllave been stressed. Such:inVestigations aie:a means of
overcoming; thenonservative traditipnalist elements in the behayibur

0
of ethno/lingUistic groups, which are regarded as stereotypical atpects,,.

of behaviour leading from the formation of habit to at the(mott
elementary level to national traditions transmitted from' one generation
to tWoext.(Fomina, 19.46): The second benefit of such $tudiesiti

the. possibility of using a knowledge of the people's frameofmind
('NeStrOenie')' as an index which no student of social and poPlitiLl

'(including ethno/linguistic phenomena:can inote. cons0(sUently one



of .the most, important areas of interest in SOviet psychological studies
of language behaviour is the study of attitudes to language, to the
contact of language and of !..he speakers of those languagez. Such

,studies are conducted usually by means. of qUestionnaires which are

directed to discovering objective reflection of attitude in langu;:age

use or language preference. Such objective studies tend to be_designe<1
within the framework of such dichot.C.mies as "home and work" ."manual

and intellectual wOrk" and within the total age group spectrum.

In. 1973 (Soy. Eto. 4: 73 3-13) was reported a study aiming to discover
nation2Vinternationall- attitudinal trends. It was found that";closeness

of attachment tO:aSiiects of one's 'nationality' like cultural traits

and language dedreises with eduaetion and level of professioktiSm in

employment, while inter-national attitudes (mainly attitudes to' Russian)
were less favourable among the' less well educated and the leig-Skillecl.
The following table summarises the findings.

ThISLE 11

% of International Connections

Group
Mixed

Marriages

Close trends Relatives in
outside other

own ethnic
ethnic group u group

Engineers

Farmers

12:

8

33

45

21

63

724

46
45

L.M. Drobizhev (1969) found that among' the unspecified number of

Belorussians, and Ukrainians who read newsiSapers and books both in their
own language -and' in Russian xespectively 99 . 3% and 90.9% approve of the
';joint' work. of ..people-of different languages and nationalities. Among
those whd'iead Only in'Belorussian or only in Ukrainian the corresponding

figures' are 90.5% and 80.17%. The conclusion drawn nfrom this study
gSf attitude was that the RuSsian newspapers .should be circulated more.

The most. unequivocal index of the re ion of attitude to and.

Competence in a particular. language is "language shift". The latter

doeS not mean that knowledge of the, forsaken, language has disappeared

but that relative competence in the two languages has switched. For

this reason the Census data concerning :the lack of consistency betWeen

ethnic affiliation and choice of language - the choice, usually of

Russian, as the first langua;e of :e member of a non-Russian nationality

11.11.7.M.1.6:sw,a
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reflecttTa'shift both of atti5tude and.dompetence. According to the

1970Ceni?S (Lewiv,;19.72, 133-9): in 32 of the 1L0 nationalities numbering'
over4athotiSand 5% though 'retainlng their ethnic affiliation claimed

.RuSsiad'a6 their' first language. IntexiennatiOnalitieS the percentage.
language shift WaSoetween -and30%, and in 9 the percentage was

. .

over 50%..Tev.Speed-,and-extent of this process is determined by several

faCtors:.-gge (the younger:are more prone) urbanization, inter-marriag;,

etc.' 1.41d these' factors, as we shall note influence not cnly the

ultimate shift but thegdevel of competence in the intermediate stages
as is to be expected.

6 ,

More.detailed investigations have been conducted in specified
.Perhaps the .majorlissue which. interests theresearchers

is the-levet;ot attdinment:in Russian among non-Russian nationalities.

It.is not insignificant the-GOOtOia.which is usually the mast 'reluctant

of nations t4.conform'to NilSsifiCatiOnandMioseattitUde to Russian is

lukewarm is constantly beinig.,ctrti:Oised'fre quality of its Russian.

,In 1973 (Zarya Vostoka, 10.7,13)a-sharp2uke :was administered:

the quality of Russian had deglined4itst.tescbsrsliAre inferior, and the.
University of Tbilisi (the capitalh4C0Rtp.4.oLAdtccether. :Even

People with higher education, scholars, scierraUSI engineers.:, University

and school teachers and party leaders even, have a .1/6rY PellOno4ledge

of Russian". A survey conducted by Arutiunian (1973) investigated

the competence of 4 groups in Tbilisi drawn from two academic id-

stitutions, a factory and a collective farm.

TABLE /2
Level of Competence in Russian and Georgian

.PaMple

COmpetence of % cf Samples

Not fluent in.
Russian

Mechanics'
Institute

2 'Linguistics
Institute

3 Factary

4. Collective Farm

15.

24

50

Russian inferior
to Georgian

Fluent in both
lanauages

37 48

sg, 24
ya

40 10
-

30 10

Sougce: Arutiunian 1973: 8
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Those in sample-all,claimed a knowledge of Russian bUt,%'

noteworthy that inno group.Wastheree 5i: %. fluency in Russian,
thatGeorgianas bl(fet superior ladguageiamohg.all

scientists of the Mechanics Institute: the great majority

total sample remained Georgian Dominant bilinouals

were obtained in.an:investigatioh of bilingual Tatars. GubOl*
11972:. 27) found that among those corresponding largely to tl e*it4i..

and fourth-groups in the sample in Table 12.(kanual workers,l only

approximately16% spoke. Russien.cOmpetently, wAile.among tno eii w,lo ed

in mental work fewer than 40% were fluent. oilingUals. SiMp..k4:401tS

were obtained amonTKateliana(Klement'ev 1971; 41)'.. :Among iiie

Of'the;higheat sOcio7oc:cupational groups:over: 37.1%-adMi4e4 to n

being:fluent in Russian. Among the intemediate octupatiOn49#4

nearly.60% did, not claim to be fluent in kussien While .416nlehtiali.

workers the .figure was 79.8%. :.The percentage of the tOt:Wee.

Claimed.to be fluent i.n Karelian was over 90%. Among

(KhoImagorov 1970) accuaintance With the Russian language41U450,...

on the minimal base of 'acquaintance') is relatively high -

to be acquainted.with the langUage.' Thdre is here, telciaeokr

.disparity between oCcupationalArbups. OhIy.48%

compared with 98% o1:prrifesaiodals.Ola1Mingt0-knoWRUSSial.00.004

of the low standarC6fssian great concern haS:iseicre*OeaSe

-p.ravda'.:V6stcik1)!10/7:.:p 17:3):repOrted .enttii
antV'Pre6tical.Conferenceat Tashkents6h the:stqdy'AtteaOni:hg

Russian- in primary schOols as well' aa'secohdOty

educational establishMehts. 'Various meth6ils of tea6hinCAUSSI

in non- Russian sChools werediScuseed.I.;

The Soviet studies on attitude' to whithrefereiiCeli'as:..40 :;mede

tend to work.inthe framewbrk'biilicachatOillies*s±!*ma4h43work";

"manual and intellectual":ac4viii;S: But .b0Ore7:"WtOev,t4,-iiOnfe_.

of the data one important pp4t,Mustbe atreaSed,Ck.tPtiaaqjri.tain,

and the United States are,concer'pedthe main interes:lie'

attitudes to and the use made o`f "ethnic or minority larivage welsh

or Spanish,' ,or other minbOY.lenguagesin-,enelti#00* Which. are
the emerging' languages. The:situatiOncif'the 7441cijleqt400004-sil;:.
is almost the measure cif'the'use'6f,thenCtitiehhia4110::

interest-in it. The reverse iathe.:tast.'in.theTS6V1:ethiCO: tnere

what may "be taken foi grante*d bilingual,,areaSeWthk:.'etnnic

languages and their situation is the, measure of :the< intrlts on'bo,th
in attitude and use of'thd-World:iengube(*asnlliCii.:iSe

emerginn or intrusive_ language::',H6vilar.;aubht046rilesituationei

difference affects attitude that is,, td what a teot:ntrusiven.ess

(measured by increasing numbers,Of:natiVe,speekOtepe:rticular
. ,

languege, whether it. is

or a minority language *';,Spari.tsh) to the

languages in contact has notbeeh*Udiecit46iibtedly a
suitable and possibly valuable area'16r"06mparative4daearCh.



'Terent'eve (1972) studied the differential use of Tatar and Russian
among the Tatars Of:-KaZaneither. in the home or at 'wOrk. 46%, spoke Tatar
cxclusivaly in the home coMpald.with 17% who spoke- Russiad exclusively

'

and 37% who spoke both et work the proportion speaking Tatar and
Russian were reversed only 5% spoke Tatar exclusively as 'against 48%
who spoke Russian and 47% who spoke both languages. :When attention'
was confined to the home and the sample was drawn from both Tatars and
Russians, the former, 'irrespective of whether Russian or Tatar was their
first: language. used Russian predominantly. -.: 93% of Russians who were
native Russian speakers and 83%. of Russians who were native Tatar.
Speakers, as against 0.36% and 16% respectively who used Tatar. Wher*
thoae. of Tatar. nationality are considered, of those who spoke Rusin
as their native language 54%-ueaRussian

and 19% ASed Tatar and 20%,.. -use* both languages, while of those Who spoke Tatar as their native
language only 12% used Russian as against 46 who usedi'atar and 35%
who used both languages in the home: FrOM!thl,5 it3e evident that the
main determinants are the ,advadtageous associations liteka4,
scientific etc. of the Russian language, and not the ethtld affinity
of the speakers nor the traditional association of language and
ethnicity. . The same is true in Wales and in the United States (frequency
of usage and favourable attitude

are the;preserVes of the"big
battalions :)

The di6hOtotity- between "home" and work -4Mtereated, Kholinagerov a lso
in his studies of the Letts. He found that Wheread-;78% of the Letts-
claimed,' to know Russian the use of that language in the home of native.

speakers of Lettish was negligible an average of 7,4% claimed to do so
The difference between the Letts and the Tatars may be explained largely
by the urban characteristics of the Tatar sample and the very long and
intense Russian influence on Kazan and Ta'taria generally. History and
,urbanization as they are in the United States and Britain "weig,'
ingliuebt,ial factors.

.;-rtrvAi itoo/ or for their intellectual satisfaction
.or at home,. the highest proportion who used it on the

0P. , 7 .44 A'
.10 e

ued-.among professionals in the arts, teachers and physicians
d*,i,ibb used Russian almost the least frequently at work were

. ,

presumably because their work involved contact
Oktty..Of Letts. The average use of Russian for intellectUal,...

O.0'..i,ivaa16wer than at work. Hare greatest-Use of Russian was
entS .64%), government employees (60%). engineers and
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Two other variables, both of which we have referred to in 'respect of
Wales,, age and level of education; have been studieth- in this case' among
the Karelians.:: Klement'ev (1471) cetaclished. the tendency for the
younger group (16 -19) and the older (35-39) to,' polarize in respect of4p.
knowledge of Karelian, and use of cthe languace at hoMe, cemoared with
the intermediate age group who recorded lower percentages than either
the two polar groups.

TABLE 1.3

LinguiStic :Character istics of -ana. rouns
.

Characteristics 16-19 25;.29 40-49

Fluent in Karelian 39. 31.7 75.3
Speak at home -

Karelian only
Russiaa only 45.3

31.9
31.2
36.1-

.44.2
s-

Both 22.8 33.5
Speak at work -

Katelian only, 4.5 22,0Russian only 58.3 67.6 34.5Both . n'"C 32.9 26,9 42.8

Source: Klement'ev - "Table .I

The youngest and oldeat groups, compared w ith the intermediate group
are: more fluent .in Karelian, they speak Karelian more 'freatiently at hoTe
and IktissiariAeSa 'frequentlirf,.; they use. Karelian' more ,Often at work whether..:-,
exc],usti,ei:y or with .`

..-Kholmagorov also eat-a:Jo/IOW a close association_ between age,and
knowledge of. Russian among 'Letts. The number of persobs knOwing Russtan
is in reverse proportion to their, ages 90%:up to age and then
declining uniformly almost, to,"47% at ages 51 and over (Kholmaccroy
Figure 3.,6)..

Level of education is also an important factor as it is in Wales':
The percentage who spoke--Karelian fluently declined and those who spoke
Russian increased 'with the number of years of education theiKhad received.
The.same is true in respect .of the frequency with which they spoke

.,crKaielian or Russian at home, or at work.

TABLE /4

Level, of Education Ad Linouistic Processes in Percentacies

Linguistic Characteristics
Education

Up to 4
years 4-6 7-9

Fluent, in Karelian 85.2 77.7 57.6Russian 4.7 9 . 1 20.2" Both 10.1 13.2 22.2Karelian cnly at home 50.7 50.3 41.3
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Linguistic CharecteristiCs

Education.

Up to
years 4-6 779

Russian ,only. at home

Both languages at home

kereiian only :et, work

Russian "

Both languages

10.5
36. 4

'27.6
27.0.
44.9

Source: KleMent'ev - Table 3

15.3
32.6
20 .2
32.0
47.A

26.1

14.0

43:3

.

. .

16). The 0kaaniaation of bilingual- education, - trloes of. SchoOli .and ioroaramme.

Ga The Soviet definition:of' bilincualiam

According to the IStatutes of the Becondary:'General 7 Bducation
,School 7' USSR COun,04:of Ministers ResolutiOn. S4 8.1970 (Uch. Gaz..

9-70) ..%7311Pi./s. 4' -I. given the opportunity, to receive instructioh:-..0

within native language.' Ttiair,parets or gIlardiens have the right

select ,for:theirchildre*a:SChool of their .choice with the.:epPrbl#16te.

languagerif instruction. addition to tile. language in hich instrUOtiL

idcarried-On pupils tray choose. to.. study the language of another people
. Howe er the demographic .OeMposition .of towps,:citiea and

even small village makes it diffiCult to' allow such freedom of choice

as tt4sAesOlutio icrioies.FOr instance people belonCing.to more'than.
100 tiationalites in the Georgian RePublic and there are schools

Where the inAru tion is-organised in separate trecks to provide for

Armenian, Aierba dzhen,' Greek end.0asete speaking children, and where

-in addition the different groups all learn Georgian and Russian. The
children in so :Bashkir schOols are taught in six languages, Russian,

Teter, Battikir. Chuvash, Mari or Udmurt Sccording to:ttleir ethnic

origin. In the city of Kzyl-40rda I (Kazakhataa)" .the Saken Seifullin
.

:School is attended py .representatives of 30. hationalitiaa while School

No.'23 in Frunze has.:113: different 3.6rigUage groups:, In 1974 there were

317 such multinationatAStbOOls in Kirgizia.'

All the sChools in the cities of Daghestan racruit_children from.
fiVe to. 25 nationalities: Gne-school. in Maikop (Krasnodar region)

is ettended.by children from twelve linguisticgroupa.. .Ia.the 197671

school year there were at least 400 such schoola in Daghestan, some of

them in relatively small villages like Tataiurt in,the ,Bailaiurt region..
,

The, of: the Village 'represented 10 flationslitIes. and every-,

class in the VillagesohOo/wes a complete cross section: of. the

ilettrOcAnouS village cOomudgit.. school in the,Dachsatan ie 0 cn

settlement was attended :by:Oseetiane,. Avers, t,eicar Tatars, J3krainians,

Kumyka. I:fountain Jewa AlAu16,' ArMeniens, HellorUssians, Greeks and

?itia as dell as by the native D rgi.n Children. Such :CoMPiexity- not

only makes 'a. eaucation uecaesary butpUts a

4.0
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premium on the"use of the lingua franca as the teaChing" language, 'as
Was the "case in Darbent, School (Garunov, 197C),. It is 'not
surprising. therefore that bi 1 ingual education in the Soviet- Union result:,
in promoting a 'lingua franca, the A, ussian language; . although nationality
languages are taught and used However in most of the' literature
concerned with the subject it is the RUSsian aspect ,Which attracts most
attention, to the extent that bilingualism tends '.to be limited to the
piomotion of Russian 'Which is most carefully: planned. 0ne:';fect is the
elimination of other languages from the system of edUCation.. "Far

:.instance, according ''the 1927 BelorusSian School .CenSus -there w r
213 Jewish Schools in the. Republic - 202 in which Yiddish Was the only
language,, sed, 7 in which Yiddish and Russian` were used and.4' where
YiddisW.and jeloruSsien were the lancthages of instruction. In the..
Ukraine in 1930 there ,were 786 Yiddish sCgc.Yols,.-,and over 830 in 1931..
The numbers increased` everywherei.- except in the gusia.¢Reptiblic,
the riti'4410fof the 1930's. Nevertheless. YiddiSh is noi':used or even
taughin any party of the :USSR at -Present" although the ;total numbei of,
Soviet Jews, in 1970 ,was.2.15 Million of whom 1fM claimed Yiddish or
another Jewish language asheir native language.: .Russian
Republic there were. over 800,000 J'es of 'whOm 12% cla#ned Yiddish or,
another Jewish dia/ect as their-ipatiye tongue, while 9.6% diaimed it
as their second language. .The very .,great nia:lority oethese receive
their aducationin Russian and, the:rest -in a local fanguage. There are
of course several reasons for the elimiWation of.,Yiddish from the
schools, some of their_ connected with diVisions among the Jews themselVesconnected
about the acceptability of Secular schoOlS and the relatiVe importanCe
of Yiddish and Hebrew.' i4

Teaching Russian as a secon lenduace

Twenty years after the tesolution of the 7th Russian Conference
of the Communist Party in April 1917 had, called for the "abolition'
of a compulsory state language" it was decigd that Russian should
be taught to all. students of the Soviet Union whatever their nationality.

. .For sometime-after 1938 the teaching commenced in the 3rd grade it
it has been lob; mmon practice for a long time for Russian to be intrOduced
in the middle of the first class, and not later than the second. In
,zfite of this early introduction the professional .JoUrnals 'as recently
as 1972-3 'have given spaCe to considerable criticism of the quality
of ,Russian among t.tidents mho are non-native_ speakers of the /anguage.
The Minister .of Education for the Uzbek SSR having stressed the fact
that _Russian is taught from tile first to the tenth grade in all.schools,
that 10. Of 'school time is devoted to the language and that there were
nearly .12*thousand Russian language teachers in the Republic, concludes

4
t

that a great deal remains to be done to raise attainment in Russian to
even 'a moderately satiiEactcry standard (Pravda Vostoka, 19.3.73). .The
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ti%legiuM:of the U$SR Ministry of Education critiCiseethequality
the results. in Estonia. It was reported'In 1975 that all pupils.

a:the SchoOlSol B astcnie'learRussian, though officiallyit'is an. .

'Optional.:Subledt. Aida'to teeching-had'tmproved,but AtlwaS agreed'',.
rth'it,the position, is still unsatisfactory. in grad es all
teachers are capable 'of inspiring their pupile,-and.it.wasyStressed.

-:.th&''4internationalcharecterofthe'Russien fanguage:shouid"he

eXplained tothe.Children: "to.stiMulateHtheir interest"-, (toilkagede

Otaja
. 19.4,75pA),, In Turkestan it instructed all non - Russian.

.SChoOls to brOeatn.ftthe,use of RUSsian in school work and extra
CuAicular activities Oiar.0braz.6..1972, pp criticism

0, .

was .voiced in Azerbaydzhan wheie the teacheraare:criticised fortheir.,

relUctance toattehd refresher courses in the. language- (Uch.gaz July
18.1972: p.2). Ia.TurkMg4atanthoughMethods:and aids,had improved
i.11.1975, the actual quality' of therteachers was criticised. Yet in spite
of- existing differencesit was decided.that Russian should betaught

all clasSes (1-10) from 19,75 jilwerdsAUch..GaZ..27.7.75.P1-2)#/bre

than 50% of 'the Vigurs,DUngsasandlatarS)'
--entering the first.year,of the language faculty:at.theKirgiz

Pedagogical- for Woman for training-as:teaChers of Russian in.

Kirgiz.schools could only,ata.pinch be described as havingacOmmand.

Ot,Ruatian.'..In the firit year 330 hours are 'devoted to' Russian graMMer

an&Conyersation'by each teacher.. in the fourth-year exams it was

mainly those who-had cOmpleted.their secondary schooling in Rilasianwho

showed up well. -' The pbsition is/eSs good with those who .come trot::

remote. mountain areas and did:their SChooling:An:Kirgiz.' In. view of

the importaoce OffOOnversationaippiportunities it was SUggested.that

there should beonegirlwithan exnel.lent'knoWled4eofRussian in

each room in the,hostelut this:Wasnot always the case, and' not

surprisinglYa:faErly sizeable numberof fourthyearstudentslwere
uheble,to construct a RuSSien sentence' correctly. A. lad): of. contact

betWeeheLiCirgiz WOmeo's Pedegogical'Institute:and institutes in

MichUrinsk,'Kalinin, Leningrad; Khar'kov, VOtOnezh and RostOy, which

arealso.trainingirgiz.studeOts to teach RuSsian inNiraiz SchOole,

Means that they do. not benefit from each others' experience and affects

07 the:quel.ityof their work. (Ugh. gaz.,.1 /2/ 4p.2The.firat;
regional conference on the aational,orgenisetioh of the teaching of

Rutdiaa tUradzhik students tcok:place in the:Tadzhik-StateUniVerstty.

inc1972.An experimenta1.7280-hour course'in.RuSSianwaS Suciceated:-

together With.addrilmOn:curriculum/TentistiW121911:soviet Schools..

(Kom.'iTadzh.-.2641.72)- plich;confereoCeSwere:cOmmoain 1972;

at. Kishinev dealt with. Russianthroughout the Soviet:Union: (tIch.GaZ.
. - .. ..

.

!:31.10;72).. A.three-day'AlL-Union Conference,ch Perfecting the Teaching .

Of Russian 1Watioael Schools, took placein'Taahkent from 21-23/10/75..
. -

It was held within the context of a quotation"from Brezhnev.in

''report on the 50th annivaraary ofthe-ATSSR declaring thet. 'the quick



cf.Pcii!;iitk. of CoMmunicatiOn laboraion hetWeen nationalities leads
to. drOwihc:.iMpOrtence of ..the Masai tanuuage, become the
langUage: Of :mutUal-fintercoUrad. of. all the nations and nationalities
of :the:soviet tin (PravdaVostoka

The aix year. old Children: baga,n.-,their an exPerimenti,L
preparatory clasp, whioh Spread;2toO,er; Urban and rural sdhoole.
AS 2 result the Georgian:Council of .14inisters prepared . for such classes
in all the , garier al educational. sc)loOls. ..Such early introduction to
Russian-was ,felt necessary: because pupils froth moire, than 100 nationalitie
live in 'Georgia inciUdingi.\imeskiaa, Azerbaydzhanisv Greeke and .

0 O ssetians, ,]eadh,groupi. like the Georgian: majority -,possessing their
own native language SChoo/e.".COnsequentiy it is not uncommon
for children to enter grada.1 without `a word:: of Atiesian[.(IzVestie ` 24. 4. 75

Tpe att:itUde to Russian:_ studiee in the Georgian lends iteelf.
. to the most `sustained attack of all '',An in ..-ZeryaVostaka

(10.7.73) follows :'a report of the =gehrtarY. meeting of .'the- ;Central
Committee of thei.Ge9i4an COMMUnist in WhiCh a long., list of short-
comings were .iteraizOd The cl.itc'rl.a1,.ma.intails that the qUaiity of
hiissian teaching has.:deteriorated in the last fifteen'.y!ars and" the
training which ths.teachere receive is ,unsetiefeetory... The "Ucivereity.
of Tbilisi has ceeeedlto' take interest .problem and other
measures are called for retrain ;(pakeipdsfotoviia). the teachers of
:Russian and Ruesien literature liooks ;end ancillary materials,

are called for 'So poSitiOn,-,Ot!$tUssian in Georgia, it is
maintained, that members of-the. hiahaet professions, le9,ders of -:the,

Komsomol and .exparste iii econorniCs.heVe a: verY--pOox.,knewledge Russian
The effect of this kind of `situation in Geoig a end cthei1;eiDUblica.
is that the planned programnis of traneter.::frOinnatianal;i.-langUage:
.instruction to Ruseian me:diuM ;is delayed i4eCeUee :Of the
language; does not reach the minimuM:standard'.nedeesary.-' ppeherieV

. .

(1968, 60-1) criticises efforts that were made in the Volga;, and North
Caucustis regions to transfer pupils from classes` 'where teadhina was
in the native. language to Russian mediuM classes not becaueaPthis
step was: undesirable but simply beCausa it was irnpractircable the
'level of bilingilaiistil in Russian" and the national language was tqo
low to make the transfer a piaetiCal Proposition'.

Partly. because of this unsatitactory position at
1
the end of even-

higher education the teaching of Russian has _been brought fowward
into pie-school classes; six year old children are .intraduced to
kussiart in informal ,:ways but before they receive fdrmel instruction
in the rpothe.r tongue. In 1946 the establishment of thede classes
Nias approved in,lachestan as well as among. Buryats, KalSard'ins, and

Yakuts. In 1965 Tbilisi saw the establishment Of the first of thede
.classes in Georgia. 'In Kirgizia clusSee' in Ruseian fO:r non-RudianS,'



hive beeti established since1965', AlthoUgh 4re-achoOl nursery classes.
fOr :children between 2:months and 3 y,ears, and kinderCarten for those
betmeeh 3 years and? are voluntary they are an important pait of thepreparation for bilingual eduCation. In 1975 there were nearly .

11: million -places.' 'nevertheless the 'provisiori'4's said 'to be inadequate.;

The. intention is that they shOuld enable a lanouese :other than
the mother tongue to compete with the influence' of the home and the
immediate, 'neighbourhood in establishing 'which languace is dominant
a ctii ld s linguistic repertoire and th41,,,,shelp 'to' avoid failure.. later _:-
in the school course. Teaching occurs during 35 week's of the year and,
the.vRuStian classes last. 35 minutes daily' (Lich. 15.2.73)".; In

'Cottber 1971 at a conterefice held at Frunze teachers repOrted on their
experience of these preparatory classes and it was fevident that many

' teachers objected to what they, conceived .to be one of the sethilts of
such classes; namely the increasing tendency to transfer trap the
national to the Russit language .asp a' medium of :inst.ructiOn .(Sov..

..Ped.6.72.p.148-50)...'Cne variant of the p4-sch&ol i edopte
by very Many, if. not most rUral schools They, organise courses: of abo t ,

6 'weeks 'duration itrmediately prior :,to entry -to the -:elementary; schobl
so that the children mar familarize: themeelves, with' a basic Russian
vOcabulary And the sounds of the lengUage (Miss. Yaz.v.nata. schk. 6:5 .p.

k).RUss fan:. lancuane schools for nOn,RUssians

Zven during pfe period when the national-slatiguages mere favourably
regarded in ecitiCatiOn Schoola where Russian. wag' us6c1 as the sole medium
of inStructioninonnative speakers of the langUage were.popula and
formed one oft-the ,riost: important *strands in the pattern of bilingual

. education.- The9ietica4.1Y, nevertheless; .'the tendency --to make Russian
the language ot :teaChing! rather than the subject of Stu0... is harmful
and virong!. (§oveski,n; '36)% In spite, of this petition 4e percentace of.
Ruisian medium sChbols for non4itissianS increased so that by 1956 14% of
all Ukrainian schoOls, 27% Of 1,:oldezian sChOols,-:27%'ai-the achoOla in

arid ovgi. 40% Of Kazakh -schoo1s were ofothis eharacer, *-.41'.Irr the
Tranttaticus44.:and Central. AAa the 'ProPortion;tended to be mush: lower.,

rtt ''ng.,3*/ In the Tadzhik SSR although theie: .schools constituteda-;
al/ f the total :they' aPcOunteetO r..167., of the pupi l enrolment in the

Among ,TUrkMens the _number of :children attending Russian
schools tor non-Russians co'nstituted 20% O.f the `inin 1964 .

,,,,t9Ong.Az.erbeydzhanis .cities. the proportion of.r.non=.
us.si,,ena :attending'. Russ iari mediurri'. schoODS. tended to be higher than:the

.average. .In-.:eishkabed,.in 1964 ',67% of the 'Schools .bel'onge&-to' this'
2.;T:category'.': 7riatUrally they tended if not all the'-children

of RUsskan 'immigrants' .13tit very ,oteci the pe'rcentae of non-RUssians was,'
equal to them.. In Geo0ia and Azerbadihen..',the nurnOar children

'attending Ikt.(SS-itri mediuM.SChocla '.waa twiCe- as high 'ea the numbar O'f'



. .

Russiana 'in the RepubiicAuld.appter tojustiO,'. In' Lithuania.J.1%-Of'

11 studentS 4dretaughOnsian thc*:h'the perCantAge nf::Rlissi&nec:

in-Lithuania. ..in'1959.Was only 8.5%. :14:Latvia:the respective percentage::A
were 33% and':26%and in Estonia '22h and 2r >%, :,;-

Even?4f students :begin attending eleMentaryachoolawhere.the,..:

are taught in theit native tongue.,thetandencylsfpr:thart:tarensfer

'toRUSeian'mediumHinstructionYaoKeteetin::thtelemantatY:sahool bUt:'
'mostfrequently when' theY:enter or:dtring....eatly aradesari secondary
achoOl.;, In 1958 themajority of minority:child'ren RUsaian

RePubliC:transfer4dat some:stage from national lanaUp0 i,nstructioh.
t.a:Rusaian:. The only exceptions Were letar.Sand8asAkdia. . Generally

'speaking the children of_nationalitieS1ivingin Outanombusoblaste
did not receive any:aedondeiy:inatructiOn in theiroWn *tanguage..

SMaIlar nationalities uauaily-.trarisfer.a_Rupsian after,the firat.tWO
years of'elementary.achool.(80vetskin,'1958, 23) .. In 1965-66 the
transfer. of all. teaching from the:native Lange toRpasianWas
decreed in the:Kabardin-BalkerA8SRand,this:beganWith the tAansler.

of fifty-perCentof,.,thesecond..arde in all schools (Rusa.yaz/V nat.-
schkole, 4..65) .TnjiorttiOasetieAI:StUdentstranafer' to:Ruspian,

- medium instruction in the rifth,Grede (iiar.pbraz.12,1962t;6;1964):,

In some .autonomous. ReoUblics.the transfer,begina'inAhe third'grade

_althaugh theptaCtice intost.:areas: is toarrange,,the'tranafer.

Grades 4-8 .(80v. pea. 6,.72)

The exclusively Russian medium schools for non-Russians and the

schools where transfer tbrAmasian at some point is a tegular featurA

of the organisation tend to be in the'urban areas. This is true of the

Tatar ASSR (Rusa:yaz v.nat.schkole, 6 1963) and Daghestan'(6tIv.Seg.

6.1965, 98-9). Therefore the students'who are taught in Russian profit

from the aavantagei'of.equipment and teachl.ng'facilities which urban

schools enjoy WhateVer their languaae of instruction may be This

purely urban advantage appears to parents and administrators to have a

necessary. association with Russian and this impression,ls.fostered.

The Minister of. Education for North Ossetia, for instance, claimed

that "children hdving instruction in Russian from. the first,gxade

onwards receive .a better general education" -4Ndrad.obr: 1965.-40
The main-advantage derives from the reluctance of teachers to,q0iato

therural and nationel-langvage schools. In 1973 it was,supla4ned

that teachers trained to teach Russian uaed.every Subterfugto avoid,

going outside the urban areas.
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The 'integrated sChoOl!coor caralloeImediumlhettUCtioh

Al In countries where the Main trisast.of*bilingiaq. edusvtion
;exerted b*miporities seeking to safeguard eir lang(to.E.,ge ,against
the penetratkon of a major language ;vinith is already eat hed,

:.the dynetrTiCs of 'bilingual eduRation is refkect* ti nationality-
ii.,schooict: In ti.) SovjetUniion where ',Tiftit4iiide.the Russian Re064ibiic

and the Ukraine the nationalslangueges mal....tal,ned very sroncly
by the vast majoaty of the people the main thrUeis towards the

4'establishment of Russian a subject:and as the lanai* of
instruction.. Ili this case thedynamism of lingual edcation is

iMOSt characteristic of the rapid expansiod of RUSSIA ii141.1.1ITI schools
s.:. .,and Classes. for'non,Rtissians, and more,recentiyin ttle exps,nsion*of

integrated; schools where Russian and one (sometimes as many as four'
4.,''`4 or l

:4k,

ive other languages)e-may be used to teach .the diffeient 4f .
'4, ,s,..nationalities. .- A ? ;

The rationale which'iffoffered .tor, the intedrated school is o-w,

comPlex. In the first p4de these schOola'loetr the hall mark
Lepin'S aPproval.. In4I.913 with referfe to thsitoYes of Odessa he

-' oz.opposed separate schools, whether, Russian or!igationality, schools.
"it is in tl*, interests of the working; olass to unitAhildren of
all nationalities in integrated sCh8ols" a00i. XVII, ld-9).
FoliOwingfithis reel parallel m.edium schvO0 were popu/ar. i,In ;ithe
1920.1s: in the Ukraine,:v7% 'of 'the 'children attended such sc*Fols

-.,- .,,
and in Kharkov province the figures were as hig,leas.49VNStatAikr.A (i.

.

1928r. These schorodis.,,were and still are,,xegar'ded as the crales ofvd-

international understanding40,Secondery°.Schocil No, .55 ?ndiga Was
reported in 1966 as 11,4"ving prOvided parallel Latvian wad ilussieg.
classee for -'6ver slx -years with tipe result that .' i'e than 1,0
Latvian had learned to live as one;ifamily". This e%timatte Of, thei
achievement is confirmed by the .experience of: fOraigo obeerVer
One of these; visiting Central Asia i44968togreed that the '.'mut.i
nationel .cc=-education/integrated school apart from its fprimary al.%
Of 'Russificatioki andabli`zhenia, in piectiCe Means that fro 3eeir
eerliest years young Slays, Kezakhs, Kirgiz, Tedzhiks and many o
,,,sivi. nationalities,; .47 .are 1.4,1prking together and p44,ying together;
This co-education may go far tO-d%.stioy the racial, and linguistic

1,' '''- barriers among Central -Asian netionalitie.s whieh were formerly
endemic here" (Central Asian Rev. b. 1965, 13) .

.

Other. reasons than the promo ori of international understanding)
are held to ju's'tify the establishMen.t of integrated schools. ,ome,
schools carry instruction In threeor more languages'atbk in those

'47ases, where the numbers in any one ethnic or lin0uistic tfack. areer

too small to mike separate schools possible and where the parents are



Tik:disintlined to opt for the'1inguaffreca. there is,hooptionbut to
organise parallel classes. This is ort0 Of thdmaidreaeons for the
establishment of such schools in Lithuania where, in 1964,:the Minister
of tducatio -stated that in "every Lithuanian and Polish school ...
tie chi1dren,ire eaughtA.m one:of threelangUages polish., Russian
anALithUanian" (Izveatia, Feb. 1964). Children in 'some Bashkir schools
are taught in oneof six languages - RusSian, Tatar; Bashkir, Chuvash
Kari. and Ildmurt.:,. However, although -it may be administrailve,difficultie0
%Oliohlkethe a tablishment ofHintegratedSdhools necessary it is not
denied th egialt iS:t6:prOMOte the Russien1anguage, that:this

was- reported, 1965 th.4.t though the children
Tray not be

t
taught.in Russian yet since. the language of- ,.play is Russ&I

and Russian is also the language of the sehOOA0dminitration and of.

extre.imarricillaraCtivitiesthe'integAy44-*Achooll.s:e.,pseful inatttment
inthe adVanteMent ofkUssian related bilingualism. (garod.. 4ret, 1965):

The BalticRepublics., esPetially. Latvia are:the areas where integrate
schools. have-flouriahed..mbat auccessfullY- They were started there in
1946whemapProkimately 30;000 schOoliplaces'were Provided. By 1965-6
the number hadbeen More than trebled; representing over a third of'.the:
t.ote1-school population. The number.of integrated schoolsin the
Republic during the same school year was 240 .(Pravda;-1966, 5,

However there was congiderable difference in the.treatmentOf Russian
and Lettish as sec8ndlanguageaJnthese schools in the. Lettish medium,
classes Russian. was taught for 14685 hours annually,:while Lettish iii

Ruasian_medium:clesseswas taught.for leap than half that time, 830 hgurs.,
an 11 In:spite;V:these differehces.over 80% of the Letts surveyd

IiitatrOy1910).1apprOved afintegratV schools in preference,

espfbilifigualschbola.: AmOng the non,.Letts surve'Yed the

POrcentage'whbapproved wj3aevenopigheryb4.5%.. expressed
their disapprovalohe integrated

the-thirties

schOols-but h? X965

Strena.--1956, 186)-'

in Tiatketan 1WOf the.` = pupils integrated

the'lli)eFentagehad dropped to:7% JKUltUrnaYe:
The number of'paraller*Zerbaydzhan and Russian

s9hools. increased frpm 158 in 1940 to 183 in 1953, 231 in 1959 and to
Over three hundeed at present (Azer v. tiifrakh, 19713)...In.Uzbekisten

ar the proportion of pupfls in such schools' was,nearly 20% in 1963

(.70Pro'sY4tilolocrii, 6,11). In the T4shkent :40blast 50%'of the children-

attended integrated Tdchools, while in Kirgilia there were ovef three
ipUndred'sUch schools in 1964 tKommupist, 1964, 12, 19) . Kazakhstan in
1962, had nearltr ;000 schogls with ,classes which were taught4n Russian
and one ormore of \the naIlonal languaie4o The boarding schooli were
veA often_siMi.lar to'integrated schools (Pravda, 1962, 29i t). In the si
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schoole,Of the NenetzNationelDistrict of the Northern Territories

"parallel ..primary grades haZ been established in schools with a

mixed national. cOmposition: In classes with Nenetz or Komi children

teaching is conducted in:the languageeof these nationalities, From

the third grede on-children.Of.ell nationalities ere no loncer educatc

in parallel-classes buttogether. (garod.. obraz. 19'17, 6) .

0

) Extent:Of.provision for netiOnal.lenbuacres in education

At.preseht 57 languages areubed:at:different:grede WelSof

education in the Soviet Unlon. The number-of nationality schools

in the. Russian 1955 -6 was 11,8 thousand and these were

attended by approximately,' of:the non- Russian population of the

'RepUblid. In the :Russian :Republic in 1972, of .the 42-indigenOts ethniC

groUps 16 didnot.haveecnoole which'used the nationality language at,,

any stage. These included Kabardin, Balker and Kalmyk, smaller groupe

likekidyged and Cherkess, and very small Ones. like Mans1,Eskimo etc.

Of therestOnly the haShkirsend Tatars had schools where the national

language:was used from elementary through all secondary. grades.

like Yakut schools- used thelenguage.throuch Grade 8 or Grade "V(Tuvin)'

or Grade .'6 ,c(Buryat).:, The.remaining,nationalitieee where'theydid make

Use.of'their national language in educaticin confined them.to the

elementaryorades,- and.someonly'to the,first grade: Two groups which

are not indigenous to the Ruseien Republic, Armenian and Kazakh, ha

'4,their:own sChoolewhere the national languageis used-thrOuch Grade

The situation has deteriorated since.1958 mainly. in the sense that

transfer to Russian medium instruction occurs earlier in all schools:

except, those ofthe Bashkirt,.Tatarsu Armenians and KaZakhs,:where ,

there is no transfer at'any point, and in' the:Yakut echcols where the.'

use, of Yakut in 1972 occurs a grade later than. in 1958.' In all other'

of
. .

national schohls the use the nationality language, in 1972 .ceased

two Or'three grades'eariierthan.in1958 (Sovetkin, .1958 and Danilov 1972.

.TASLE
A

Lanquaces of Instruction in 19177
-

Republic Latignacc uscd Total

Russian SI'SR

Uktululan Stilt
Itclininoian
Uzbek S.SIt

Kazakh Mit
UcorgInts Stilt

Ann Stilt
Lithunitism Stilt'
MottLiviim S.tiK
La tvinn S.S14.
Kirgiz SSIt
Tudzhik Stilt
Amu:Mini Ntilt.
Tit !omit Slat
Estonian Stilt

Ruisian, Tatar, Chuvash, Mordyin, Bashkir, Udintift. 39
Mari, Komi, Komi-Pcimiyak; Avar, Buryat,:Osictian,
Yakut. Lcight, Kabardin, Dargin, Kumyk, Adygei,
AzcibaydzIumi; Lak, Khakas; Altai, Isicncts, Evanki:.;
Khanty, Chukchi, Korynk. Abazin, Nagai, Tabasarati::
Dakar, Kalmyk, Karachai, Ingush, Mansi, Tuvinian,

. Finnish. Chcclich and Even.
'Ukrainian. Russian, Moldavian. Itungurisin, Polish.
Helm insion.:KM.Aan. .

I lzhrk..ltusSiati. Kazakh; Tadzhik. Kirgiz, K araknlna k,
' .

KaZakii, !Lydian. Veld.; Tadzhik, Uygur, Oungait.
Cenci/tan. Dr.o. 6
tion.Alikhaz. .
Azurbaydrhani, Rlyisian. Armenian. L'azgiii, 4

K%' .I 3
Moldavian, Ukrainlitn. 1.
Latvian, Ituvii.m. ". 2
Kirgiz, It"msian, Uzbck, Tadzhik, Kazakh, Turkmen 5
Tadzhik; Russian, Uzbck, Kirgiz, Kazakh; Turkincii 6.

. Anus:Mini. Atcrlinyilzhaisi
Turk Kazakh.
L'sltini tn. ltns;iiati

3

2



During the early years of the Soviet regime the national language
had a very prominent place in educe.tion. In 1927 over 93% of the
Ukrainian soeakin,g children received,their elementary education in that
language, 83% received their secondary education in Ukrainians. accounting

4 for 73% of the total child. population of the Ukraine (Bilinsky, 1968,.:.
418). since 1959 the number of schools using Ukrainian has declined from
84% to 82%1in 1968 (Pravde Ukr: 1968, 3.1/.24, but not all theSe schools
made :use of Ukrainian for more than two or three tirades. The decline has
been greater in, urban schools. In 1965 there were only 56 schools in
Livov in which Ukrainian was used for some part of the course and these

'':;constituted only 65% of the tota/%, In Kiev although speakers of
Ukrainian reprefented 60%.of the .total population the schools in. Alhich
Ukrainian was used provided for.only 41% of the child population. In
Belorussia 'in 1927 the situation was very similar to that of the Ukraine -
90% were taught in their national language. In Georgia and Armenia 98%
and 98.5% respectively were taught in their native tongue. Among the

..',Azerbaydzhanis (93.8%), Tatars (77f.), Tadzhiks (54%) the percentages
tended to be lower' but higher than they are at:.present if we take. into
account the'fact that the schoo/s which Employ the national language,
for some grades at present transfer to Russian 'very much earlier than
they did. The decline is apparent also in the number of national
languages that may be used in a .Union Republic. Thus; in the. Uzbek SSR
Russian; Tadzhik, Kazakh, Tatar, Korean, Armenian, Yiddish and several
other langUages were used as well as Uzbek in 1935. In 1960-1 Only

,.Uzbek, Russian, Tadzhik, Kirgiz, Turkmen,and KarakailPak were used and
this .is the Present position'.

*Schools for Non-Russian Minorities
e.

Some of the nationality languages are not indigenous to a particular
Union Republic and they may 'be spoken by groups of immigrant poPtilatiosps
of varying sizes. We have referred to some of these already, for.ifistanc4
Armenians and Kazakhs in the Russian Republic. The f011owing languages,
whatever prOportion of their speakers may be ,disperSed outside their
eponyMous Republics are taught and used only within those Republics
Estonian, Latvian, Lithuanian and BeloruSsian., In soMg cases, like
those of .the AUtOnomous :Repubrics they may be minority languages:when
considered against the total population of .the Union'Rezitilic but within
their own limited areas or Autonomous Republics they tend to be ,the major-langUage. Where this is, the case the use g4 the language is confined'
to the Autonomous Republic of which it is the basic langUage. Ruietan is 7
onlylanguage where the immiorant RuSSian'minority has its on 1

(i
age

schools 'in E.,very itepublic., f equal signifidance are the numbe
n ationalities with Very consideraiDle dispersed. populations constituting
minorities who have'no schools in which the 'language of the dispersed:



minority is either taught or used. 'For instance according to the
1970 Census there were 5n78 tnousand Tatars in the Uzbek SCR, 284
thousand in Kazakhstan, thousand in Kirgizia and 71 thousand in..
Taazhikstan ,but they ceased to have minority schools before 1959

true
,

the same is rue of :Uzbeks (50 thousand), Kirgiz (21 'thousand): and'.
Azerbayclzhenis (96 thousand) and Turkmens '(23 thouthand). in the Russian
Republic. The position was summed up, with barely disguised critibal
overtones by. IthanazaroV (Voprosy razvitiya, 34C 1960) . :"During ,the
period of developing Socialist construction in 1936-9 Uzbektstan
provided schools where instruction Was offered in 22 language's.
The provision even made it possible for a single Polish family to., have
its child taught in the mother tongue. The change of policy has
recently led to parents sending their children not to minority:'sohdals-
but to Russian medium scholols which may also be minority slchoolS,.. ;-

In Uzbekistan at prethent there are schools for only 7 lkguage
minorities and these are limited to Central isian languages in addition
to Russian At the same time 50% of the children in schoOls
Russian minorities consist of Ukrainian, Belorussian, Jewish, Armenian,

Morcivin, Kazakh and other minorities.

There is only a small amount of reliable and concrete evidence '.6

concerning the relation between choice of type of school and variabk64,
such esthe linguistic characteristics of the locality, as well as ;the;
family. The following Table gives some evidence. ..that 'the degrei.3.',of
language maintenance in the locality determineS choice of sdhool,-. and
that on the whole the wives in ethnically .mixed marriages have.the,
greater say in choice of school.

_i_w_v_sgeia. which urban Moldryians
According to

A ITitionality make Slip
of collectives in
which Mold,vians work

rimarily Mold.
Mold.

c 'Pew 'Mold,

T;;BLS11,

goad RUSS ans 'wish Qhoo
ethnic. eziviron: '

Moldavian Russian:'

lla.tiona.lity make u.13

of, families ,

a)Russian women
-Moldi,husbands'
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b) &titian men .
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The choice of type of school affects the child's/ level Of
attainment in. hip two lencuagcs,'..as.cwell as his differential use of
tthem for various social, functiiSn::: and by implication attitude to*.yrds
them. ic.holenag'Orov ::discovered that the different social, functions .for.
Which. Lettish' and Russian Were employed .by 11=19 year old bilincus

were closely associated with type of school.

1 7
. .

I./Se of. Lettieh and 'Russian' according to type of school-: (11ercentadei):

- , toCial functions
tUda s

Lett. :Letts, 1, Lett. Russ, Lett.
, 'Studies' 'taught...

'Lettiash,.. '.,-:-
, ..........

Students ..exight'--.4.6
Russian .- ''".;-t:

100 . -64
.::.,

S 100

_ 1.00

.145.

'..6; 2
:

'.;:.").06-
. .#': -''

6).

,.20.;'
.,-,.- %

67

100
... '

'.. :.1c.:,0

20

RUSE.:

.

SOurCe; : dialmagorov - Table. 321 (extracted).

The one iMiori.ant I point to notite ,7the t of 6ohoOl=
dOesihave an association with differ tial s .ninct:.of ,the

: ; ,44languages .the;influence 1

ar leSS
effective .than- shoice of
language =or Reading, R ac11orl1- ool 9n1 the horpe

Azae of either ie44agCCOinCi4es .Wtt.iritype probiiheva,. .

.70,971). in her ;:st.U.Cli:',Of correlate type of dthooi
to attitude.: towards .shitt-,5founc.
it "Characteristic, ,that. Tatars who . have OradUaie6.-froM, a tni*' or: /4:0

Ruselan school, have more: fevo.4rsable,'atkitudes and enter into persona
inter-ethnie:cpntact's ienguede MO.re often" than those
attending 'star. medium : ,

-ChOiCe of -sChOoi: itself Weyer !Pwe'tt 1, and hoWever
-a ffeotea. hy pretsure) ot-'-:attithdi:tdr the len, age which :5").

.
.efla'raeteriaee :the'- school.-, In Other.'wOidS.t:the. effect o ; the type off '.,..

school is not to create attitudes nut to,,reintogtae th66e whiCh :
, :, .helped. to: determine the oriOinal."ChOiCe. !:0'f.,duch,:tC-6-opls we can

identify first those Where the t `nativefaChicip.:4etiguage tongue
and ttiase.; iti whiah,12usSian' USeW.;:'13:414ei: RLISAI:b3e1 .ris the teaching
1 anguage'in the -first oracle it thit ;iti-sOntff.teS to be so
to t'no end. the minoity Linglial:-:.sellscol'iny.talift to Russian
meUium instr...?dttion at -any seof..ie ici:the mailprit'ii of caSes this
occurs when stu is enter .decOndary:.sChOoldi:

T'11-"*.
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It does not always follow that verbal expression of 'a favourable

attitude to Russian medium schoola.. co indides with the actual choice.
Of such a school by parents. . For instance Arutiunian (1969) found
that among village Tatars though 6..;..% of the parrts-favoured such a

Schooi:.Only 25% of them chose. it for their children' Furthermore the
attitude to. Ru.isian or native langui.)ge. School is associated. with:.
attitude to other ethnicindices as Terent' eve claims: "There is a
,:definite relationship bet%!een the relatiVe:number of ,schoOls .with

-;;instruction in the :langUage .of the indigenoUs nationality and all
other indices defining the direction (:)f th0 ethnic protesses (1972 :46;.

The choice of school'.and other ethnic processes:are influenced very:
:considerably by . attitudes of parents, the ethnic compoiiti.on of the
area and 'estecially the' degree of ethnic hetergeneity. Schools may
be situated) in areas inhabited by several ethnic/linquiptid groups
and here it woulebe possible to establish separate ethnic/langruage
schools. However neither eXclusively Russian. nor exclusively single
ethnic schools are favoured either by the administration or, parents
in such areas, if they have a choice of "multi national schools".
Where many croups attend the same school there is a great likelihood.
that the language of instruction"is le Ruesien, though ,there are many
instances of multi-ling,ual instructfiton. The attitudes of the adm
Ministration favours multi-ethnic as opposed to separate schools,
being influenced by. Lenin's .insistence "that we must strive' for a
perging of children of all:nationalities into one school in agiven-:.,,
area we .must: decisiveli OwO,:s'eb any movement to divide the School
in terms of nationalities ". 1923,)', I is fOr this reason that
though the 917 Azerbayani .chiIdren attending .a school in Dachestan
could very easily loe organize a ii,"eparate single-ethnic school
they are nevertheleas part of 'a schoOi of 1,460 students comprising

other nationalities.

Such bilingUal schools, 'therefore, aret,not forced upon admin-
istratorth or parents simply because og the :degree of loCal heterogeneit,
they are preferred even when an alternative organization is available,
since they safecuard the native tongue (which iS the. teaching language
fOr students who opt for it) as ;Well as , offering an opportunity to
acquire Russian and to be taught in it if that is the chOice. Attitude:
to bilingual teaching is very .favoUrable,but not Uniformly so. Of the
different Occupational groups in- 'Latvia (Kholmacorov,op.cit. Table 5:2)
the best favourable 'were .Physicians (66,.2%)iand.GOvernment Workers
(76.2 %) and the most favourable Engineers and Te"chnicians (100%) and
Teachers (91%). It is impossible to obtain any inlormation about
whether those who are least favourable would prefer separate Lettish,
mediurn.schools, or schools, where the mediUm of 'instruction is the
second langua;,-e ,- Russian. en the one had Government Workers. and



Physicians .istheir preference for Russian (in spite of low attainment)
beciuse they are the Highest among all Occupational groups in favouring
friendly relations with Russians in the localities. (Kholrrooarov).
Genet. Zliy ,speaking however the degree of favour with which bilingual
schools in 4atvia are favoured is high and characterises all
nationalities in that Republic - Letts 7 81%2% approval, other
nationalities 84.5%. Opposition was limited 'to 3.8% among Letts and
other.

(9) Tratnina teachers for nationality .schools

We have referred_ to the fact that most of the nationality schools
. are in the rural areas and suffer from the disinclination of teachers
to work there. 13ut the .question is not simply a matter of a
sufficient number of teachers but of teachers who know the language

-20

of the nationality, have been trained to teach it and to use it in
teaching other subjects. This is ,exemplified in the case of Abkhaz.
In 19'45 it was decreed that elementary schools in which Abkhaz was
used should be closed. In 1953 it was announced (Zarya Vostoka,
20:10.53) that this decision had been reversed and that Abkhaz could
be used in elementary schools, with either RuSsian or Georgian afte'r
thefirst four years. However, this reversal Of policy had little
effect because few. teachers Could. be recruited who were competent
to teach and use the language. (Bennigsen 1961, 51). - The.Collfegium.

of USSR Ministry of Education examined the question of training. of
teachers in Nationality SchOols and found that only 70% have higher
education, andithat the numberslerol.led were not sUfficient to meet
the .demands (UcheGaZ.31.7.73) In '1976 it was reported that
'nationalities divisions' had.been set\up in the Univeisities of
Kurbyshev; Saratov, Minsk.anthin many others in the European and Asian
parts of the country., The number of. nationalities represented in these
1.divisiions' which:are designed to train tehers for 'nationality

'schools' lasing the -nationality languagef s a medium of instruction..
has increased greatly to include students from the Transcaucasian
and:Baltic republids as well as from Uzbekistan, Kazakhstan, Kirgizia,
Tadzhikstan and Turkmenia (Lich, GaZ. 5.7.76) .

4

The'same is true of the nationalities of the Far North. It was
reported4n 1949 that 60% of the teachers in those' schoola 'were
recruited frOm outside the area and 'special bonuses were paid to
attract teachers (Nar.(braz. 1966, Sept). In the schools of the
Evenki there were very few more teachers who poke the lanauage as



their mother tongue, in 1947 than the 012 1.;iho were ,there in 1935.

Secauee of this shortgace of qualified teachers The Institute of the
PeoPles of the North was established 'on the foundations of the

Leningrad Institute, of Geography. The Institute beCame incorpor4teo.
into the Harzen Institute Which has been the Prototype for othdr
institutes concerned with training teachers-of -nationality languages.
lay 1960 the 'Institute was abke to recruit a hundred.. students- annually,
five from each of the main northern'-ethnic groups.' These are tenth
ggade ttudents, and at the Institute they follow a three year academic,.
course and subsequently. a three year 'Orofessional teacher's course to
which a fourth Year is added to prepare them.for the specific problems
of 'bilingual _education in the Far North\up to the 8th Grade. In 1967
the situation had ahown a measure of imProvement.., Cne tenth of the
teachers .working schoola of the Chukot National :District were
Chukchi or Eskimo, Even or some ot6er Northern nationality'. In the
Nenetz National. District Nenetz and Komi; teacher comprised a quarter .

of the staffs of the schools and of these up to 80% had higher or
secondary specialised elucation. (Nar.Obraz.. 1967,6) . In addition
to being aDle to continue their education at the Herzen PedagogiCal
Institute in Leningrad or at Krasnoiarsk, Magada or Itharbvsk the
students may be trained as teachera :in *Narl ian-Mar, Salekhard Igarka
and Anadyr.

There is similar provision for intending teachers Of othei'
nationality :languages at, the Tashkent"Instittite, The Institute
and the pedagogical Institute in Erevan which like the'.'Inatitute at
Tbilisi has sepirete sections for the basiC lantpusge of the RePublic
and for Russian., these Institutes work in very close assOciation
with the academy of Pedagogical: ScienCes Moscow whiCh in:1949,-set up
a Scientific Research Institute of the' Nationality Schools: This has
contributed greatly to the understanding of problems Connected With
bilingUal education, the teaching of Russian as, a second languene
and the use of minority,. lancuages'in,scheOls. At one time it had.
four branches' in the various AUtOnomous' Republics of the, RSFSR, and
experiMental schools for children who, speak Mardvici; Buryat, Chuvash
-and Kabardin.:



That hSs- the'. Soviet Union to -Offer?

Introduction
GI

'
Ideally:I would hope that the descriptive account which has been

given in this study .woUlII encourage:and enable,AMerican teachers. and
saministretOrS to dray_their own .conclusions and make their own
comparisons. The AMerican bilingualeaucation situation is so Varied'
not to say somewhat confused that teachers in di.gfetent' parts of the
United States may quite legitiniately ,come to different. conclusions
about how they compare with the system of education in the SoViet
There is more than:AJnited States of America and eve a inative American
who has 'Spent years in studying its provision of 'bilingual education be,
Theodore. Andersson hae:dicinepi.iS aware) as a_study of his .pUblications
reVeal, hOw: difficulOt `is. to generalize. Eurthermore it isimpOssibi
to isolate snyOne:aspeOe9f Soviet bilingual education from the
political, 'ideological and SOcial context whichaffOid8 it Significance,
One cannot- of this Or that _aspect Of Soviet bilingual educatiOc.
Comparea with our and. diSown, the.tatal systeM of SoViet- education'
with which it is identified or the social system that the system of

Some personal observations

edUcetion is created specifically to serve. Even, nore than other
countries the eduCational system is -!holietic' and- is only a Microcosm'

..of. the 'hoiolistiC'' social system.. 'Even :if it were'paSsible to introduce
elekents of the System .of. Soviet 'bilingUal education, into the American,
scene the probability is that in the short rather than. the long term
the SzSimilation;of one::element would betheoPrelude to the introdUCW:.
Of associated features of the Soviet system What\ I have said:is 1:16t'
meant to diSCOuragethe comparative. study OfSOViet ad.AmeriCan
bilingual education. On the Contrary that study is necessary but it
inwlveq, more than is involved in attempting to benefit from 'the ec-
perienCe of Canada 'or Westetn: EUropean .bilingual 'coUntriessuch as
Oelgium, Ireland and A-system of ration does not exist in
.s .vacuum - it 'reflects and maintains the Brent distribution of
power .between professions, social classes1 40 ethnic 'group's.

Some rtrelimina v but fundamental ques

VO-r the reasons.elready suggested. earlier fit;' this studY the
_ .

aoscJers given :by 'Soviet, edUcat4.0niSts tO eOine of/Ehe basW questions
. .

concerning.the education of a ,multilingual society may not, and in
my9yiew :do not find acceptance in ,the United StatSS.. The' first
question ikthe;maintenance .of an ethnic language



justified for aiything but local, oral.and intragroup communication?'
The Soviet UnikOn takes a, 'philosophically' utilitarian! view of the
matter. If the demographic decline of a particular language or its

,i disuse for a particular purpose enitances..the Overall advantage 'of
4,, the whole State, the Vise of that language is not only justified

but welcomed and prorro,t.ed. Thus, although during its early years
the regime,provided alphabets-for many very small hitherto unalphabet-,

icised languages; it .'.was:-realized' that the advantage of other, mare.:
\Liable languages like- Russian as well as the weffare of the, Soviet
Union itself was not promoted by doing so and the'-newly provided
alphabets were used less .and less freqUently. Mother tongue literacy
i4\such languages does.not -now proceed beyond grade.2.

.

The alternative to this Philosophy-is to regard
members of a 'socie;ty,-,- or grOups.(tdgether. with their
languages) aSPossessing'equal and inalienable rights which are tot
.to be abrogated' even if the sacrifice 'prOrix)tes the well being of all
the others: This, vaguely COnceiVed and .even
is' the philosophy which guides the.proPonents of .1 ethnic,:',..`ctiittirail';
or 'linguistic' pluraliam in the trnied.8tates. a: reverse
of the policy of assimilation previOuSlY.PUrSued Which:was open 'Ito.. .

. the justifiable'.criteriOn which has, been leVelled
However the natural rights. pOliCy. may .nOt be acceptable iri';.'practiCe;

. however cogent the theory may`: be Strong philosophical':
arguments exiat-.:in favour :of ignoring the,demattds,fo:r a,,ingual
education -fOr J.40444, email communities speaking ...Oblc;), scent or.

receding langAi404. is the policy of the :Soviet Union, whereas.
the cepa, in the Uni d States and the i fferencqs

'-are 'fundatnenta4,:'431.0:.-1 the roots -of political. p iLo'sop:

, .

'The.:seCoild,010AiOrithe Soviet.:Union:(peHweIl eth..thejihitd
s:tates) faces: to justify the,maintenance of the language,
of .e large. tinic group or nation le.g::Armenians.in the USSR, poles
,or ItalianpiAnthe United States1 if the ,language, though spoken,
by .over.4n.#11.ion Aprieniens)with astiOng territorial baSei,wite.re
theifia-lority,--4-s,ilisPei-ied claim it;:as the.rnediiini. of ediaCatiOn for
small ArMenian,groUpslin Other 'Republics. iThe position is. even. more

. . .

complex in the United States Where only 'the:Ales:kepi: the (.1Merindiaris
and the Mexican Americans . of the.,SouthWest said to .poseens:
compact historidal.,:territorial bases,. All 'Larne .ethniC groups in
United Ptated are ,dispersed and for that reason thOUgh some of the
languages, dike Spanishi.throughout the:.United State are spokenApy

'



niMione, end thou0h ggoups of speakers 'in large. urban. areas, like
the POI,es-,:,tof ,Chicago, :constitute what would be large cities of _native

I'speakere in their homeland;the. guestiOn has still to be asked- "What
Critkria should decide xthe` creation of a bilingual programme where the
numbers are relatively fe and ation-wide 'communication between the
membere.of such ethnic. group's may be infrequent. In-such cases bilingual
eclUcation g primarily meant to maintain. local intex.-group ComMunication.
The Soviet Union' resolves the problem by allowing parent .choice' but

,

Using eV ry- means which state. propaganda allows to guide parents to the
choice` of kussien medium schools where the native.,tongue is taught as a
subject; or providing schOols where the mediUm of instruction is the

languageof the host Union Aepublici or, wherenumbere ailow,-
creating .multi-tkUked,integrated sChoolb. In the Soviet Union theory'
or .s:tated'policy is 'plUralistl limited by practical, considerationT.
in the United:States .theOry or policy is 'unitary' the exception being
provide& for extremely 'small numbers - a minimum 64.20.

A third question impOrtant to the Soviet Union lendlt:he United States
J-s whether a claim to be educated in one's mothdr tongue canbe

.,,justified as 'of right', or as a pedagogic convenience or expedient.
In othe.Soviet Union 'group rights' or 'national rights' are enehrined
An the tonsti.tution,, so that a Tadzhik can claim to,be taught in
Tadzhik .wherever r-he may lite irrespective of the level of his comman

his native,of either/langiaage or of the language of the Union Republic he, happens-,
to be inhabitapg,or of Russian. "LangUage dominance"' is irrelevant in

..p s.arentaL choice. Again, thi.right is severely circumscribed 'by practice'
consiaeratione. end is apt to be eroded by propaganda in faVoUr of

iieVeit,helese it is .a right which can be claimed. No.citiZend'
the ,Unkted.Statee:'Oan claim to. be educated in a Particular language

fsimply : on!th& grou;ds' thati Janguage ie his mOther tOngue. He has to
prove that,:hrs.knoWledge of another- language, EngliSh,.is so. limited -that

ti: ifie catinet oat a r icular in his career at school profit from :
dOooling. There -ere no grOup rights : the .righti that govern
edUeetion eqUalityl'of edUcaiOnel OPportunity for

Yea Gei nags, or za French they have no claim to education
in Germanor

Cons ntly the number ofsoPtioris'.which-tbe:constitution Makes
available, o Citizen is immensely greater-.than those availablr.

. . .

to the member o,f a minority' group:in the United States: in the 'first
place .44tti, noie system of eduCation is geared to provide a bilingu;c.
ethication, with the. exCeptipn of areas of the R.S.F.S.R.'.which are not



!s'

AUtonomous .Republics, or Oblasts (each .of these Categoriesrig
-,territOries being. the "territorial" bases of non-Rtissian peoples`,. like.
Mari or Chuvash) . Conseqtiently such bilingual education,is eVaiiabl'e -

to the vast istajority in the soviet Union; to_Russians as well as to. thet
/Small Wherei...Russians (corresponding to the 0 4me.ricap.!Angice)
haVe'eMigrated to Other Union Reiublics, they 'too will 'be:obliged to
receive a bilingUal educatiOn. they choose 'a Russian: me .schOol.
they will be .expected .tom learn the official language Of the t,.
Republic, Tadihik if they migrated to..Tadzhiitsten. On the. Oth hand.'-
they may Very well, choose .TedZhik as the...lan guage-of
Russian also peing.taught to.theM..

There 'are other Options.. Within their native Union 1Reptiblic-
'

e.g. -Georgia) tiarents may choose-A-to have thelg-:.chiP:fren instructed in
.

Georgian (.Ruatici being. taught as well)' in the officia
language `of the Republic (i.e. Georgian) is also 'taught: or in the

.

languagk.of .a non Russian minority. e.g. Armeniang in Georgia may be
'7A2;.1adUcat.ed- 'Armentdn, while Georgian?' and Russian ,ariel$:also, taughtx: On

the :other hand-not. only is bilingual education 'not'statutory in the
United ,Statea.pagental choice of (langliege of instruction -is. restricted
by the concept. oft'..' language 'clomiciance1..., The United States is not only
Unable to providd:a freeselect o; variants of universal bilingual:
edUCation; but.' in .fact''makee .:it difficult for.,the minority to choose an
English language education if, the child is 'Minority :language doMinant'.
My !Adel:standing is that-the concept of 1,1abgtiaga:"dominance' constftutee
a restraint on ental freedom of choice. of me ium of instruction.

the?,:tourth question:: the answer to which :determines the
,',?'.'relevance of the first three queetiods,. is 'How far dOee the choice of

school promote or Militate against-.'Soviet or :AMerican national uriity,
:v411611-'1 assume is 6,re/event :.;_pestiOn for American teather'a.as citizens
as well as'professiOnals: The goal of ':national' f e.. Sdviet'unityls
-the deteriTinant. of .bilingual. edUcat,iorP'pOliCy that, country, Where
'bilingual. education M ie,aynOnyrriou.s withgeolving 'the ' nationaPd.ties",
problem': Houtever: ethn the form of educdtional policy:may :be.'

,

its content is emphatically socialist' ( Soviet oriented) It appear'
-..,,, .".. o-to m that. the erstwhile assumption. or pri -.I.Plis Ofis national unity ,

how v'e the 'ti ty might be interpgeted. or cri 21!-4,.s -a Pr.esept'
...

being .qu
.

'bone radically and that the ethft 'etific'etions for .

'bilingual, ion are orze eign of that radical 'criticism Of.the
princirgleofUnity.,,On the.other-hand if the gOal, of unity remains..



4.ntact. are.-the means -which are now bei. n p proposed to maintain it
to PioVe.4ifectii.7e, or facilitate the disruPtibtro:.,unity: The Concept
which is elaborated as, the basis for. an ostensibly .new better approachto unity is 'pluralism! ,.-ndt in traditiOna/ .ter,m's where a large' numberof interests, reIigiot0.economic, cdltural, political and linguistic,.competed, and where ny one .individual would inevitably belong to severe:of.vthese interest UPS;.:blit in terms of segmented ethnic intereStsz.,

unt tobf'-the et
linguistic grOu

economic ._and- d- o the rinter-s,sts subs ervrnx the
"r.,liiralisrno, represented by ethnic and

res an even more .fundamental cleavage within
society than do 'c asses' in the 0 ld Warld, since' membership of anethnic group is 'ascribed ,'inherited and 'inalexible'Whereas claps membersh:.
is flexible and, a matter of personal achievement far. How farcan bilingual education as it is proposed in the U2S..,adcomrnodate
creative 'form of3-pluralism or avoid a segmented society.

(C) Developmental differences between. Soviet and Americanbilingual education
(i) Russian and English as Second, Languages

Overall the Soviet ,Union is in the categOry of developed and
industrialised countries, bUt within the Union the level, of developMent
varies 'regionally as it,does in the United States. -HoweVer the regions
of the Soviet'' union' correspond to the territorialt'boUbdaries of different:nationalities. Consequently between the more developed and Western

Republics and the less developed Central Asiaoand far eastern
national terkitorles :there is a Significant migration, with consequent
new urban areas and4Considerable .e4tension of,OlVer cities. Thus
linguistic heterogeneity is a characteristic feature:of Central *sian.0 .q.7.d and new cities: HoWever,unlike the.United'States wheke',*) cities

- treeqUer1;-,..4.-.iniore.lingtiistically:heterogenous the Sovigt Urban
,c-Antres.aiart froM'ihosle the western: areas, do not .poseess tradition
immigrant cOrnmoiltieS li a. the: ;Plea 'o'f':.ChicegO; or the Chiriese of. Sin.. iff

F"ranciSco.. Ilhey;-.are:i'diffubed immigrant -communities, natii:of them very
numerals and.for that ;Deaaan they are less likely to.: m4intain their
sever e national. langua,ges For -a common language theyhalfe:'a choice oRusSih, ok thi 'official i8eigtiaes- :)f the OniongReikiblic ere:they . -.

are ti.i6i:t-Ifilfng77%-ie majority *choose Russian but sinc.O.e. 4. not 'a , 4,
..- , ,

lang4gelPakei&-by any congiderable numbers -in. tci'air new .: loc61ItieS:. it.. . ..vap
is .to . ea. intents and :' urposet a foreignxrather than .a second language,
The pre,r.-,SureLto teach Russian is fargre4er khan is the&preSsUreto

:..teach EngliSh 'SS a second ianguage.beCause- Russian has Penetrateethe.



Jniysocial environment of the non. Russian .ereas slightlyiand(recently.
(U.) Authoritarianism versus libertarianiemin bilingual education

f:

-Because of its expekisionats:t, or impdrialist political polidy the
Soviet Union needs an authoritarian, ,highly centralised system of
government. ,These characteristics 'are to be found in,ail spheres of y.

- pOlgtical, ecOomic, demographic, cultural and '
eduCatiOnal. Educatiatiel policy, is fOrMulated at the centre by the
Communist H rerchY, and though .responsibiLity for implementation.rests
Wither.the respectivreinittrieswof the Union- Republics they have little

cvlit
otriftdrptaty. even to ,inoy the poliCies already determined. The
cademitis of Research and dEdudational institutions of the Union Republids

ar a regarded as ib:anches!: eir,oscow based. parentps. The alloCation
of funds,-tne preparation 'of .prototy,Res of-teaching Materials (which_may be adapted4b4-:lodal institutions to 'meSzt 'nationality language'

''Ntkeeds, as well as the .determination of research.priorities are.:thp
respOnsibility.Of central organisations.

Nothing could.be more unlike,., the 'libertarian' policies pursued'within the tiii:teciStates,' where -.there are large numbers of differentcentral , agencies wrth .oVegapping-if not competing interests in
education, an array of xnding agencies '--.public andaprivate and a
considerable degree of autonomy granted to individua). States, and to
SchoOl Districts and Boerdsk,;i:A..part froM Congressional legislet.itri'''
which ielirnited by the aUtonfitrOf the -institutions to whiCh ta or. have
referred initiative to prom4e bilingual education rests with. each,.
locality unless it is adjudgedlegglly to contravene the 'Civil rights
of"Parents. .Tifis Strategy of appealing to the judicierY (though . .forced upon minorities ,because or the innate .conservatism of the States .and School Boards) militates against.;the creation Ofa syStem of
bilingual' edudation. 'tadh caee ..iS I adjudged according to its 'own :set
of cir,curnetances; it Can be ,ap/Oal dv precedents are diiii0.cultOeetbligh, and .ih-soMe cases. .u.dget have 'disclaimed their 9ornpetenCe;:
to adjlidicate on:,ediidetional mate s," and have-'stressed that their ...I.

'concern is' wlth 'individuelt.ciVit rights; and have in addition hedged
their adjudictitionyk: he aCcsptence of `:the.ibtincipi,e'of 'practicality,
especially 44here nUthbers are -Concerned.: Finally once e judgement has
beenhanded dow'ni.oi. agreed an 'inflexibility is intrciAnced into the
reqUired priigrarnme,L- and' thts-inflexibility is maintained, bY a
sophi4tIcaied system of monitoring,-'which has given rise or at least



.Q

nurtured the -gr wth.of a loaraSitiCOre'induStrY: .;t0 which shall '
n

return. Bilin al:education:in the United:StateS.where it exists
in constant f ar nOt of edUcatidnal advisers or consultants bUt of' the
law.

iiii) '. Territorial' basesand ComnreherisiveneaS of Soviet
Bilin al Education,. 1 "°

efomprehensiveness of 51. 1-bilingual education is dme to
the po icy of idvaroteka' the twoolOait;;s, which was enunciated even'
b.efor= the actual establishment c4tharegime and is enshrined in Lenin'
disc ssic5h Of 'nationality' policy 1,;Added to(his were the other
dec sions to avoid making Russian an officialtate,language, and to
provide compulsory public, and wily, public education: The whole of the
SOviet Union came to possess-universl, free, public education dedi/.
o being socialist in content and national in foiM - the two paths.

Within t.hi!s overall uniformity of provision flexibility, s far asa
languages are concerned, was guaranteed by the'fact the whol

Soviet Union consists of 15 major, territorial units each roughly corres-
ponding to the home,of ap ethnic group and the base of ,an ethnic g

,language. Within such large territories exist smaller but equally come.
-nationalities. Furthermore although there is a varying degree of Agra-
into and out of these territorial/linguistic units, the level of native
language maintenance.is very high, and because offal/durable birth rater
likely to remain high in spite ofmigration. The guarantee of a good
bilingual education in the Soviet Union rests, therefore on the followd:

First: There Is no official State language which is oblicatorY by
Statute -- aithough.propsganda:eq0 the crestige'of Russian and
the need for a common laniiu!ge4laye. made it a,necessarY
language in every'school.

Second: PO4t4.caily: tiritheoryi,aWnationsare'equal; bu't4dore-
2-,,'important they, possessdefi territOrial,baseS which F , risure:

the.. maintenance. cOncenr languages WhiCh
are 'official' Withiffthei aspective Union .Fepublics..

.

Third: The .principle of .'.mother-td* ue0;or 'native language' has }Seen

'.part of Soylet thedry fromitearly days and is. official
: '

; -

The Soviet Union' recognistraOup!.righte, enfilth

that any citizerimay..demand'gitallght in his-na
language thdugh he may

Union Republic:
rigo



Fifth:.. At the same 'time in principle parents are allowed freedomiwto
choose the child's language of instruction. This policy was
adopted becabse it was felt that when tt game to the pOint
parents would tend to choose Russian, while safeguarding tlipir°
national language because it was the territorial lancjuage.

The 'territoriality' of Soviet languages solves many problems:which
face bilingual teachers in the United States.

First: The problem of 'ethnic teachers' does not.arise except where a
migrant minority chooses its native language as a medium of
instruction. Even in such cases, if the migrant minority is
of long standing they are able to generate, their own 'ethnic'
teachers.

Second: The problem of biculturalism, or basically the maintenance of
a native and.minority culture does, not arise becaUse ditudents
are taught within their native cultural environment. One
important question does arise with regard to tip cu'tural
contegt of bilingual education in the Sdviet Unioh. Irrespectiv

Aof the type of bilingual school the childattends,.in.whatever
Unioh Republic,he is exposed to a 'supranatioial culture' which:
is virtually 'synonymous with Soviet ideology elpressed manly
in the Rudsiap language. The aim is to Ireate a 14bviet man'.
Even in a 'native language' medium school-bicturalism6consApts
of inculcating 'national' values as well'as the i0bals of the
Sdifiet Union, and So;ilet culture which is .a culturde
It is expliicitly political and its inculcatidt ih' ingl
propagandist. I find the bicUlturalilin of America infinitely

although.
pre erable because/the Englisn Language culture posseisses strong
an for manyl'peoplef'adverse-political associations it is

- one which 611 'fiinority language' students in the United States
iOan share with English speaking, and English acculturated
,stedents in historically English speaking countries"/W many
parts of the world. °The Englidh speakihg Component of Ameridan
biculiuralism has a unifying'crass-national role. The Russian
Speaking civic culture -or -the Soviet Union is restricted to acuril"t

'pe'rticular imperialist social order.

Three: The question of recognizing the different 'learning styles'
of 'different 'nationalities does not present a problem the,

learninlittyle is characteristic of the. in which the
children. are''''taught and ''Oom which the eteacherws are Tecruited,



(iv). The implications of bilinclual education for the socialsst'&ns of the United States and IJSR_,

. It would be wrong to claim that theSoliiet interest'n types of
qchOols. the curriculum, methods, and materials is nOt to.'educate the,
indikiclual Students. It would, be wrong: so to .argue but it would also bec,
the whole guestion; which is what concept off "ion and, society t,,,,se

;schools, curricula, methods and materials Are inendet to realize.'
as bcilingual education is concerned in the USSR the arm is to; resolve ".
the 'problem of- the nationalities', and this ie'approached along two
paths - respect for the languages of the42'netionalities, so far as it is
consonant with the advancement of Russisn: The Changes in the alphabets
were motivated by political .consideration.anel.'.4ad.first_to the isolation
of man i 'languages from. languages of the' seMe. Spoten outside the
Union, and ultimately to the use of closer relations 24

4:-with RUSsian and to ensure that the lingiaa fr"anCa' was.acquired more
,:.easily. Other aspects of language planning necessary to thef_deveropMent,:$

of literacy, like the relexIficatiOn sof '6,prpe latigiiages .prOpte*,:he:
influence .of.;.Russian... The 'social function Of' the national° lantpageSwere,
distributed in such 'a way as to add to the prestige of ztrit

. ,for Russian: From whatever angle 'one looks at bilingual eatic§tion
the Soviet Union one is struck by the firmnss...viith which the:,
coMplementary paths -are .puisued 7 respect. for national
it is.practicar to provide for them) and the promotion
over-riding consideration is soviet unity ;the pati
encouraged but they-are meant to contribute to n

language

Ri sst nfl The

*chu va

culture'. The direcylion. of the cultural troy nt'l is' tip
- .(and it can afford to localise these traditions. beCa of their

territorial -limitation), but so far as the Soiriet Udion as a Whole is

itiona1

concerned the direCtion is forward looking - the,creatiOn of a he2.4
. ,supra-national, civic culture .which the members of all nation:elle-1es

can pazti:Cipate Without forsaking their own partichlar heritage; ..p.t.14c
a41` 141S4istic :pluralism are not, simply encouraged, theycahnot belignerc.,
in view of the size of the componedt units and-tileir"ethriia conservatism
ut.thatpiurarism. is not segmented; ,-each °nation is a pillar', a



remarkable strUcture. in its :own right; but also flidctiOning.:tO create.,...
a great. new unity,' and -a "fiew:;SoViet,man..

Perhaps the most cfueation arising-ut of :bilingual
education ;the Unit.4,StOtes the -kind of pluralism it is ,cOminitted
to Ai:..inient*?!wkerlOacr $4:5910:5 increasingly persuaded of :the'
value and the ineiiitabill'ty .i5e,.$011(eArtelasupe# of segmentation along. an

in the-Case of the. Atherindian
,.. arid:Alaskan as well as 4th:a Spanish 4petakirig.popUlaions :(possibly the

French in viek of, th'.anadiah eXpertence and-o.externa:gurOPeana.'

institutionalization; of these .segmented ''units will .be difficult..
Consec441-14 bilingual..edutation'rctay:become.4vided:.34epagen ypn :the one hen.,
those- who..are.derhographically territotially.:cotiCeUtrated; and;

the other the ,very,.large. numbVifof.;smallei,....al:dopt completely ..
diffuse d erd)ps iaolafted ::frOni.a5cternal.auppo:rt,

.-.l' 4 education .po Py. respect of some' .+' 4f, , .Spanish speak commin it i es ag;ready l'eadin'g to :',pilrarization'.
"A n7 a

'A as ln the. Soviet Udion) but '4..4 aagtrienteti3On education, :I
.

', suggest, ought not to be Vie i'fiStrpment of -1,,tifissiparintis' disunity, and
need not be if satisfaCtbEy"pOltaCo-editcatiOnal are'.pUrau4d:
Over arching..cO-operation4.,f-;ig the constituent' collectivities
of the United States .shoulcPbe as it-portant as .:the, protrptiOn of their 'I;

individual:-heritaaes. A Cr' of the. ' dva potoka' :.(the two . paths. ) is' ,

. as- mpogtant the Unit - 'bates- as. it is to. ',the Soviet'
Pos4 thi1it.r Of "ensu in fOrniei is more difficUltpartly 'because

. o the American : de icati ; tAii'liberaliattr' and decentralization of-
ku.0igove.tpment: Tgantraryt,-..t. easier in the United States becauSe;. for

a it the`.CiitiCis ed `.against it a viable 'Cultural consensus
alieadY 'exiats. Lne of the dissOliraging features is that the cuq'ent
debate on .bilingtal educationoccua what 'ia essentially a superficial
level of4he 'machinery for .promoting: policy neither° the foUndatiO,
nor the imi.ilications ofwhich have been sufficiently examined.

SomeSome erreuta of the Two §,:yste aked
(i), SChtxjle

, Di ,
There is one system,,oe.educatiOn in the Soviet Union : That sys

s\a compOsite48 .several "variants of 'bilingual in truCtion' . The
7.&.,..:1,1teci :states 'hes' several systemS "'of education - public and private,.'

religioiis and seculai etc:,- varying from 'State to State and according
0 to the .demadds sahobl district. It is true that there are broad,'

6?guidelines .whichnust. be observed but otherwise it would be difficult
° .4



if PO ''.4:1E'Oossible. to describe
...Anierican,edhcation.: It tYia

efine) the system of
,no -natiOnal system of

-bilingual. -education: of even giga ilziportenge there is no system. -
.,Of..bilingual. education, at PIX '.,'4"#0401-1 r. locally. Chat exists, , . ,: . :;:,7. :f : ,i'k

... i 0 : .ia, i 1 in gu 61 ;prOgrammeathe ,nUmbei7;;CC,:..thich!etaa well as their .iocat-deft
:...' may` vary froM Year, to year. "...These .tti. ralnfte0 where- they exist, are

... restricted 'ffore,..f.teh than 't-14...'EP- 40.riAYStuderitls, andto that
Segment of t.he Mitibrity whiCh 5140:',1.41 re.tC;''ude the English language...

. ... ,

1',.' '. SatiSfactOrPtiy . , :e.46. h studentS.'.T. :.;programme- for 3 years:; and','
'40 though .Sitzme .siky.det*4imay..be...riiire,..... . et-it 'in. English:, than those whO,."?; . -,,.

itted.' to-.the.erogramtr,t,e1::-'.e '00 ,4.ce of the:. bil ingua i prOgramm'e., are adm ' ' A. .. .....,. '"..9":%.}..' :. mist not be catered' for.tl., is lunt4Y and4O.r th.4t.-.:reeeek.4;m4. needy may no
''' 'The t'nericiiin progresmmeS:,tibaiiWe. 'Oflen:Fs high' status of 'evaluation' as

ta14. 'es'.:the extrevegint:;M;1iinery,f,'..formal assessments which it' A.,2..5.
135"*Aeiled%7:4.hea' a bui).t.,'.4,5i1.r'.e,19,Arc,..4..:,,.- ...nent. . The programmes are ex-

41. igeo6ntai 4n-the "S.9hsse:. ', .t.4e4Ieet out to substantiate the
hypotfieses.,Oich-trAtt'-''.:1-tla fit, ihe!programnie' encapsulates:. They. 'are
also .,:( . ...1'..,,, ,....-....4-'"'
a r'65) ':'''' "vtiiOii.al, iiit the :e that the ty A cz, i; y of such programme::,-;I
is riot...luellrenteed for any 'coaSidag.able length. of time. Programme
directOrs..4d,,tea400,%4i:44eyith the problems of not contravening
seyre,,,,,tiCn,ille..,;*gel'iaily.tnAceptable tracking or streaming systems,
or o i,linttruction within ethnically integrate.
!Classes, whitafek -4,i(iititeee'4"YrIght accrue in pedagogic terms.
Curficulurn ae&igli;,has beerk cfiticised' as' being amateurish by eminent
American4kingSziStO and 'educationists (Troike: No. date - p.5)*

,

..' 'na- ,

-It ;cannot.. aid that/options are available parents anxious that
-1/4 theirahk),dien should have a.bilingii4y;sducation. Nationally there is

i'"verie4; of types cgt 4-prbgrarama.i'' immersion, alter ate day, the lame
leSson' taught. ' the vole cleSS taken by the same teacher in each of

.:;j11'.-

the.:two ten es dligind different times, dual medium° instructicin in
the a n, alternative mediutn together with transletiOn in the

44..same essonf. These different apProaches .,tith0 the class 'fray coincide::
bflinguali school organisations. which' Use : graded, ungraded (or

across4a0 ..9rolipi9g) or, aria tigradea systems,.., The classes may be
1 ingulittically homogenous or, multilingual. And if they are
1 ingla 7a..-.iiiscrete teacher:(and her aide if available) may .emplOy '
.1thguistic grouping. The deployment of teachers in such schoolsmay

t b,,'very:. the teacher for each class may- be bilingual and be, responsible
for all bilingual instruction; two classes may be taught by two

A

Troike, R.C. - BilingualgsEducation in the Uni 3d States: theFirst Dedacles
// -tVe.



differentiteachera.one Ofthem itinerant,:bilingual-
teecherS may beeMiilloyed4: there are'-examples of:'team::reeching' where :

MOnolingUal:andbilingnekteachekeplan'acomplateprOgraMme for several
clesses and there.arenUMerous- examples wheree:teacheris assisted-'
by a bilingual. aide:. All these and,otherorganiiationai. options 'and

.

clese systems are available, ?but in spite of the emphasis'op,!cOmmunity
.

participation' even a-large city like New YorkA.Oes not .ma're. than

'very liMitedhumberOfoptions,a school where, any one of,:thesysteMi

listed eboVe operates, a special centre catering for two or three school
in the pame:distrldt,or a :mriti: school. The limitetidh on the

parent's-cholce :is due to the fact that bilingual edUcation'ia peripherz
to the 'main stream', and in any locality outside the largest cities or
any distriet' of such large 'cities for, any one language group (sometimes_
for any combination of several such groups)Qnly one prograMMe is
available.)

-(E) TraininC-of.ttechere

The training of teachers of bilingual children has been,severely
criticised in the United States. So far as concerns Title VII

programmes 'the quality .o teacher and teacher-treiner -preparation

programmes ..'has unfortunatelk been quite uneven'. (Troike: op cit p.4'
A publication of the N.?.B;''Minority Students: A Research Appraisal'
is more categorical: 'Although the number of studies is still Very

small it is clear that school board members, superintendents and

principals have lagged seriously in supplying educational leadershiO'in

inter-racial settings. Studies df-teacherattitudes,strongly suggest,
a generally negative orientation toward minority'chilldren' (p.240).

The Public Two-YearCollege40(toa small extent) anOPUblic Four Year
and Graduate CollegeS, together.mith Independent Colleges, in New Jersey

for instence.(Bil.'HigherEduc. Resources 1978)- offer a comprehensive

coveravfof training for prospective teachers (see pp,77-82). However, (r-

lik4tie bilingual programmes themeelves the training of%teechers for '

thoOp prggrammep is periPheral to mainstream teacher training - teechkr:.
,

641.1dlify for flarAendorsement"..

For instance aTteacher In training in New JerseY who already possesses

a degree based upon a fou year programme in an accreditedcollege And
,9 .

certification in anothe is given the choice of attendingCourses/eithe:

Social PsycholOgy and th Bilingual Child orConteMporary social proble%.
, ee

;



;(With emphasis 'On. the bilingual/b1CUltural dhild)-, -though bath courses

are .748.1 tothe intending teacher. Some courses which' -.are as impar tan t

as theabove. need 'Oat factbetaken. The proSpeCtive teacher in

training who has q444=eted a Minimum. of ,

experience as a tear billngUaVbicultUxel and/or English as a.Second
language,- need not, complete the 24 number Pf,Semester hour

credits. in the teleVant areas.. The .training' of teachers of)bilingUal

chiIdren- in the Soviet:Union is undertaker:Ai' generally:;Spseking in the.

Pedagogical Institutea. Or. Universkties Of their native RePOlic, and since
the ,system :of education for which they.'are de&tined. is integrated'--

namely.the2native- language is taught andused;there,is contingey-between

schooling and teacher

second.
trainIng, : 1R9SSian AS taught to such teachers as .a

ficst or' second. languE81/iftheypropoSe :t6 teach in Russian medium school:

they mil.l:reOeive their ttaining'in Russian. Teachers who are members

of minority groups in any particultr. RepUblic (a.64-nieniata'in ,Georgia)

generally; .reCeive their training in

choose Russian as a , firat,language.

teachers:16 a completely integrated

and Secondary, Bilingual EduCation.

their titul8republic, unless' they.

In other wot4cthe :training of
systeni and eCOntinuation of Primary

FurtherMore, it is .my impression that the teachertraining course.. in

the Soviet Union is far more arduous, intensive and practical than in the

United,,Statas. In UniverSity courses students: haVe a Weekly programme

of 36:haues of:study.- Of this total 4 hours is spent in-oral practice of

thelationality Language, and 6 ..hoUrS inRusSian as a first- or .4.in

RUssian as a second language. Facilities fox' additional,.supervised study

are provided in language laboratories.- Students are taught.
groups .and..the:tegulations. lay. down a MaXimUM.:af.:ten: and'janoptiMum Of

!7 in a practical study gioUp. FrOspective".teacherSdevOtn% of their
;allocated time in, the academic study of laoguage (4Y,-the rethainder is.._

devoted th 'professional' courses - mathodakogidal,. soCiological and

sychblogidal. This is di ff eren f rom i4" es ates an Britain
where the thearr.of education - "whether philosophical, soCiologidal,

psychologicl; dr the. theory: of language bulk inordintely large: ; Teacher

in Britalin; and from my limited experience bilingual teachers inthe

United States know more about tile theory of bilingual teaching tharl::do

Soviet teachers, but are letyonfident in practice. In the USSR'':'

'teaching practice' begins in the fourth year when' Students -devot6:'a'mor4-"k,

at the beginning and a similar amount of time at the end of the year t.o':;

preparing lessons and teaching classes. They put in a. similar amount



time` attthe beginning and-the end:of their fifth year-. A prOspectiveteaChee.in the codrearofhis training will heave spent 2,t,C0 hours.i6., .
PracticaliinstruttiOninHhia langpage(S: .,.200 in the practice ofteaching.ande similar_amOunt of time on the theoretical aSpecti:..,,

. .

_ ..Refresher. courses: are cOmmori.to,theSOVietteaCher
and tea4hers,in:the United States,but there are important'differencee. They ate,

obligatOry:inilkSoViet`Union; thoug the iMpression I am alwayS giVenis that t
h'.teachers welcoMa such They may:. be pursued .during one'-'day 'a week.over-ai:period of fivey ars, when eth teacher. returns'to thepedagogical Inatitutear.Universit Or the-tOcher may take a con-solidated period'of.one month every fiVe'years tci putsde courses atdesignated centres. Since the

churses.are'obligatorY the teachers" rece:::,
.

no credits cut they-are free to those who attend. It ispossible for
,.,*the local School - Inspector to excuse an"outstendinTteacher.froM'

attendance at sucti:coUrses..%
,

( "?) Aobroahh to tt-te teaching of language

The general Soviet theory of language teaching and the relationship
of,the acquisition of the mother tongue and the second language hive beedescribed, and what remains to .13! done,at this point is to indicate apersonal view of how theSoviet iipectsof language pedagogy differ fromthose of the United States. .Inthe first place though the work of Piage,(popular in the UnitedStites

and the basis of much of its language
teaching theory) as well-4:chomsky are held in high regard by teacher -trainers the epigenetic awroach of:the former is held to be 'idealist'd therefore suspect. The purely linguistic analytical theory withwhich ChoMekYts'eesociated,

tranifOrmatiOnaltheory,-.is an important
''element:in,the teachingoll.inguietiOs in the Soviet-Union.::The,,..
re'6Onaliet. metaphysics occhomaky, thepOattilation of.an:innatelinguist..structure iarejected.:

Soviet.linguisticsia 'empiricist' in its:apprOec
and.althOugh,Skinner'S.work Isthodght to. be Sviet,teaChefsowemuch to tilieeMpiricistsChoolmhich

he, represents;' Contrary to earlier.,developments towards *rticturaiism!.
in-thk!UpitedStatesthisapproach.is not,:favoured 'in theAlpviet
y.A.:repetitidnof:what,has already'been lieitribid. in the sedtion

op,,Implication of SoVidt. Theory forLangdage Pedagogy' is uhneCeesard and American teachers are better.able'than I t o .assOSs
kfarAmerioanteachera agree with the Soviet

insistence or the,Students' consciousness of linguistic rules, the



-4,d!

SeVerely-::etructlirOi programmeof: language instruction, the emphasis on
the intervention dfithe teacherAnOtonlyies motivator but as instructo
the use:of:rthe Opther*tonche and translation 16,learning the-second. _ . _

.

.ianguage.;.the relatiVeiymuted.eppraisal of: coMparative analysis of
/angUagge compared.owith the value of 'error analysis, My oWnA.imited;,
experienCe'Ot American teaching,is that thedifferencesbetween 'American
teachersare greater%tharils the difference.betWeen the fairly- .uniform

approaCh in.theZOi4.0Union anctthe most. favoured approach in the Uniteci..-.
. ,States. 'This is to beexpopectedin vie07164.the llibertariank.attitude.
to,:eduCatiOn 46 the,UnitedStates:,,,

(G)
Premaration of. Materials

_
The.main difference betWeenthe SOviet Union 'and the UnitedStates

1.ies:41C#reliance.OftheSchool'Boarde.andteachers in the United :-
StateScip 'cOMmerciel" resources. .Consequently there is a greate4,variety
of taxt:books andreaderefoxthe major langUageid,f3the United States.
Thesecond:difference te'lle preparednees:otthe,UnftedStates'to use
materials prepared irithe:tountries:ot j4 origin of the. anguages.

.-, -., .

.1a.ced.... .Someeachers lin Universities especielly;critiCisethiS
..prSctiCe.::::Third, ti.lemateriaisforus&inteaching English'as a secohd
language in t4.ie United States is:far superior to that 'Prepared for :.

teaching Russian ae:aeedond.language icIth-e'Soviet Union. This relative
defect of SON.rietMeterial derive's. ;partly from the atteMpt:to'allow each
mayor language groUP,:boSet on .its own Und.On Republic with, its own.
academic institutions, to adapt the RUeSiphprepaed-,prototype to meet'
the particular needs of their Own native language speakers. While this i
:good in principlei.t does not producegood materialt... Fourth, the
literature which,iainttodudedin teaching the languages as.dittinct Orom;!--
the langUage text book, Is7mOeaditional, genekally speaking leis.. .

appealing to the,Sovi:etetuden .. Flnally*.theavaiiabilityof,the
materialirrespeCtINieof:Itell,Ueis severely restricted in the Soviet
Union. 'AllocatiOne-of4aPerare Made'ai the centre and itis:arecurrina
complaint -thatm5P-RusPtaa:.dttidebta are,laa4:Vell:tidatad than the
Russians.

s hae.been 'suggested alieady more:of themajOrlirguiatid gtOups
,

.

are able to modify Centrally prepared paterials, whether these'are'for.tht,
purpose of teaching a parttch/ar.language or a "Content subject',1ike
History. but thlS undertaken by 'branches' of the central Academy of,
Pedagogical Sciences and inthat respect they differ from the network"A _ _

-Of Centree'for-,thafpreparing and disseminating materials, established
.fairly reeritly in the United States.



The .Soviet material adapted by nationalities States are not so
comprehensive. in the range of curriculum areas far which they cater.
The section or.7.the Academy of Pedagogical Sciences in Moscow is strongc:
adademically and more productiVe in preparing,: testing and evaluating
matetiales and has had a longer history of Co-operation with teachers
than any institution of which I am aware in the United. Statei. I can
only compare the uncertainties and vicissituaes.experienced.brthe
Reading Regearch project,'airning mainly at the Navajo, 4, the Unlversit
of New MeXico, and. the long tradition of such work for the Peoples ;4,1ct .the North, undertaken by .Leningred University. Finally to justify

criticism of American materials I may be. allowed.to quote a former
Director of e.A.L: - ",The History of the finding and lackrof criteria
for operaons have seriously hampered the effectiveness of the.
rnate4els development centers: Despite. the expenditure of Millions ofdollars, only a small amount of 'materials has beendeveloped thus far,
much of it of a relatively amateurish nature and ,ladking in :any
organized design or research base. ",, (Troike:: op cit p. 5). Soviet
material prepared at the Moscow centre though it is 'biased in femur
of Russian, so far, as availability is concerned, is professional in the

:highest degre.eY",the research design to wel.1 rounded and the results
professionally and practically evaluated by teachers over a period of
five years befOre its general release:

(H) ;,!EvaluatiOssh
_

. L

One of the consequences of the 'judicial't 13}egal, stindt.
from the 'constitutional' basie'of American bilinguaV educati is the y
need for strict, forMal. and objectiVe surveys to idelittify the '
population eligible for bilingual education., a 4efhool district
identtfies ,twenty or morte'Of, a !language "rninpritY

.;posseee!
3.tmiited

P;Ofildiendy in English a c3.1egnostic/p,resciiptive approach is adopted
to"Ve design of a bilingual pro ;ramie This apptoach entails the use
of .1;41i'Ve point ,rating scale kor;Engli:th,g4:4 Native
Lan e proficiency:. Connecticut has :fpfrinnlated!the mdsesoPhistidate;:
seta.Vcriteria of diagnoses and; asseOsment. It involVee a two .stage

'assessment of 'fine )3orninant LangUage.. the'finel determination of
dominance is mader"accOtding td formal objective tests, or lengthy,.
.form'al Observation by trained,assessoe of the peiformanceokr a student
in unstructured situations. 1Prherealtir,prodedures for

A
determinin''

English t'inguagg'proftdiency ntinue and before 'i'abAlaryOfip
year all .boards,att education 'volVed in hprogrammesaprogrammes arKti"



expected; to file:Wit-1i' the 'SeCretery .the;nlAberof,..Children :whOse
dominant' language' is: Other than:English, and those -whose dominant':,
language- is ;English.. .',There ids anr, review of the English
Proficiency and .of the,. ent' of each child in fthe:prOgramme,

.this :xeview inVolVef.Stenda ized tests,, dCaderiiib; grades .pr
equivalents and`: a. personal intervjeW. Standards for annual increased

.

.English proficienci.are 'Set and a determination to remove-.the child
from, the programme: (o not) and the basis of the determination conveyed
to the parents::: SUch surveyS involve the elicitation:of- infctrmation
from .parents..aa to the language 'spink,en

. at home;* .teacher.:.assessment at '

the end of the first:, ydar of -te level of2stUdents' cOmpetence its('
comprehedding,, .expressing himself and reading 'English.: On the 'b'etl,esa of
a cross tabiaidtiOn of parental'and schoOl esseSsMentS,,

a, deciaiOn
concerning studenta.whO, p,t identified as "having 'limited English 'speaking:,
proficiency are administered a :ianitorin state-Wide atrai-lOral.,
doiglin.ance''tes.E.:- :Students` who are :native language.dominant'are
administered a :uniforM statewide native 'Language. proficiency 'test..

'In Texas 'tests for minority :childPen involve Objecti've assessment
.of oral' language giving major- consideration, to pronunciation, Vocabulary

and sYntaX. They include rhetoric, i.e. the ,fOrms of -discoUrse such as
explaining, describing, narrating and persuading: and their literal,
SOcial, artistis use; regiSer or style i.e.*the adjustments' a: sPeaker
makes.. for variables such as formality of sitUations,- type of audience
and topic' (Texas Educi. Acency: Minority Programsferformance Objectipilot Project on Oral Language) . Ona.ia reminded by this' statement
of the contents page of a text book on linguistics and rhetoric. Th
balance }petweed thing and the theory of testinglias been revers d,
andTthe piactibe of eduCatiOn is 'eyaluated'a4...triough -it were possible to
regard it as a nUmber,i of- discrete units rather than ad ongoing :exerCise
in listening, speaking, ,-reading and writing. Por this type of testing
to, be. applied -6,SOviet students whether they are learning theirnative
or sie`con4 language' wolp.d''.be:,,inconceivaple.,

J . \The State of New Jersey. it has been .,s ggestedt; 'requires a, ,total\
rethinking of .'prograin transition' the, net r ult. of which woUld.be to,.,
assess the student', s home langlieWon; a continuous baSis, teachersIt' e v a L 0; I. o n of students' linguistic ability, cross reference of these

e,t`Wo proceZsel; a4 'Engliah lancjuacje proficiency -assessment according
,...a. unifo m, fOrMal ,and objective: 'scheme for the whole State; a dual; : -



:language measure :ascertain ::langibige domin nce; native dan'guage
/ ed.profiCien d y assess men t; ..moit:0£ thede:lang age tests are-ia-terisified

.in detail and ;Oral: ith .9 si2b-item&l.. MOrph,o1OgY/:
'Morphoplionernee With 7-sUb.,.1.terps: 1,exio With.2:sub--:itenis. To these
are added tests Q e' -e/ :Sid.113* Oluding Syntax with -7 stibiterc.:
Semantics with.11 EVen in B tain,4Which is accuetomed. to. .

fOrthalta,,and.objeCtive -testing, the 4inericen testing system especially
Minority chtldien.eppeate;tto be.. an inctioUs on the process of teaching -.
necesslarrAthoUgh it in Order toi forestalq4legaI or :judicial
enquiried- 'and complaint's. .n: -the. Sov-iet Union,',,Suek:fa itydEerri 'does not0.
6ciet: Studetits -are gradediby 'the teacher at the end:-of e:ach lesson
and.the' annual. assessment of 'progress, is made.on, e aggregation' of
such- sgredes'.

Research

The same basic `difference weem the Soiiiet acid; the United.
States affefte research, as :1 oeS all otiie''.aspects of support
ediicatAca,T,.. the .#nited Stags has a proliferatiorc..cf prfVet:e"Consu3tancy
and Research orgenitatiom which may be 'eniPlOyed'by boards of education

-.or State organizatons.::.'*reSe,are not an integral :part of the
srSte'm but they.VonStitUte. an 'industrYf which in ...Mid last

',resort is. funded :fromresources which might be better used by the:'State
,,setting up or imprt7ving its research` r by supporting

, ,

ths.eiisting.and.eXCeptionally.Well,Clualified'apadepic OrgaqizatiOns..
So far as bilingual edUcation.ls conc9rned: c;,present situation- ecT

' reii,eals..the..freqUent: lack.: of. plann ..tonsi,214tion with
releiant:soUrces of '(Troiice:- op Cf .3 .NOt. ohly so but

, .

the Pr1or,ity given by academics to research is clap re otad,in the
amount actne":41y.liadertalcen. :...The C.A.I.,...prioritieS placed 'reseereh'; oq
the laet, of---Our:**Sues ,requtrihg. siteritiOn; namely teacher r,"--94//,?1"/
materials eveloptheqtc .a national clearihg' house of :_information and. 9'

fireally research; ..Since 1969.1(3SGE ConferenceY.rese:arch has:beep a
perennial,. source o.discUssion mid the NIE:,stpPorted efforts to determinc
research riorities. The Office: of Child Development Conferredon

4

prior.itieein, 197.6 but nbbaSic" research has been cl-esigned or promoted.-
frequent redearCted into 'edu,geation ;:are, :undertaken

Qby 1 1 .fe ,yII M.A. Ph.D. e lows. From my read ng .o some_ ssertation-
Much of their 'mat'erial is derivesi.from the .eveinatin of Table VII
programrnea and it is ric !exaggeration to, s aP. ihat. as research material
these resources are not only UnCO-iordinated but (TrOike,
Researth eVidence for the, effectiveneis- of bilingual:. education.) ,Attempts
are made to 4,X.teepolate 'and: generalize from single' bilingual:.programrties


